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Few nations join

Viet aid chances dim

EX-POW OFF AND RUNNING . . . Former POW Maj.
Thomas Storey of Austin, Texas and Decatur, 111., is off and
running to meet his wife, Sylvia, following his arrival at

Kelly Air Force
Base, San Antonio Wednesday. (AP photo¦

fax) . ;¦ ;¦

By KENNETH J. FREED to investment returns is not
WASHINGTON (AP) -The readily acceptable to the
United States has found few na- United States.
tions willing to join its program With Congress generally cool
of international aid for In- toward an Indochina aid prodochina, dampening chances gram, particularly if it includes
that Congress will approve North Vietnam, Secretary of
American participation.
State William P. Rogers has
Of the non-communist na- been stressing a plan to involve
tions President Nixon is coun- many nations that would share
ting on to join in an assistance the burden.
program, only Japan has in- He has stated that the Eudicated willingness to pay in ropean Community as well as
large sums. But even in Tok- Japan has shown a willingness
yo's case there are uncer- to join in . But if the Japanese
tainties as to the amount and position is uncertain, the Euthe form of contributions.
ropean Community is an even
The United States won't be weaker possibility.
satisfied with anything less Great Britain, for Instance,
than a major contribution, cer- has said it cannot provide more
tainly far larger than the $50- than a token amount. France
million initial payment men- has shown no inclination to partioned in Japanese newspapers ticipate and few other Eurecently.
ropean nations are expected^ to
And since Washington prefers contribute in any meaningful
a multinational effort with indi- way.
vidual contributions as free of The Bonn government's planstrings as possible, the usual ning for 1973 is to lend no more
Japanese practice of tying aid than $32 million for reconstruc-

Looking to 1976

Agnew watching; wait!

design. But there are : politi- the next GOP nominee.
that await an early front-run¦ By WALTER R. MEARS
;• ¦. WASHINGTON (AP) - His cians in Agnew's corner who
ner, they don't want anybody
But
the
vice
president'
s
partipolitical profile is low these are concerned that low profile
sans are sensitive to the fact else to become the clear frontdays, but Vice President Spiro could become no profile.
there
has been no comparable runner, either.
T. Agnew is watching, waiting,
buildup
for their man. '
Obviously
the
season
for
open
In the White .House personnel
and listening to advice on an
Agnew,
it was understood, cutback, Agnew's staff is down
nearly
politicking
is
far
off
,
all-but-certain quest for the
has not 'raised the CosnaUy from 39 to 39. Two top political
2978 Republican presidential three years away.
question With Nixon. One
nomination.
But the matter of political
said the President and aides have moved to other jobSj
Agnew confidantes are con- timing is compounded by the source
vice
president
do not have the although they presumably revinced the vice president will Connally situation. The former kind of relationship
that could main available for counsel
go after that I ,
"-i Texas governor who headed lead to any such conversation. now—and help when the time
.
prize. They are
k n Mr
Ap
Democrats for Nixon in 1972 is
not so s u r e - "
said to be on the verge of A similar situation prevailed comes.
about how. And
News
switching to the Republican in 1972, amid speculation that While broadening his conNixon might drop Agnew and
Agnew isn't dis- A „IW _;- party.
cussing t h a t Analysis
Assuming he does, it will be switch to Connally as his vice- s e r v a t i v e Republican coneven in confi- 1
I the functional equivalent of a presidential choice. Agnew sim- stituency would appear to be a
declaration of 1976 presidential ply waited that but, and wound logical Agnew goal in advance
dence.
candidacy,
focusing attention up with renpminatiqn.
of 1976, there are signs of some
One Republican who has
But he is being told now that defections
in his basic followtalked politics with him said not only on Connally^ but on the watchful waiting will not work
ing.
the vice president simply lis- response of Agnew.
in
advance
of
1976.
Lee Edwards, who publishes
tens to advice about strategyi Furthermore, President Nix- ¦
¦timing, and likely rivals—prime on has seldom missed an oppdr-i :" Thererare 6ther problems.
the conservative newsletter
among them John B. Connally, tunity to speak warmly of Con- Connally is only one prospect "The Right Report," said he
nally and his abilities, to the in what is likely to be a has found significant interest: in
Three Is no hint of an Agnew point of remarking to a White crowded GOP field. And , if Ag- a Connally candidacy among
game plan.
House caller earlier this year new's would-be strategists don 't some; conservative GOP leadThe low profile clearly is by that the Texan is likely to be want him exposed to the perils ers. .

Inside:

Diiildin<y The Wisconsin
DUIIIIIIlg Building Commission has approved a construction p r o g r a m even
more conservative than that
of Gov. Patrick Liicey —
story, page 2a.

Remodeling o^S

of the Winona County Courthouse is gradually beginning
as general contractor P.
Earl Schwab Co., Winona,
begins moving eo.uipment
and materials onto the sitestory and pictures, page Sa.

'
Methadone ¦%££,

done maintenance centers
and hospitals will find they
cannot order more of the
heroin substitute when new
federal regulations take efweek — story, page
¦ fect next
¦
. 8a;

'

Winn AH * Winona State
ninnerS College captured its first NAIA District
13 basketball championship
Wednesday night with a 7470 victory over St. Thomas.
The win earned the Warriors a berth in the NAIA
tournament in Kansas City,
Mo. — stories and pictures,
pages 3b and 4b.

London rockedby
powerful bombs
LONDON (AP) — Two powerful bombs, apparently planted in cars, went off outside the
Old Bailey courthouse and government offices in Whitehall today.
At Old Bailey, a police
spokesman said : "There are in
excess of 150 casualties. "
Bombs were found and defused at Scotland Yard and
near the headquarters of the
Conservative and Labor parties
near Westminster.
At Old Bailey, children
wrapped in blankets were seen
being carried into ambulances.
Police' said they did not believe there were any deaths.
Police sources said the bombings appeared to be the work of
the nationalistic Provisional
wing of the Irish Republican
lArmy in connection with a referendum today in Northern Ireland on uniting with the Irish
republic or remaining part of
Britain.
Whitehall is more than mile
up the Thames River from Old
Bailey.

A warning appeared to have
been given. "Police came and
told us to clear the building, "
said Sgt. Phillip Reynolds. "We
got out and in about 10 minutes
the bomb went off. It was a
really big explosion. "
St. Bartholomew 's, a major
London hospital , reported it
had taken in 30 casualties.
L o n d o n ' s hospitals were
working under the strain of a
strike by the people who do
laundry, cook meals, clean up.
One Old Bailey witness said :
"It's like the blitz all over
again."

VOW TO CONTINUE FIGHT . . . Russell
Means, AIM leader on the Pine Ridge Reservation left , tells villagers at Wounded Knee
that thoy must continue their fight against

the government until their demands are met.
At right is Dennis Banks , another AIM leader. (AP Photofax)

¦am

That 's pollution
Politicians are like old
cars — too much exhaust,
not enough horsepower ... . .
Some genius could get rich
designing a women's purse
with the zipper at the bottom. That's where they
keep everything, anyway
. . . Chivalry, says the
cynic, is opening the door
and standing aside — so
some dame can rush in and
, take the job you're after
. . . A hangover, explains
the lush, is when you don't
want to come out of your
room because you think
your head won't fit through
the door.

widespread international interest has been the response from
the other participants in the
Paris conference on Vietnam.
Britain and France already
are considered largely out of
the picture. Indonesia has said
it won't contribute at all and, of
course, the Vietnam states are
to be the recipients, not donors*

That leaves only Canada
among-the non-communist participants joining the United
States in stating a willingness
to provde aid through a multinational program. But the Ottawa government's financial
contribution must be limited
compared to what the United
States or Japan can afford.
Of the communist nations
that participated in the Paris
conference, China and the Soviet Union say their aid will go
only to North Vietnam and only
on a bilateral basis. Poland and
Hungary, which , also participated in Paris, are expected to
follow suit.

Soaring farm prices
still avoid controls

By DON KENDALL
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government
is hoisting new storm signals oh food costs,
including the notice by the White House that
soaring farm prices will continue to escape
controls.
Last month, prices of farm products
jumped 3 percent and stood 22 percent above
a year earlier. The increase included record
high marks for cattle and hogs, which — as
meat at the supermarket — account for nearly 30 percent of a family 's food bill.
"No consideration is being given to applying controls on raw agricultural products,"
White House Press Secretary Ronald L. ZiegIer said Wednesday.
Labor leaders and other consumer spokesmen have urged President Nixon to impose
restraints on farm prices, which have been
unimpeded since economic controls were begun 18 months ago.
Ziegler said farm-price controls would be
detrimental to administration strategy calling
for larger crops and livestock production this
. . year. '
.
Meantime, the Agriculture Department
reported Wednesday that prices of live
cattle and hogs continue climbing.
In Omaha, Neb. — a key checkpoint —

Texas collision
kills several;
22 persons hurt

Newsmen at Old Bailey reported utter confusion.
"It seemed all the windows
and showers of debris crashed
in," one said.
Cars wer« blown over on
their sides.
The Whitehall blast appeared
to have come directly outside
an army recruiting office. Britain has more than 17,000 troops
in Northern Ireland.

tion in all four Indochina
states. This would have to be
repaid over 30 years at % per
cent interest and, for the moment, would be given on a bilateral basis, not through some
international forum.
Weakening Rogers' claim of

choice-grade steers were up again to $44.20
per 100 pound on the hoof in the week ended
March 3, about $8.55 more than a year ago.
This likely will indicate further hikesin wholesale and retail beef prices.
Chicago prices of dressed beef have risen
accordingly, averaging a record $67.20 per
100 pounds in early March. A year ago wholesale beef brought $56.31 in Chicago, the department said.
Hogs at Omaha brought farmers about
$39 per 100 pounds in early March, compared
with $23.50 a year ago. Wholesale carcass
prices, hinting what may come for pork at
supermarkets, was up $15 per hundred from
last year, the USDA said.
Meanwhile, Rep. John Melcher, D-Mont.,
said a two-step plan to stabilize meat prices
has been agreed upon by the Nkon administration's fcM advisory committee.
One step would be to increase the slaughter of cows; the other would tighten meatpackers' profit margins, Melcher said.
Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Butz adamantly says a freeze on farm prices would
lead to food shortages, rationing and blackmarkets. Farmers, he says,- would lose incentives to increase production.

Lottery lor standby
draft begins today

FORT STOCKTON, Tex.
By JERRY T. BAULCH
(AP) — A bus on a cross-counWASHINGTON (AP) — The first standby draft lottery for
try tour collided with a trac- men not expected to be drafted began today. Acting Selector-trailer on a narrow bridge, tive Service Director Byron V. Pepitone announced that those
touching off a fire which sent drawing number 95 and lower will be classified.
He said they will not be processed, but will be available
passengers diving through win- for immediate induction if there is an emergency next year
dows to escape the flames.
requiring Congress to renew the president's draft authority.
"People panicked. I saw a It expires July 1.
big flame coming up the middle
Those with numbers above 95, Pepitone said, will be kept
aisle. People were screaming in the "H" holding classification that they were put in after
and kicking windows open," they registered last year. Most will have no more contact
said a passenger describing with their draft boards.
Wednesday night's crash.
Today's drawing involved the two million men who turned
The Texas Department of 19 this year and who would be subject to the draft next year
Public Safety originally said 15 if there should be one.
people died in the crash, but
If they are not needed during 1974, Pepitone said in prethis morning a spokesman said pared remarks, their place will be taken by men one year
the death toll would probably younger who also will be primarily vulnerable for the calbe between five and seven.
endar year of their 20th birthday, or in 1975. Athough men
Twenty-two people were in- can be inducted after the year of their 20th birthday, the
jured , the department said.
possibility of this occurring is extremely remote.
There were two confirmed
"Selective Service does not instantly produce military
dead — both occupants of the manpower," Pepitone said. He added it must be prepared to
truck — today as highway meet its manpower role behind the active-duty military, the
crews and police searched the Reserve and National Guard .
wreckage for additional vicPepitone noted that this is the first lottery since it
tims.
was begun in 1969 that none of the young men face inducOfficials said between 20 and tion . The last drawing was in December.
31 people were on the bus.
"Indeed ," he said , "for the first time since 1947—26
Many screaming passengers years ago—our nation now is relying totally on volunteers to
who survived the Impact of the provide manpower for tho armed forces . . ."
crash leaped from tho flaming
The script for this year 's lottery is almost identical to
bus.
those in past years.

Women, children evacuate Wounded Knee: militants remain
By F. RICHARD CICCONE
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D.
(AP) — The remaining nine
former hostages at Wounded
Knee were expected to join
women and children evacuating
the occupied hamlet today as
militant Indians said thoy are
"prepared to die " and federal
officials termed the situation
extremely critical .
Shots wore hoard during the
night nt Wounded Knco, but it
was generally a quiet night. A
newsman termed the shots
mostly from shotguns and
rifles.
Carter Camp, a spokesman
for the American Indian Movement (AIM), said today that
reinforcements were on the
way. An unidentified Indians
sold 32 more members of the
militant Indian group slipped

through the federal lines this
morning.

The former hostages indicated they planned to leave
Wounded Knee, joining two others who loft Wednesday.
The , Justice Department has
said that all nonresidents of
Wounded Knco must lenvo
unarmed by 7 p.m. (CST ) today or bo subject to immediate
arrest. After that lime, the officials said any of the invaders
attempting to leave will fee subject to immediate arrest.
Federal authorities also declared that negotiations could
not continue, that the situation
was "extremely grave," and
urged all women and children
to leave.
Leaders of the American Indian Movement said tha federal

position was a threat that the
estimated 300 marshals and
FBI agents maintaining a perimeter around Uio village would
mount an attack. The Indians
said thoy were "prepared to
die."
Four women and 3n children
who are among the 200 permanent residents of the Sioux
village left the encampment
Wednesday. Two elderly men
who wore among the 11 persons
held hostage nearly two days
last week also left the village.
The children were bundled ini
a van and several cars. Many
of them wore suffering from
respiratory problems. Thoy
huddled against each other and
looked through car windows
patiently as federal lawmen
carrying high-powered rifles 1
and automatic weapons care-

fully surveyed the cars before
allowing the caravan to depart.
Ralph Erickson', special assistant to the U.S. attorney general , said Wednesday that the
leaders of the more than 200 Indians involved in the Fob. 28
takeover are "bent on one of
two courses—total capitulation
by the U.S. government to their
illegal demands or violence."
He added that the demands
of the AIM leaders "amounts to
nothing more than intolerable
blackmail. "
Federal authorities arc in the
middle of an intra-tribnl political battle among the Oglala
Sioux , most of whoso 13,000
members live on the Pino
Ridge Reservation.
The AIM loaders are demanding that the Interior Department send a top-rankin g

representative to meet with
them In Wounded Knee and
that tribal president Richard
Wilson be dismissed and new
elections be held. They nlso>
want the release of three Indians arrested Tuesday nt the
federal roadblock after marshals said thoy found gasoline
fire bombs in the Indians' car.
Charles Soller, assistant general counsel of the Interior Department who has been negotiating in Wounded Knco sinco
Monday, rejected the AIM demands on the grounds they contradict U.S. policy and law that
Indians shall govern their tribal
affairs unless there is a breakdown In tho government process.
Erickson said tho demand for
release of federal prisoners was

"similarly unacceptable.
Erickson returned to Washington Wednesday and Charles
Abelard , an associate deputy
attorney general , became the
top Justice official at Pino
Ridge.
Two California youths wero
arrested Wednesday as they
tried to slip past federal agents
into Wounded Knee. They were
not identified. A total of 33 persons have been arrested sinco
the takeover began.

Federal agents brought Uirco
more armored personnel carriers onto the Wounded Knee
perimeter , making a total of
six being used in the Mils
around the village and at roadblocks manned b y federal
agents a few miles from the
village center.

Indians intensified searches
nt their checkpoints near tho
village. On the main road to
Wounded Knee thoy posted a
sign roughly printed on a piece
of plywood: "One car at a timo
to the checkpoint. If more than
1 car comes you will be shot
at."
Several gunshots were fired
randomly in the encampment
during daylight hours Wednesday. Before dawn Wednesday,
the heaviest shooting of tho
siege occurred. Federal spokesmen said 250 rounds wero fired
at lawmen and a similar number of shots were returned.
There have been no injuries
reported in the nine-day confrontation despite tho almost
nightly, intermittent shooting.

Today s energy spending may for

(AP)
- higher rates instead of reward- to select energyrsaving equip- ining.
and production—in short, the million people-, the United
WASHINGTON
lifestyle—guarantee States would have one billion.
Americans spend energy as if ing them with low rates as is ment, although manufacturers I The OEP report estimated nation 's
of some air conditioners have such measures that would tam- that energy demand will keep Multiplying population's imthere were no tomorrow—but now the case.
begun to emphasize the "effi- per with the habits of. Ameri- on growing rapidly for at least pact is the fact that the energy
there is a tomorrow, and that Reviewing possible energy ciency ratings " of their prod- cans could reduce energy coo- the next 20 years.
demand per person is rising
high spending may force big saving measures last October, ucts.
sumption 2 per cent by 1990.
"The nation's lifestyle is per- five times faster than the popuchanges in the nation 's life- the staff of the President's Of• A d o p t regulations dis- S. David Freeman, former haps the most fundamental de- lation itself. The nation's enerfice of
Emergency Pre- couraging
style.
downtown auto driv- presidential science adviser, terminant of energy demand," gy demand now doubles every
To reduce energy con- paredness reported it also may ing, where start-and-stop condi- ; claims demand could be cut 33 says the National Petroleum 14 years. Demand for elecsumption, the experts already become necessary to:
Council, which speaks for the tricity alone doubles every 10
tions waste fuel, and make per cent.
talk of such measures as:
• Emphasize travel by mass mass transit more efficient.
Even so, nobody says such oil industry. But in a report
|
• Taxing auto engines that transit, trains, bicycles and
• Remove t a x advantages ' reductions would actually solve last December, the council opdeliver low gasoline mileage in plain old-fashioned walking, to from
home ownership to dis- the nation 's energy problems posed restrictions that would
powering the big automobiles get people out of energy-was- courage construction of single- i that are marked by current and alter that lifestyle.
ting automobiles and jets. family dwellings; apartment |impending shortages of natural Others say, however, that the
many Americans prefer.
• Setting stiff standards for Buses, for example, carry houses are considered easier to gas, petroleum and electricity. lifestyle is equally threatened
Insulation of buildings in order people three to four times more heat, per unit.
The best they can do is to buy by runaway demand.
to keep down heat and air-con- efficiently than automobiles.
Economist Ronald Ridker,
time.
ditioning costs, an energy-saver • Establish government test- • Plan communities to bring
who studied the energy questhat could increase the already ing and mandatory labeling of activities closer together and I Population growth, the mush- tion for the Commission on
spiralling cost of housing.
equipment to allow comparison eliminate unnecessary driving. j rooming use of electricity, Population Growth and the
• Turning electricity rates of. energy efficiencies. Con- • As a "highly unpalatable I throwaway products and shifts American Future, concluded:
upside down, to penalize the sumers now have no easy way last resort," impose fuel ratio- in the patterns of consumption "As population density and BARABOO, Wis. (AP> - A
economic activity increase, re- qualified shield law would
sources become less abundant, "tear the heart out of the very
dependence on technology and protection " that the measure is
social discipline grows and wil- supposed to guarantee newsderness areas recede, slow but men, John M. Lavine, publisher
irreversible changes in our way of three daily newspapers, said
Wednesday.
of life are
¦ likely to be forced on Lavine, who publishes
the
us." ¦
Chippewa
Herald-Telegram,
Ridker said population and Portage Daily Register and the
economic growth must stop Baraboo News Republic, told
some day, but "at this point in. the Baraboo Kiwanis Club that
time there is still considerable the shield law pending before
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - The budget, or to ask the legislature the requests to about $64 mil- The commission voted unani- room to choose when and how." the Wisconsin Assembly gives
mously for the UW health cen- Russell E. Train, chairman of reporters the right to decline to
State Building Commission rec- for a bonding program ," the lion.
governor
said.
Building
commission
subcomter
in Madison, whose $32 mil- the President's Council on En- disclose sources of information,
ommended Wednesday a 1973-75
Included in the commission mittees called for a building lion Phase 2 contains $16 mil- vironmental Quality, says the "except in certain very imporconstruction package which recommendation to the legisla- budget of about $64 million.
slowdown need not lower the tant public instances, where the
lion in state tax revenue.
tentatively is even more con- ture is $16 million for the sec- The commission deadlocked A UW request for a $3.8 mil- standard of living, but may ac- public's need to know allegedly
servative than that which Gov. ond construction phase of a on requests for physical educa- lion engineering and physical tually raise it by shifting the overshadows the reporters'
emphasis from industrial proPatrick J. Lucey had sug- University of Wisconsin center tion plants at the University of science library was shunted duction toward better services, right to keep' his sources private."
aside
on
a
4-4
tie
ballot.
¦
Wisconsin
campuses
in
Milfor
health
sciences.
gested.' : • ."
¦
the arts, recreation
Not immediately included waukee and Green Bay before A ^similar vote sidetracked education,
"This exception ," the pubThe commission endorsed was $2.3 million Lucey wanted approving a compromise 5-3.
$2.2 million in cottage construc- and longer-lasting products.
said, "would tear the
$50.9 million for the state's earmarked for renovation of The debate included Lucey's tion at Southern Colony and "The real issue is not wheth- lisher
building program in the bien- the Kettle Moraine Boys School suggestion that student fees Training School near Union er resources will last 100 years, heart out of the very protection
nial fiscal period beginning near Plymouth , a minimum se- contribute more, and taxpayers Grove, but $1.64 million for re- 200 years or even longer," that the bill is supposed to offer
July 1 after Lucey had asked curity prison at- Fox Lake and be required to contribute less, modeling Southern cottages Train said last May. "The real theHereporter."
said the legislature should
issue is: How much are we
was approved 7-1.
commissioners to hold the purse the Winnebago or Mendota to campus sports programs.
pass
an unqualified shield law
both
in
real
willing
to
pay,
A UW-Platteville heating
strings to no more, than $55 mil- state hospitals.
or
none
at all.
costs
and
in
environmental
UW-Milwaukee
has
been
begplant modification to handle
lion.
Lucey has said the facilities
degradation, to supply ' our spi- Lavine based his arguments
ging
for
$5
million
with
which
emergencies
and
worth
$433,100
against the qualified shield law
ralling energy demand?"
The package Is about half could handle persons now in the to build a gymnasium complex was curtailed 4-4 .
Altering lifestyles and slow- on three points.
that which state agencies had Green Bay Reformatory and to complement 2,000-seat Baker
Central State Hospital at Waurequested. There was some un- ¦pun..
Fieldhouse, a 40-year-old struc- A UW-Stevens Point student ing down growth wouldn't be "First," he said,"the United
States Constitution says there
certainty about how it would be
ture which was remodeled this center renovation failed . 4-4, easy.
and the college was directed to Take population : If , from shall be 'freedom of the press.'
influenced by campus gymna- Young Inmates who would year.
sium projects in Green Bay and have gone to the unopened UW-Green Bay 's $3 million produce an alternative to its now on, each couple had only It does not say that there shall
Milwaukee as well as by a re- youthful offenders facility in gym request was opposed by proposal for replacing the two children—just enough to re- be 'freedom of the press limitplace themselves—it would still ed by any qualifications.' "
view expected next week of Adams County could be accom- Lucey, Sen. James Swan, R-Elk- campus' Old Main.
prison remodeling projects.
modated at remodeled existing horn , and Sen. Milo Knutson; UW-Eau Claire's bid for a take 70 years for the U.S. popu- "To pass a shield law which
The Democratic government facilities, he said.
$2.47 million student center an- lation to stop growing because would be qualified , would, in
R-La Crosse;
had proposed a spending ceiling The governor has recom- The commission cleared the nex was approved 5-3, and UW- so many young Americans have my estimation" Lavine said ,
of $42.5 million to avoid borrow- mended closing the Green Bay two campus requests for final River Falls' food science build- yet to reach the child-bearkg "limit this freedom of the press
and put legal wraps on the pubage.
ing and to avoid reducing the prison and the Waupun facil- planning, . however, but without ing was approved 5-2.
amount of money available for ities, and selling the unused authorizing construction funds. Three campus maintenance By the end of this century, to- lic's right to know."
day's population of 205 million Second , he said, the people
tax relief.
Adams County institution to the The action contains a provision facilities at Green Bay, River would
reach 271 million; in 100 the press should and must
He raised the figure Wednes- U.S. government.
that the commission will review Falls and Oshkosh survived as
watch—the politicians and buday by adding more than $12 The commission balked at the projects in 1974 before a $2 million consolidation at Lu- years, 350 million.
reaucrats—are the very ones
million in interest on invested prison renovation , saying the spending is authorized.
cey's request. ;
And what if each couple had
would draw up the limitafunds.
plan was presented without no- The compromise, which kept The . commission approved three . children instead of two? who
;.:¦
"I am not prepared either to tice.
the construction budget within about $2.3 million in UW-Mil- The population would be 322 tions on the press.
renege on my property tax re- It was expected to take up Lucey's austerity . guidelines, Waukee remodeling projects.
million by the year 2000; a cen- "Third, " lavine said, "if the
lief commitment, to hope for the proposal next week.
was endorsed by Lucey and The commission rejected tury from now, instead of 350 Wisconsin Legislature passes a
cuts on the state's operating Original agency requests for other commission Democrats. $490,500 in requests from the
Communications
building funds totaled about Knutson, Swan and Republi- Educational
$100 million. The state Depart- can Rep. Jon Wilcox of Waut- Board for equipment at educational television sites.
ment of Administration reduced oma voted against it.

per cent of total U.S. energy
years.
Electricity is a key part of demand. But the biggest conthe energy problem, for gener- sumer is industry, gulping alating plants waste fully two- most 40 per cent.
thirds of the fuel they burn.
And electrical building-heat is The midnight sun }n the Caless than half as fuel-efficient nadian North shines from May
as direct gas heating.
26 to July 19.
Household and commercial
sectors together consume 31
• •

MEETING
Thurs., Mar. 8

critiGized

Building Commission recommends
conservative construction plan
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qualified, limited shield law, vre.
will have then established the
principle that representatives
and senators can limit freedom
of the press.":
He said the legislature would
then have the power to decide
who may be a reporter and
who may tot.
"This would also mean" he
said, "that those same legislators could allow their friends to
print while their critics are
muzzled."
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Chairman asserts —

Wabasha board

WABASHA, Minn. — John
Doffing, chairman of the Board
of Education of Wabasha School
District 811, does not go along
with a Kellogg resident's suggestion that all of the board
members submit their resignations.
"Under our democratic society, Byrl E. Tyson stated in
a letter, "when an elected body
fails to function and perform as
a whole unit for the purpose
that it was elected , then it must
be dissolved and replaced."
Doffing contends the May
school board election will solve
the problem.
The terms of two of the majority members expire this
year—Chairman John Doffing

and Wallace J. Walter—and one
of the minority members-^Mrs.
Merlyn Williams.
Doffing, who said this morning that he is undecided as to
whether he will seek reelection
to the board for another three
years, feels that the May election "should change the majority one way or another, and
thereby eliminate the problem."
"The people are given a
chance to express themselves at
an election," he pointed out.
Doffing cited last year's
school bond election, which had
one of the largest turnouts in
history, percentagewise.
One board member refiled,
and was reelected. That was by

votes of the citizens, he pointed
out.
Doffing believes that the problem stems from three board
members who are on record opposing the new school—Mrs.
Williams, William Bruegger and
Clifford Wilson.
"They vote against anything
conneeted with the new school,"
said Doffing. "How are you going to change that?"
Mrs. Williams' term is up this
year but Bruegger's and Wilson's do not expire until next
year..
Interest in the education of
the children should be foremost
In the minds of school board
members, Doffing contended.
"But if you have members

who are 100 percent opposed to
one facet and one of tie most
important things, such as a new
facility—how are you going to
be united?" he asked. "It's
very difficult."
"As a board , we are functioning," he added , "but possibly
not as well as we should. One
doesn't see many positive things
written about our school, only
the fights."
Since Doffing has been on the
board, he pointed out, five new
teachers have been added; the
curriculum has been improved
in the classrooms as well as in
the vocational program; the
music, drama and art departments have forged ahead; the
school has adopted the "Right

State to decide on
represent ing Shell

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — A
five-man welfare committee of
the Minnesota Association of
School Board Administrators is
expected to come to a decision
today on whether to challenge
the Wabasha School Board on
the four . reasons given in the
dismissal of its superintendent,
Dr. Basil Shell.
The reasons have not been
made public.
BRUCE Olander, representing
Shell on behalf of the association, said that if the association decides to take the case,
the reasons for Shell's release
would be made public and a
news conference would most
likely be called in Wabasha.
However, he added, if the
statewide organization does
not take the case, his office
would not release the reasons.
He pointed out that Shell
"could do whatever he wishes."
_ Shell has said that, he...wants
a public hearing on the matter,
but that under the law he first
would have
to obtain a court
¦
.order.
Dr. Shell does not qualify under the tenure law to have an

Kellogg man is
shot in head

FENCED IN ... . A five-foot wire fence
has been erected around the Winona County
Courthouse property by the P. Earl Schwab
Co., prime contractor for the long-awaited

renovation of the old stone structure. The
trailer on the lawn will be used as a project
office.

KELLOGG, Minn . — A Kellogg man is recuperating at
home after he was accidentally
struck in the head by a 22-caliber bullet.
Gus Wehinger Jr., was treated at St. Elizabeth Hospital, Wabasha, and then released.
The Wabasha County Sheriff's
effice reported that on Sunday
when a juvenile was target
shooting in the area, a stray
bullet careened off the hood of
a vehicle Wehinger was working on, striking him in the head.
Wehinger was taken to the
hospital by his sister, Mrs. Fay
Curley. The accident took place
about 4:45 p.m. Sunday.

Massive remodeling

Courthouse project starts

UPSY-DA1SV . . . A huge crane with
telescoping boom lifts a stack of lumber
into nn opening in tho roof of Winona County's M-yenr-old courthouse Oils morning. Materials are being stored on tho building's

vacant third floor as renovation activities
get under way. County offices will bo moved
into the Boland Manufacturing Co. building
tho last weekend of this month, (Daily New3
photos by James Galowsld)

By AL DAVIS
Daily News Staft Writer
The lawn surrounding Winona
County's 84-ycar-old courthouse
Is rapidly taking on the look of
a heavy construction area these
days as progress gets under
way for tho long-awaited renovation of the structure.
A five-foot wire mesh fence
has been constructed around the
courthouse property, a trailer
to serve as project headquarters has been installed on the
front lawn and stacks of construction materials are more in
evidence day by day.
A LARGE opening has been
made in the roof on the West
3rd Street side and a huge
crane with a telescoping boom
has been lifting stacks of lumber and material through the
hole to be stored in tho present
attic area.
Remodeling of tho Bolnnd
Building, 152 W. 3rd St., which
will house county offices during
tho renovation , is well under
way. Tentative plans call for
moving county facilities the
weekend of March 31.
Tho prime contractor for the
renovation Is the P. Earl
Schwab Co., Winona , and the
$1,339,000 contract Includes the
preparation of tho temporary
faculties in tho Boland Building. Completion of tho courthouse renovation is expected
to take 540 days from tho date
of tho contract Feb. 5, making
the target day in July 1074.
TOTAL PROJECT cost will be
$1,041,625, which includes architect's fees, furniture and furnishings , exterior landscaping,
etc. Winona County voters approved n $1.1 million bond issue
for remodeling Dec. 7, 1071, by
nearly a 2,000 vote margin. The
bond issue referendum was a
huge victory for groups that
had been fighting sinco 1051) to
save tho aging structure.
Bond Issue referendums for
new courthouses wero defea ted in 1051), 1900 and 10G7.
Tho County Board of Com-

missioners voted Jan. 4. to
award the contract to Schwab.
This action concluded a year of
consultation, planning, replannig, designing and redesigning by commissioners and
Thomas Horty of Horty, Giving and Associates, Inc., Minneapolis-based architects for
the project.
Plans call for (he remodeled
structure to have five floors,
compared with three in the
basic building. The building 's
present third floor has never
been used.
THE COURTHOUSE base-

ment, newly designated tho
first floor, will contain the Public Health Nursing Service, Probation Department and County
Extension Service.
The courthouse's main floor,
newly termed the second floor,
will contain many of the offices located on that level since
original construction. These include the assessor, auditor,
treasurer , machine room, register of deeds, and" County
Board of Commissioners' meeting room.
District court facilities, somewhat mbre compact and with a

Whitehall teachers
ask meet with board

WHITEHALL, Wis. - The
Whitehall Teachers Association
( WTA ) will ask the district
school board to meet to discuss
discipline in tho schools and
tho trimester system used In
tho junior and senior high
school.
At an association meeting
Monday, most of the 40 teachers attending felt discipline is
deteriorating and tho trimester
system is contributing to the
decline.
IN OTHER action, tho teachers appointed a committee
to toko "whatever action necessary " to get a contract signed
this school year, and to drop
the demand for a maintenance
of standards clause and instead
ask for the board's approval of
a specific list of work guarantees.
WTA president Ron Rumpel
told tho group two teachers
have been told their Individual
contracts will not bo renewed
next year. One of tho teachers ,
Mrs. Beatrice Fischer , who
has taught English in tho high
school n yeans, was told by

the administration tho discipline problem in her class was
tho reason for her non-renewal.
Tho WTA has twice gone to
tho administration for a policy
on discipline , but they have
none, Rumpel said. Discipline
problems include breaking windows, obscenities , class disruption , and smoking in the high
school building.
UNDER the trimester system ,
tho school day is divided into
three two-hour blocs of time.
This gives some teachers problems duo to tho long class periods and because of the large
periods of time a student has
when ho does not have n class
that period,
It was suggested that If the
board turns down tho request for
liio meeting on discipline and
tho trimester, tho teachers
would hold a public meeting,
Inviting tho public and student
representatives.
Named to the action commit
tco wero Clark Berg, Louis For
ris, Mrs. Leonard Ellison , Mrs
Herbert Leo, Mary Rlsch, Rob
ert Fischer and Elalno Colby.

to Read" program and the administration and teachers are
very excited about the trimester scheduling which will go into effect next year.
"AH of these positive things
the board has gone along with
and encouraged," he pointed
out. "Even though we fight and
disagree, there are some things
we do agree on. But one does
not read about these things in
the newspapers—only the fighting is publicized."
Doffing, who is in his third
year on the board, said he has
not made up his mind as to
whether he will run again.
"Some days I am running but
then other days I am not," he
concluded:

dropped ceiling, will dominate
the remodeled structure's third
floor area. The rounded courtroom will be surrounded by
jury arid conference rooms, an
office for the court reporter and
the judge 's chambers.
Three rooms along the west
side will contain the law library, clerk of district court,
and, on the east side, the county attorney.
All levels except tho second
will contain public toilet facilities. Tho existing structure has
public toilets only in the basement.
DOMINATING the building's
fourth floor are the twin county
courtrooms , located directly
above the district court facility,
and hung within what is now
the vaulted ceiling of the district courtroom. Other offices
will be zoning and planning,
sanitation , county court conference rooms, county court clerk
and veterans service.
Tho new fifth floor , towering
high in what is now tho building's attic, will contain tho
sprawling Department of Social
Services. A room on tho northwest side, located in tho high

automatic public hearing since
he lhas been superintendent in
Wabasha for. only one year.
As to the reasons for his dismissal, which he received Feb.
26, Dr. Shell said he could
see "no substance."
"PEOPLE onght to hear what
the reasons are — they have
that right to know," he added.
At a Feb. 12 meeting of the
Board of Education of Wabasha
School District 811, the majority- 'of the board voted not to
renew Dr. Shell's contract for
the 1973-74 school year.
Voting in favor of terminating
the contract were: William
Ha-wlrinsy Dr. Marvin Timm,
Chairman John Doffing and
Wallace J. Walter. Opposed
were Mrs. Merlyn Williams,
Clifford Wilson and William
Bruegger.

two state men
charged with
drug possession

CALEDONIA, Minn. — Two
Minnesota men were charged
with possession of marijuana
Wednesday afternoon when
they appeared before Judge Elmer Anderson in Houston Coun- ;
ty Court.
They are James Lee Schlagel,
18, Clara City, Minn., and Steven Dale Nelson, 18, Bird Island,
Minn.
Both defendants were found
indigent '.and will receive courtappointed attorneys.
Preliminary hearings were
scheduled for March 26 at 2
p.m. and bond was set at $300
each. Nelson posted bond and
Schlagel remains in the Houston
County Jail.
Both were arrested by Houston County Sheriff Jerry Olson
Wednesday on felony complaints
and warrants when they returned to Caledonia to pick up
some of their personal articles.
The personal possessions had
been left in a 1967 sedan which
was demolished in a one-car
accident March 2 at 12:57 a.m.
on the Minnesota side of the
West Channel Bridge, east of
La Crescent. An amount of marijuana was among the articles,
claimed the sheriff .
Schlagel was driving the vehicle when it went out of control, struck a bridge abutment
and traveled down an embankment, landing on its rear. It
then slid out onto the ice of
tho Mississippi River.
Nelson, who received injuries
to his mouth, forehead and
scalp, was hospitalized overnight at Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse.

County accident
Today
3 a.m. — Highway 243 and
CSAH 25, turning collision: Robert J. Hoffman , Rollingstone,
Minn., 1964 model sedan , $75,
front loft ; Ray Mueller, Rollingstone, parked 1951 model sedan ,
$175, front left and . left rear.
tower area , will bo an employe's lunchroom, Much of tho
remaining attic area above this
level will be token up by heating and air-conditioning systems.
An elevator will bo Installed
near tho 3rd Street entrance
to servo all five floors.

ANNUAL ELECTION
I
I

Winona Township
Tuesday, March 13
POLIS OPEN
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

1
I

MEETING -7:00 P.M.
Room E, College Center

Sr. Mary's College Campus

Cy A. Hedlund , Town Clerk

Joseph Levine as Gandhi? Tonight, tomorrow on TV

NEW YORK - Joseph E.
Levlne, the movie maker
and movie bustler, returned
from Mexico City where
he'd helped launch Merle
Oberon's film "Interval,"
and promptly went to Trader Vic's for .dinner. He has
taken off about 30 pounds.
His next big project is
"GandM" and when asked
about who'll play the great
leader of Passive Resistance
usually remembered for his
emaciated l o o k , Levine
said: "Now that I'm thin,
I think I could play it, and
I'm certainly no worse an
actor than some actors who
worked for me."
Dinah Shore waited in to
visit Burt Reynolds In Arizona on the set of "The
Man Who Loved Cat Dancing" after all that excitement over the mysterious
death of Sarah Mile's mgr.
David A. Whiting . . . Sarah's husband, writer Robert Bolt, one of the great

BIG TOM

BURGER

5 punces of choice ground
beef, large slice of cheese,
crisp lettuce, sliced tomato
and special dressing on a
large toasted bun.

Steak Shop
125 Main St.

Barf Wilson
word merchants, absent
during the tragedy, was also
back. He has had to endure
her love-crazed admirers
constantly and patiently,
and has been kind, They've
repeatedly denied that a
would-be wooer has separated them and doubtless
will do so a g a i n . . . In England, the story in Arizona
about their lovln' gal Sarah
is bigger than it is in Arizona.
Theater wonder-man Joseph Papp, who has his own
hit parade, is taking over
as boss of the Vivain Beaumont Theater in Lincoln
Center and launching important departures. Officially
they'll only admit "earnest
negotiations" ... At first,
Gower Champion shunned
taking director credit for
Debbie Reynold's "Irene"
since so much was Sir John
Gielgud's work. Then when
President Nixon liked it,
Gower broke down and accepted credit. They're fixing uo the Playbill program
for March 13 with his name
in i t . . . We have a thrifty
comedian named Gene Baylos who'd been parted from
bis wife for 15 years largely
on grounds of economy.
The other day they made up
and Gene took her to McGinnis' for a hamburger or
even two if she wanted. .
Elliott Roosevelt's candid
book with frank comments
about his parents has infuriated some relatives (it's
coming, up Putnam's), but
what care he? He's in
Europe managing horse
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farms ' . '' . . Sidney Poitier &
Joanna Shimkus deny getting threats at their hotel:
a rumor so many people believe . . . We went to see
the Raiders in hockey and
just loved them but also
that gal Denise Richard of
Galveston, Texas, whom we
crowned M i s s Raiders
Queen. How come the great
Raiders who lost wouldn't
give autographs to some
sweet little kids? . . . ?sa
Zsa Gabor presses her case
this week: against the Hilton Hotel where she says
she forgot and left the $50,000 worth of ice, near her
dour, somewhere a l o ng
there!
Don't tell anybody but
Marjoe Gortner's TV role
on CBS's 3-hr. dramatic film
tonight (9-12) is strangely
like the Janice Wylie-Emily
Hoeffert murders. Marjoe
plays Teddy Hopper, the
junkie killer . . . Sally Kellerman'Il unveil herself and
her singing act at the Century City Playboy in LA
. . . Buddy Hackett's reported switching in Vegas
to the new Grand Hotel
now-abuilding . . . Never
thought I'd get to this but a
big item about Toots Shor's
is they got a new piano
player: Vince Cordell.
Show Biz Quiz: What was
the real last name of the
Ritz Bros.? Ans. to yesterday's: Craig Stevens starred in "Peter Gimn," John
Vivyan was "Mr. Lucky."
Broadway isn't exactly
fading away—the Carnevale
at Mamma Leone's drew
6, 180 patrons in two days
. . . Frankie Laine'll be
given a 60th birthday Party
this month by the Friars
. . ' .' Rocky Graziano, at
Pier 52, asked director Dino
de Laurentiis for a film
role. De Laurentiis said,
"Vou would need a few
more fights, in which your
face would become even
more bashed. Then you
would -he aEEAL heavy!". _
EARL'S PEARLS: Sometimes a handicap can be an
asset , claims Allen Swift:
"For instance, my cousin is
nearsighted—so when he's
introduced to girls he has
to stand close."
REMEMBERED QUOTE:
"You can't fool all the
people all of the time—some
of them are fooling you."
It wasn't so long ago,
notes Morty Gunty, that if
you mentioned Wounded
Knee, everybody thought
you were talking about Joe
Namath. That's earl, brother.
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IncomeTax
Refunds
axe
ready-made
savings.

your incomo tax refund is readymade savings—ready to le tucked
away as a nice lumjEHSura payment
ontomorrow.
It's probably what you've had in
mind all along, im*t it? Getting this
far mthout missing the money, and
then making sort of a giant step
toward whatever it is you're saving
for.
One or* the easiest ways to mako

Federal tax: on your E Bond
interest until you cash your Bonds
or they finally mature. (And the
interest is exemp t from state and
local income taxes!)
«
So don't miss, such an ideal
opportunity to add to your savings.
Turn your tax refund check into
growingSavingsBonds dollars today.
You'll be doing something nice for
your future.

to take your refund check:and turn
it into a Series E Savings Bond.
(Or maybe severalSavings Bonds!)
Series E Bonds earn 5& % interest,
compounded semiannually, when
held to maturity of 5 years, 10
months (4% the first year). Your
money is guaranteed safe—Bonds
arc replaced JGreo if tost, destroyed
or stolen. And, speaking of income
tax, you may defer the payment of
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GREATEST ESCAPE

Television highlights
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. '
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S.S. POSEIDON WAS STRUCK
BY 90 FOOT TlDAt WAVE
AND CAPSIZED.
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County township
officers to meet
Saturday at Oaks
The annual Winona County
Township Officers Association
meeting will be at The Oaks
Supper club, Minnesota City,
Saturday beginning at 10:30
a.m.
Business will include the election of three directors for threeyear terms, and the presentation of resolutions . Earl Welschons, Winona County engineer , will speak following the
noon luncheon.

Durand School
Board contest
field narrowed
DURAND, Wis. (Special) Two men from Area 5 will be
competing for a position on the
Durand School Board in the
April 3 election.
-^
The incumbent, Theodore Biesterveld, who also is president
of the board, is being challenged by Richard Schlosser.
In Tuesday's primary election Biesterveld received 251
votes and Schlosser, 114. A third
candidate , Fred Sobottka , had
94 votes.
The position la a two-year
term.
¦
Almost one-third of Algeria's l
work force is unemployed.

GET A MOVE ON
HAD^SHAM, England (AP) Frank Garner, 82, was banned
from driving for 10 years for
going too slowly.
Police told the court here
that Garner was traveling
along the middle of the main
London-Eastbourne highway at
10 m.p.h. Garner pleaded guilty
to driving without reasonable
consideration for other road
users.
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Why did they come to Minnesota
and Wisconsin? They did not
have the problems of race, war,
Communism—thoy only had epidemics, starvation, poverty, ignorance and religious intolerance.
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"THE MARCUS-NELSON MURDERS," Telly Savalas.
Crime drama about a sensational murder case, the brutal
killing of two Manhattan career girls in August, 1963. A teenager confesses the crime and a hard-boiled detective fights
the boy's conviction. 8:00, Chs. 34; 10:50, Ch. 4.
"UNDER THE YUM YUM TREE," Jack Lemmon. Comedy about a lecherous landlord and a comely coed. (1963).
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TV highlights

Wisconsin legislator-
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(Continnetlfrom page 4a)
' 8:00, Ch. 4.

"PORTRAIT IN BLACK," Lana Turner. When an invalid
la murdered, his wife and a doctor are blackmailed. (1960).
, 11:00, Ch. 11.
"THE RED BAD0E OF COURAGE," Bill Mauldin. Civil
War drama about a young Union soldier confused at the prospect of combat. (1951). 11:30, Chs. 3-8.
"STRANGER ON THE THIRD FLOOR," Peter Lorre. A
reporter has enough circumstantial evidence to convict an
' innocent man ... and later 'finds himself in similar circumstances. (1940). 12:00, Ch. 5.
"THE PRODUCERS." Zero Mostel wild comedy about a
producer, his accountant, a Broadway flop and a swindle.
(1968). 12:00, Ch. 13.
Friday.
"IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME," Judy Garland
and Van Johnson. Two feuding shop clerks court each other
by mail—unknowingly, of course. (1949). 3:30, Ch. 4.
"COSMIC MONSTERS," Forrest Tucker. A mad scientist
liberates huge insects that threaten 'tine world with destruction.
(1959). 3:30, Ch. 6.
"WACO," Howard Keel. Frontier Wyoming is the scene
of lawlessness. (1966). 10:30, Chs. 3-8.
"LONELY ARE THE BRAVE," Kirk Douglas. Unusual
Western drama about a 20th century cowboy who fights the
inroads of modem life. (1962). 10:30, Ch. 9.
f'DEAD RINGER," Bette Davis. Melodrama, featuring
Miss Davis in a double role: a vengeful woman and her
scheming sister. (i964). 10:50, Ch. 4.
"IMITATION. OF LIFE," Lana Turner. A widow seeks a
career on Broadway and a Negro girl tries to pass for white.
(1959). 11:00, Ch. 11.
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N
j°^^- p^
his plates in place of the nor- time to order trees and shrubs
legislative trial.
KrSr
among
Minnesota
ranks
32nd
ALMA
CENTER,
Wis. (Spe- Meanwhile, bingo has made it the states with it weekly unem•Plus
. i
I
mal letter-number combination for planting windbreaks, says
^delivery charge.
now used.
Hugh Eddy, Soil Conservation cial) — The school board of the to the referendum state on Ws- ployment payment of $64 while
(^
^
^
The House referred the bill to Service, district conservationist, Alma Center, Merrillan and consin's April 3 ballot.
ranks 17th in average weekly 578 E. «h St.
Ph.:452-4007
Humbird areas has rejected the Walter Wolf, secretary the itwages.
its Transportation
Committee. Alma.
of
116 Levee Plaza East
Phono 4522712
¦
students
selection
of
Richard
'
Planting windbreaks is one of
Fischer
as
commencement
the easiest things a property
Pepin County 4-H
owner can do to make a farm- speaker for 1973.
Fischer, 38, Merrillan, who
leaders set meeting stead or rural home more- liv- taught
at the school nine years
able, he advises. The SCS can
DURAND, Wis. — A meeting furnish assistance in planning. is blind. He was stricken with
for Pepin County 4-H leaders It is important the windbreak diabetic retinopathy in the fall
and junior leaders in clothing be planned in advance. Proper of 1971 and the board dismissed
and foods will be at 10 a.m. species and spacings are essen- him from teaching duties in
Monday in the Pepiri County tial. Trees and shrubs need March of 1972.
Courthouse.
to be adapted to the climate Three weeks ago the school's
Nancy Thompson, St. Croix and soil. Properly located senior class chose Fischer to
commencement exerCounty, will be in charge of pro- plantings give the protection speak at
cises ' ¦ ¦
je ct training hi the clothing pro- needed.
ject. Carol Schultz, Pepin County For assistance in planning a The selection was presented
extension home economist, will windbreak, contact the Buffalo to the board and rejected. According to Supt. Michael Lavassist food leaders in planning County SCS office.
erty the board had never before
for the foods revue, foods tour,
foods judging, and fair book and The state of Hawaii consists refused a selection made by the
of 132 islands.
seniors.
exhibit changes.
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Labor leaders meet with
Anderson on job less pay
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The boys' ranch,
the circus and
the sheriffs

In adjoining columns the Minnesota Charities
Review Council tells us, as politely as possible,
that when it comes tg charities we are \ery p o o r
managers of our money.
Somebody sends us a tear-jerker letter or gets
us on the phone with a plea to help the kids or
the blind and we commit ourselves to a buck
or five with only the slimmest idea of what
we're spending it for.
When we're shopping for groceries we; compare values and count pennies; when we give to
charities ,we tend to lose our good judgment and
become indiscriminate spenders.

What the council tries to do — within state
law — is require organizations to file financial
reports so that people can find out how their
money is spent.
THE NONCOOPERATORS last aummer Included four sponsors of circuses. One of them
was the Minnesota Sheriff's Association, which
contracted with Rudy Bros. Circus to show in
Minneapolis and a number of other cities including Winona. The money was to go to the sheriffs ' Boys' Ranch near Austin ; at least that's the
story Winonans got from telephone solicitors.
After the shows here, the Dally News — as
is its custom with charities it helps promote —
tried to find out what the "take" was and how
it would be used.
But it was not until in mid-December, when
the sheriffs held their annual convention, that any
information became available. Then it was fragmentary.
An association spokesman told the Daily News
that the circus had netted $43,000 around the state,
but because the circus had guaranteed a total
of $50,000 for showings at Minneapolis, Rochester,
Winon a, Austin, Mankato, Faribault and St. Cloud
that higher amount was paid.
No information was available on even the net
— let alone the gross — for any cities other than
Minneapolis and Rochester. That's all the association had to say.
Now here are the comments of the Charities
Review Council about the circus promotion:
"'FOUR ORGANIZATIONS in Minnesota sponsored 'benefit' circuses last year and according
to our estimates, grossed something close to
$50O,COO by selling tickets on a sympathy appeal.
On the basis of Information available on previous
events of this kind, it is not likely that more than
S585,0(lO (about 17 percent) of that gross went for
charitable purposes.
"Telephoners in. the St. Paul area said that
ticket purchases would benefit the St. Paul Police.
In Minneapolis, Rochester, Austin and other Minnesota cities, the telephoners were sponsored by
the Minnesota Sheriff's Association and the money,
according to the sales people, would go to the
Minnesota Sheriff's Boys' Ranch near Austin.
Also, in the Minneapolis area, telephoners called
under the sponsorship of the Suburban Law Enforcement Association and in this case it was not
quite clear who would get the proceeds — but charity was stressed. And finally, in Minneapolis, DuIulh and a few other areas, telephoners started
calling to sell tickets for a circus sponsored by the
Minnesota National Guard.
"OUR CRITICISM of these four circuses was

based on the following concerns:

"In each promotion it was evident from the
outset that professionals were Involved, yet arrangements between the sponsors and promoters
would net the charitable causes less than 25 percent — far below the 70 percent required by law.
All four sponsoring organizations failed to file information required by law in advance of their telephone campaigns and there were a number of misrepresentations being made by the promoters in
their presentation to the public.
"Information submitted by the Friends of the
St. Paul Police for the circus sponsored In 1971
(Rudy Brothers), reveals that the Friends received
17.5 percent of over $158,000 raised. Details supplied in the public report on file with the state
of Minnesota include a report of 'business' and
'personal' expenses compiled by the professional
promoter who said that he had been told he received and spent $77,214.23 for selling tickets and
advertising and promotion work. (This was 40.8
percent of the gross receipts and did not include
any costs for the circus itself).
"The breakdown provided by Harry T. Bentley on behalf of the Rudy Brothers Circus, is an
estimate because, as Mr. Bcntley explains, 'All records were lost in shipment by . . . my assistant
last year.' The 'personal* expenses estimated include: 'transportation , $3,000; food, fete., $800;
parking, $300; clothing, $2,500; dry cleaning, laundry, etc., $000; and purchased car, $5,000.'
"A littl e over $10,500 Is unaccounted for under
the combined business and personal expenses estimated by Bentlcy .
"Experience convinces us that sponsorship of
professional promotions by low enforcement and
National Guard organizations are not in the best
Interests of tho public , charity in general or tho
sponsoring organizations themselves. Persons called , particularly those in business, inevitably feel
there is a degree of coercion involved when law
enforcement people sponsor charity appeals. Wo
hope these campaigns will stop."
COMMUNITY newspapers, such as this one,
are confronted with a dilemma in helping to promote causes such as sheriffs ' circuses and other
charities. We cannot sit in pre-judgment on their
merits, but wo believe it is reasonable to expect
sponsors of all fund-raising campaigns to mnko
readily available n full accounting of their receipts and expenditures. With that information the
generous public can decide on lis support. — A.B.

How we succumb to charity appeals
Mail appeals
We have always believed that
Minnesotans were well known for
their generosity and that many appeals were directed to our state
from all over the country. In 1972,
however, the number of new
names brought to our attention was
unprecedented.
We list 110 appeals made to Minnesotans, mostly by mail, which
were not on file with the state of
Minnesota under the charities law
as of Jan. 23, 1973. A high percentage of these are sent on behalf of
children, Indians and various religious organizations. About 30 percent of .the appeals involve unordered merchandise — greeting cards,
address labels, ties, novelties, tickets and seals.
SEVERAL OF the unordered merchandise offers are presented by
people who are handicapped or by
companies or associations claiming
to represent handicapped persons.
Most of these clearly spell out the
fact; that recipients are not obligated to pay for or return the merchandise (usually greeting cards)
and those who read the material
will realize that these are commercial offers and will decide whether
to pay or not on that basis. These
are not charities — although they
obviously stress an appeal to sympathy. If the items offered seem
worth it to you, pay, but do not consider that payment a charitable
contribution.
The reports that are on file with
the state illustrate that simple compliance with the law is no guarantee of efficiency in handling public contributions. For example:
• Citizens for Decent Literature,
an organization soliciting funds to
finance a fight against pornography, reported a gross income last
year of $1,221,756. Supporting costs
paid under contract to a professional, fund raiser took $1,047,741 of
that, leaving $198,281 (16.2 percent)
actually spent for the declared purpose.
• The National DAV, which meticulously reports its financial activities to the state of Minnesota,
shows a gross income exceeding
$19,000,000 and admits to supporting
costs of 51.6 percent as figured
against public income. The Epilep-

These are excerpts from the annual report, "Charity in Minnesota," of the Minnesota Charities Review Council.
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sy Foundation, which we covered in
ganization, yet nearly everyone who
some detail last year, still reports
calls the Better Business Bureau or
spending over 50 percent of its inthe Charities Review Council to income on supporting costs. .
quire about them, assumes that the
appeal /was made by a charitable
• The National Police Officers*
organization.
Association, Hall of Fame in Florida, is too new to • have a meanThe most popular "fringe" charingful financial report on file, but
ity in Minnesota the past few years
it has registered with the state and
has been candy selling by minority
submitted a copy of its contract
youths. Generally the young boys
with a professional fund raiser. Acapproach homes or offices, offering
cording to terms of that contract,
boxes of candy priced at $1.25 and
the Police Officers' Association will
claim that purchase will benefit
wind up with 25 percent of gross
some youth opportunity program.
receipts obtained in the mail camActually the main beneficiary is the
paign. The other 75 percent will go
promoter who hires the boys and
for raising money.
their number one opportunity is to
'¦ ' • Paralyzed Vets have reported
leam a sophisticated system of bega similar contractual arrangement
ging plus misrepresentation techwith the organization handling its
niques.
mail campaign.
Commerce with
Out of 19 organizations that supplied detailed information, we find
a charity chaser
a gross income of over $92^000,000
and expenditures for purpose comA NUMBER OF enterprising proing to just 50.6 percent. This is
moters have made conhectons with
particularly striking when you see
charitable sponsors and in 1972 at
that several of the organizations
least seven ran into problems with
listed have quite respectable perthe Minnesota charities law which
centages shown for purposes.
limits the amount a professional solicitor can make from any promoCommercialized
tions That law, as we understand
it, says that a professional fund
charity
raiser cannot receive more than 30
IN OUR VIEW, charity becomes
percent of the gross proceeds — incommercialized when the primary
cluding expenses — of any fund
goal of those making a request for
raising campaign.
support is the promotion of an
We mentioned in last year's anevent or the sale of a product In
nual report that AMVETS had a
these cases, charity is simply a
contract with Liberty Products of
gimmick to make sales possible
Chicago which was selling products
and to distract buyers from the
over the telephone and claiming the
cost. . . - .' • .'•
proceeds would benefit Minnesota
The clearest commercial appeals
members of AMVETS. The agreeare conducted by companies that
ment with Liberty Products was
sell goods over the telephone by
terminated early in 1972 after a conusing a sympathy appeal although
ference between members of that
they have no actual connection with
company, AMVETS representatives
any charitable organization or group.
and the Attorney General's office,
These are somewhat similar to the
because the 10 percent AMVETS
mail appeals mentioned; they are
would get was too low to meet the
trading on sympathy. Examples are
law's requirements.
Worklite Distributing Co. and Blind
The Fezzan Temple, a fraternal
Product Sales.
organi2ation, sponsored telephone
Neither of the above companies
sales of advertising in a Christmas
is registered as a charitable orCarol book last fall. The soliciting

Meanwhile in Saigon

PAEIS — A South Vietnamese neutralist who fled to Paris years ago
to avoid arrest by the Thieu government is now planning to go
home.
During the International Conference here last week he met some
Saigon officials and
asked whether he
could return safely.
Of course, t h e y
said: It was time
for national reconciliation, and they
wanted him home.
He told a friend
how happy he was.
"Do you really believe it?" thp frienrf
Lewis
asked. He smiled
shyly and said, "No."
THE TALK OF PEACE in Paris
is a long way from the reality of
life in South Vietnam. There, no
one reports the slightest sign of that
"reconciliation and concord" promised in the truce agreement. The
shooting and the political tyranny
continue.
The rest of the world does not
want to hear about It, Americans
least of all. They are doubtless happy to see the Vietnam story move
off the front page. But the question
Is whether it will stay buried. For
what is happening now may not be
just a little local difficulty : It could
be the beginning of another cycle in
the Vietnames e tragedy that has involved us all.
The Nixon administration 's stated
objective, In removing Americans
from tho fighting, was to convert the
contest for power in South Vietnam
from a military to a political struggle. Henry Kissinger has said cxpllcity that the other sido could not
be expected to give up the goal of
completing the national revolution
begun in 1945, and that we could
not object if It prevailed by demonstrating superior political attraction.
THE PEACE agreement became
possible, essentially, when Hanoi decided to accept that formula and
shift to a political struggle. Accordingly, since tho truce, tho Provisional Revolutionary Government
in the South has emphasized reconciliation. One of its main aims at the
Paris conference, which It achieved,
was to bo treated on equal political
terms, as a government like the other participants.
The necessary price for getting
Hanoi and its southern allies to turn
to a political contest was some assurance that thoy would bo able to
compete. And so the peace agreement outlawed "nets of reprisal and
discrimination " in South Vietnam
against anyone who "collaborated
with ono side or another ," and promised freedom of speech, freedom of
the press, freedom of meeting, free-

Anthony Lewis
dom of organizations, freedom of
political activities, freedom of movement. . ."
Those promises are a joke in Saigon today. President Thieu has ordered the arrest of "neutralist and
pro-communist elements" If they engage in "political activities." He
said in January that he would "arrest or shoot on the spot" anyone
working for the PRG. Newspapers
are totally controlled by his government, and political meetings and
movements forbidden except for
Thieu's own party. Thousands are
held in jail, without trial and under
savage conditions, on political
grounds.
THIEU SEEMS determined not to

let refugees in urban shantytowns go
back to their villages, because they
might then be on the other side.
More broadly, he fears that his support from the army might weaken
in conditions of real peace.
In short, Thieu evidently doubts
that he could win a political contest. That Is doubtless why, in the
general judgm ent of . the correspondents on the scene, most of the fighting since the truce deadline has
been started by the Saigon fore
attacking the other side wherever It

is found.
What has all this to do with the
United States? Have we not determined at last to end our responsibility for events in Vietnam? That may
be a general wish, but the facts indicate otherwise.
General Thieu relies entirely on
American supplies of ammunition
and weapons. His government budget consists in good part of U.S.
funds, and the economy could not
function without massive American
aid. An estimated 10,000 American
technicians are being recruited as
advisers, some of them "civilians"
fresh from uniform.
THAT DEGREE of involvement
inescapably carries responsibility
with it. If the United States government really wants the truce terms
observed, it can do more than anyone else to see that Nguyen Van
Thieu observes them.
The alternative is very likely a
third Indochina war. The second
was assured when Ngo Dinh Diem,
after 195S, closed the politics of
South Vietnam and began arresting
suspected communists and other opponents of his regime. Eventually,
the communists responded with
guerrilla war. If a political contest
is foreclosed again , the result will
almost certainly be the same. And
where will American involvement
end this time?
New York Times News Service

organization, Black Hawk Publishing of Iowa, told prospects that the
Christmas Carol books plus Bibles
would be distributed to children in
the Twin Cities area, and that
proceeds for the advertising sale
would go for Fezzan Temple charities. According to figures provided
for last year, gross income for the
promotion was $31,966 and the Fezzan Temple received $3,Q0Q> or 9.4
percent. Direct costs of the Carol
book and the miniature Bibles came
to a little over $5,000. Total expenses paid for the promotion totaled over 70 percent of the gross
receipts.
This promotion was terminated
after conferences between legal
counsel for the Fezzan Temple and
the Attorney General's office.
In ' July 1972 we wrote to the
Minnesota State Fire Chief' s Association, requesting information about
a telephone solicitation of ads in a
magazine sponsored by the Fire
Chiefs, That letter has not "been answered and the organization is not
on file under the charities law.

Requirements good

Guidelines for giving

THE MINNESOTA Charities Review Council firmly supports the
restrictions imposed on "professional fund raisers" by the 1969 amendment to the charities law. We support that law — or its intent — because it does not inhibit legitimate
and reputable professionals who
specialize in direct aid to charitable
organizations.
Professionals hired by religious,
health or welfare organizations to
raise funds for a building or special equipment , receive a flat fee
for their services and in every case
known to us, this fee has run well
below the 30 percent limit specified
in the Minnesota charities law.
The commercial promotions we
have described were fundamentally
concerned with obtaining the good
name of a reputable or appealing
sponsor to enhance the saleabllity
of products or events. Genuine charity appeals promote causes, commercial appeals exploit them.
It is hard enough to channel sufficient money to genuine needs
when the cause is all that's being
promoted . When the cause gets
mixed up with products and serv-
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• Never agree to purchase tickets , goods or advertising offered for
sale by telephone In the name of a
charitable purpose unless you know
the caller personally. Insist that the
appeal be put in writing.
• Do not pay for unordered merchandise received in the mail unless you desire the item sent and
think it is worth paying for.
• Contribute only to solicitors
provide complete identification.
who
¦
' •• Make certain the soliciting OP
ganization has complied with charity laws and has made a complete
disclosure of its income and expenditures.
• If possible, contribute by check
made out to the name of the organization. This provides some protection for you and the agency.
• Look beyond the name of the
soliciting organization. It Is not
enough that the cause has your sympathy ; find out if the people raising
the money are actually spending it
for the purpose claimed. There
should be a good explanation when
surpluses accumulate or supporting
costs exceed 30 percent.

These are the only mail appeal organizations from outside
Minnesota which have filed with the state of Minnesota under
the charities law. A total of 110 did not.
The "percent total" means that portion .which was used for
the announced cause. UOM means unordered merchandise.
Total
Income

Organization
American Foundation
for Bliod . . . . . ., . . . . $ 6,791,574

To
% MethTotal
od
Purpose
¦
¦"
.
nnn
$ 4,327,966 63.7 Mail
'

American Foundation
581,646
Oversea s Blind
Christian Children .... 20,849,226

Unslicky situation
An editorial In
Chicago Tribune

We came unglued when we learned that whole coveys of people deliberately leave stamps off enveopes containing bill payments. They
are blissfully sure the owed company will pay the postage due in
order to get at that fat check. And
usually they are blissfully right.
We are morally outraged ¦— and
avid to know how thoy moke it
work. We often mail letters which
lose their stamps en route because
of that two-day-old tapioca pudding
which the Postal Service often uses
Instead of mucilage. And those letters always come back — marked
"Returned for Insufficient postage."
Sometimes the postman rings the
bell and hands them to lis; he has
to see ua anyhow to collect the 0
cents postage due on a letter that
somebody has sent to us without a
stamp.
Who decides whether a letter becomes a "returned" or a "postage
due "? Why do we never win? How
did we get to bo the Charlie Brown
of the mailbox league? We'd write
a letter of Indignant inquiry to tho
postmaster general and even use
our own glue on the stamp. But it
might come back marked "Addressee unknown ."

MEMBKlt Or THIS ASSOCIATED PBUSS

Pago On, Winona Dally News
Winona, Minnesota
Thursday. March B, 1078

'

338,903 58.3 Mail
16,584,018 79.5 Mail
and Media

Citizens for
Decent Literature .. 1,221,756
19,111,594
DAV (national )
Epilepsy Foundation .. 2,773,338
National Police Officers
Hall of Fame . . . .
8,580,880
National Wildlife Fed.
Save The Children
5,915,089
Federation
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Established 1859
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OUR GUIDELINES for giving:

How mailers do

WINONA DAILY NEWS
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Ices, very little filters through for
the purpose talked about when the
-'
money is being solicited.
We are not questioning the existence or even the legitimacy-of
most organizations that solicit but
fall to comply with the law or fall ¦
short of our standards for other
reasons. In most cases we have
reason to believe that genuine needs
are being met and people with the
best of intentions are directing worthy programs. Our argument is that
good intentions and blind dedication are not enough — there must
be openness in revealing finances
and efficiency In the use of funds
raised. The great waste of charity
money has been amply described
in the preceding pages of this report. ' :
We have never heard a good reason for refusing to make full disclosure regarding money raised for
charitable purposes. Some have
said that figures can be distorted
or that cynical news people can
sensationalize innocent facts. This is
always possible, but it is a remote
possibility.
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Theater of the Mind:
a lively exploration
I'd like publicly to add some applause (or continue my
own) for the production of Vivian Fusilto's "Theater of the
Mind" which was presented last week at Winona State.
Those of us in the full house .were treated to a fastpaced,imaginative and varied production: the sketches ranged from satire to whimsey, from farce to fantasy, and they
involved song, mime, dance and fugue-like chant.
In short, a lively exploration into the possibilities of the
theater was provided, an educative experience for cast and
aiidience, as well as an entertaining one. This kind of event
underlines what the colleges have to offer the Winona
conununlty; I only wish it had had a longer run, so that
more of us could have taken advantage of it.
At any-rate,-^thanks and congratulations are certainly in
older for all the people involved with "Theater of The Mind."
DAVTO E. ROBINSON
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The beginning
and end of life

Harris Survey
Although in the early days of his second term President
Nixon is enjoying something of a honeymoon with American
public opinion, Ms support is drawn far more for his performance in foreign rather than domestic affairs.
For example, on his "handling of relations with Russia,"
the President receives 70-22 positive marks and on "handling
relations with China" a rating of 65-27 percent positive. By
contrast, on "keeping the economy healthy," his rating is
negative, 58-38 percent and on "handling crime and law
and order," he also has a negative rating of 55-38 percent.
IT IS EVIDENT that the American people are giving
froht-and-center attention to Mr. Nixon's efforts in foreign
policy, and that explains how his over-all standing is a handsome 60-39 percent positive.
But these results also point up a challenge to the President to see if he can borrow into the vast reservoir of
goodwill he has on foreign affairs to sell his domestic program at home. In this respect, he is in a comparable position to that of President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1941, when
he was faced with the reverse challenge: converting strong
support for his domestic program into backing for his interventionist foreign policy.
The wide disparity between Mr. Nixon's standing in the
domestic and foreign areas was evident in the results of this
series of questions asked of a nationwide cross section of
1.513 households between- Feb. 14 and 18:
NIXON RATINGS
Post- Nega- Not
tive tive Sure

We wish*to thank Mr. McMahon (Feb. 28) for reporting
on the Supreme Court action on Abortion. As you can see, Mr.
Blackmun lad spent much time and research to present the
70-page decision.
However, .searchingjhe Greek, Roman, English and other
legal and medical authorities, the Mosaic statutes and judgments need also to be included. At the time the Papyrus Eber's
medical book was written Moses was born. Moses •was
"learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians," yet when God
led Moses and the Israelites- out of Egypt be gave him a
remarkable promise: "If thou will barken to the voice sof
the Lord thy God and will do that which is right in his sight
.. . and keep all his statutes, I will put none of thesedisease
upon thee, which I have brought upon the Egyptians, for I
am the Lord that healeth thee."
When does life begin? Leviticus 17:14 says: "For the life
of all flesh is in the blood." The fetus at 18 days has a heart
that is beating and circulating blood that is independent of
the mother's blood.
Like produces like. Genesis 1 is filled with God's creations each producing "after its kind" . Witii Adam a soul
was given, "God breathed into his nostrils and man became
a living soul" Thus man produces living souls. It appears
once God has started life there is no end, only the leaving
of the confining body here on earth . Ecclesiastes 12:7: "Then
shall the dust return unto earth as it was and the spirit shall
return unto God, who gave it"
Why only the mother and physician's decision? In Exodus
21:22 we find, "If men strive and hurt a woman with child,
so her fruit depart from her and yet no mischief follow, he
shall be punished, according as the woman's husband will lay
upon him arid he shall pay as the judge determines. If
any mischief follow then thou shalt give life for life." This
is regarded as an accident. At times a choice must be made,
which life shall be saved the mother or child? Many times
the unbora's life is taken from him just for the mother's convenience. Prov. 6:16,17 tells of seven things that are hateful
to God, One of these being "hands that shed innocent blood."
There are dangers in early man-made abortions. Are you
aware of the increase in sterility, tubal pregnancies and miscarriages as well as the emotional stress for the mother?
What of the stress of the doctors and nurses involved in an
abortion, especially when a live fetus is aborted?
Perhaps, our efforts will not change the federal laws, but
if we can spare one person physical or emotional damage,
it is worth it. Abortion is not the only answer nor is- it the
best. If you need questions answered or just informationi the
Winona MCCL, Inc., Box 949 is for your convenience. Don't
be passive, find out all you can.
MRS. RAY LINDSTROM

Elegance, pure and simple by Tonl Todd. A slight scoop
at the neck plus cap-tivating little sleeves add up I
to a fashion story with flare. Added attraction : the I
shimmering cross buckle. In polyester double knit, ma- I
chine washable/dryable. Black, Coral and White. Sizes I
_
1210 18.
/
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President confronting hostile
attitude on domestic program

To the editor

"

¦

Overall record ..............> ....,....... 60
39
1
Foreign policy
Working for peace in the world ........ 77
21
2
27
1
Bringing war in Vietnam to a close .... 72
Handling relations with Russia
70
22
8
27
8
Handling relations with China
- 65
Terms agreed to in Vietnam settlement 62
29
9
Handling Middle East crisis .. ........ 49
38
13
Personal
TV speeches and press conferences .... 50
45
5
Inspiring confidence personally ........ 48
41
11
Domestic policy
Handling civil rights and race matters 45
49
6
50
10
Handling air and water pollution control 40
48
13
Protecting rights, privacy of individual 39
Handling crime and law and order ....38
55
7
Keeping economy healthy .........i.... 38
58
4
Helping curb drug abuse — .......... 37
53
10
Handling spending ......;............... 37
57
6
58
5
Handling taxes .......................... 37
Cutting back social programs .......... 36
46
18
Handling relations with Congress ...... 36
53
11
Handling corruption in government .... 32
55
13
Keeping down cost of living
22
76
2
WITH HIS SETTLEMENT of the Vietnam war, PresIdent NixOn's overall standing in handling foreign policy has
soared to a 66 percent positive score in the aggregate. In
his TV speeches and press conferences, a subject of recent
controversy, his current 50-45 percent positive rating Is markedly up from the 58-36 percent negative he recorded just over
a year ago. His rating on "inspiring confidence" is his next
to the highest recorded since Mr. Nixon entered the White
House. '¦

Proposed boating
fee aids barges
The Corps of Engineers is serving the best interest of
the barge line owners by a bill proposal that will levy a $5
daily fee for every power boat on federal waterways. The
proposal on federal record also asks for a 50 cents to $1.50
launching fee and a $4.60 fee for camping on federal beaches.
The small boat owners and boat lovers cannot afford to
hire a lobbyist in Washington, D.C. Letters to your congressman and senators is the only way to stop this proposal from
becoming law. Every year we give up more of our freedom
because we sit back and let "George" do our letter writing.
George is scared stiff of the water and will not write his
senator. Let your voice be heard now taxpayers. Write today.
MRS. L. A. NEWCOMB
La Crescent Rt. 2, Minn.
(Editor 's note: The information, published in the Eye
on the Outdoors Sunday, came from the Bass Anglers
Sportsmen's Society and apparently was incorrect.
The Corps of Engineers , as reported in the Eye Wed.
nesday, now says there won't be a charge for using the Mississippi, although there apparently will be a charge for
launching in developed areas. And, according to a spokesman , that would mean a launching area where a winch or
other tool is employed. Changes also would be made in a
developed campsite area. Definitely no charge for riding
on the water.)

_

On the domestic side, all of the estimates of the public
come up negative, as they have consistently for the past four
years. In fact, the President is doing better on the race issue,
pollution control, and curbing drug abuse than he was doing
early in the year. On the spending issue, he has shown marked improvement since last April when he was rated 75-19
percent negative, undoubtedly a partial response to his bid
to sharply cut domestic spending.
Nonetheless, the trade-off for Mr. Nixon appears to be
slipping ratings on his handling relations with Congress and
the 46-36 percent negative on his call for a cut-back in some
long-standing federal social programs.
The 60-39 percent overall standing for President Nixon
compares with a 56-38 percent negative rating his predecessor, Lyndon Johnson, received after four years in the White
House. The major difference, of course, is that Mr. Nixon
has settled the Vietnam war, indicative, perhaps, of the key
role foreign affairs now plays in the way Americans assess
their presidents. Whether he can convert that confidence in
world affairs into support at home for his domestic program
will be one of the major stories of the second Nixon term

in the White House.
BATTLES SUCH as the Impending struggle between Congress and the White House are not always settled on the
merits of the issues nor necessarily by prevailing public
opinion. The outcome could come down to a matter of how
well President Nixon takes his case to the people. This would
involve his tapping into his present reservoir of personal confidence which'is presently at one of its highest levels, but
still is no better than 48-41 percent positive.
Congress, by the same taken, has been at a low point
in its own prestige with the general public. The outcome of
a test between the Congress and the executive branch would
be difficult to predict at this point.
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• When does a three-piece look equal one smashing
• dress? When Vicky Petite fakes your favorite layers
• with long sieves 'n shirt collar, box-pleat jacquard
Z skirt, and a vest-look cinched with a contrast belt. la
5 polyester double knit, machine washable-dryable. Navy
• or red with white. Petite 7-13.
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Where Personal Service
Is As Important As
The Merchandise ItselJ
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Super Coats and Jackets for your active little
people. Choose from flannel lined Nylon Windbreakers ... some hooded, Rain and Shine Coats
and bicycle jackets of lined seersucker, Bright
solids and plaids. Sizes 7-14
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ultra fluid. Ultra feline. A buccaneer
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bounty-of-a-blouse, fast becoming the,
N/
top of the skirt circuit. Two-way
texturized 100% Dacron0 Polyester In a plethora
of wardrobe-work ing colors.
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with a selection from our out-of-the-ordinary
assortment of jewelery, rings , ropes , beads
and bracelets. Pastel shades, Red/Wh ite/ Blue
and ever popular Gold and Silver.
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Over new government rules

Containers, too

Methadone centers will close

By JOHN STOWELL
WASHINGTON (AP) - Hundreds of methadone maintenance centers and hospitals
across the nation will find they
cannot order more of the heroin
substitute when new federal
regulations take effect next
week.
And clinics that continue to
dispense existing supplies of
the synthetic narcotics without
federal approval could face
criminal prosecution, although
the government concedes it
lacks the manpower to police
tough hew restrictions immediately.

programs will continue to oper- filled ," the FDA official said.
ate, perhaps not legally, until
s o m e o n e forceful!; says, Treatment centers that have
'Don't,'" said a Food and Drug operated satisfactory programs
Administration methadone ex- iri the past might be able to obtain emergency approval for a
pert.
single shipment "to get them
The FDA has received appli- out of a squeeze," he said,
cations from about 200 of the The FDA recently revoked
600 known treatment centers methadone permit;
physinow in operation, and from cians in Washington,forChicago
about 1,000 of the 9,000 hospi- and New York and has a dozen
tals contacted.,
others under close scrutiny.
The agency said it expects to Heroin addicts who are cut
issue interim approval within off from normal sources of
the next, week for about 500 methadone will be referred to
centers and up to 3,000 hospi- approved programs, said the
tals which face the March 15 spokesman, who asked not to
deadline.
be identified.
Methadone has become t h e "It's going to be a shock for Ten per cent of the nation 's
major weapon in the war some of the others when they 600,000 heroin addicts are reagainst heroin.
place an order for methadone ceiving methadone, which at
"I have no doubt that most and find.they can't get it high dosage levels, blocks hero-

Benefit dance
aids family
hurlin crash

in's effects and at low levels
curbs the hunger for heroin.
Asked why so many applications are late, the spokesman
said: "Apparently a lot of
people can't read."
T h e new regulations, published last Dec. 15, stated that
in % days methadone could be
distributed only to hospital
pharmacies, approved maintenance programs arid certain
drug stores in rural areas.
Patients will be required to
take the <lrug daily at treatment centers for three months;
their urine will be checked
weekly. If there are no violations, they then' will be permitted to take home two-day
supplies and, after two years,
three-day supplies.

Lucey urges revision
of mental health laws

MADISON, Wis. (AP)-Gov.
Patrick J. Lucey urged members of the legislature Wednesday to approve a bill revamping Wisconsin's mental health
laws. .
The bill gives persons who

voluntarily commit themselves
to mental hospitals the right to
leave at any time, and requires
a trial before a six-member
jury if an involuntary commitment is challenged.

Farm Bureau
citrus plan is
again operating

tections to all individuals and
provides for much . overdue
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Spemoderning of . our mental health
cial) — A benefit dance for the
delivery system," Lucey said in
Merlin (Pete) Nibbe family,
a letter to lawmakers.
Saturday evening at the VeterLucey said the measure will
ans of Foreign Wars clubhouse
"It grants due process pro- resolve the questions created
near here, netted more than
last year when Wisconsin's
mental health commitment law
$1,000. The clubhouse was fillwas declared unconstitutional
ed to capacity.
because it did not afford due
Music was furnished by "The
process protection to people
Country Boys."
being committed.
Sen. Douglas La Follette, DMr. and Mrs. Nibbe have
Kenosha, said the trial by jury
been patients at Rochester
provision is essential because
Methodist Hospital since Jan. 7
the state must be "careful to
after being transferred there ST. PAUL Minn. (AP) - cent cattle, 17 cent hogs, 11- ensure the rights of the individfrom an Eau Claire hospital Farmers will need a govern- cent chickens, 18-cent turkeys ual in all cases."
"We should always take the
following an automobile acci- ment program for many years and 28-cent eggs.
"That would drive all our view that a person is innocent
dent .
to keep their production in line
until proven guilty, especially
Both have multiple fractures with fluctuating demand here farm families either deep into iri this area," La Follette told
debt or off the farm into
of both legs, Mrs. Nibbe report- and abroad , says a farm cities."
the Senate Committee on
edly has had her right leg am- spokesman.
The president of the National Health, Education and Welfare
putated eight inches below the B. J. Malusky, president of Farmers Union told the meet- and the Assembly Committee
knee. He is 47 and she is 45. the Fanners Union Grain Ter- ing that his organization will on Social Services.
Association, said the "fight a militant rear-guard ac- In a letter to the committee,
The couple share the same minal
farmers
need such a program tion for our farm programs." Waukesha County Court Judge
room at the Rochester hospital. just as other
industries must
Their 18-year-old son, Mark, and do use production and mar- Tony Dechant referred to the Robert McGraw said that while
was injured in the same acci- keting controls to survive.
administration's cancellation of he agreed with the proposal in
dent. He has been released from
farm programs as a "deliber- general, he was concerned about
Lake City Municipal Hospital, "Without action by Congress ate and provocative repudiation a provision calling for all recwhere he was treated for a and the President this year to of the lawful constitutional proc- ords of patients to be open. •
McGraw said he believed it
fractured leg.
extend our supply-management ess" of the government.
All were injured in a Jan. 5 programs, prices could drop to "No congressman, no senator not only would riot "serve any
accident on Interstate 94, 1% disaster levels," Malusky told will come home in the weeks useful function but could, in
miles west of Northfleld in the annual meeting 'of the and moaths ahead . without fact be very harmful to the
Jackson County, Wis. They Farmers Union' Central Ex- meeting a committee of out- patient."
were struck by a passing ve- change Wednesday night.
raged farmers," he said. "We He said he had no quarrel
hicle while attempting to "According to one recent will go to the White House itself with the right of inspection of
change a flat tire on their car, study," he added, "a free mar- and to 'its outposts iri the De- the complete record by an atwhich was parked alongside the ket for fanners could mean 95- partment of Agriculture. We torney for the patient.
' La Follette said it is essential
cent wheat, 87-cent corn1, 26- will go to the court."
highway.
to have open records because
many patients are already fearful about what might be happening to them personally.
"More , secrecy would only
c o m p o u n d the individual's
fear," La Follette said. "I don't
see how we can in good conscience not allow the individual
access to his record."
Me Graw labeled as "impractical" a provision that patients
be entitled to a full hearing
within 10 days after commitment.

Farm spokesman-

Government help
will be necessary
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(You will also receive a beautiful Farlbo Blanket absolutely
FREE If you open your account beforo 'A pril 10th, 1973.)

4th & Center In Winona

BICYCLES

"The unrestricted right of a
patient to petition and receive a
rehearing from a voluntary or
involuntary commitment just is
riot practical from a working
judge's standpoint," McGraw
said.
Rep. Midge Miller, D-Madlson, a member of the Assembly
committee hearing the bill, said
she was certain numerous
changes would be offered before either house acted on the
measure.

ALMA, Wis. — Among the 130
official delegates attending tho
42nd annual Wisconsin Farmers Union convention , held in
Madison , Wis., recently, wero
Delmar Plank and Mrs. Envin
|| i
Gehrke, Alma, and Mr. and
||||j | Mrs. Elton Suhr, Fountain City.
Plank was elected a delegate
to the National Farmers Union
convention to bo hold in
Omaha Ncb„ Sunday through
Thursday.
Joyce Dieraucr , Alma, Robin
Pospishil and Craig Rutchow ,
Mondovl, wero awarded for
completion of five years of advanced youth work.
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The Winona County Farm.
Bureau is again sponsoring the
Citrus Fruit program for memTavern League said in opposiMADISON, Wis. (AP) - Al- petition.
bers.
Orders must be mailed to the coholic beverages and their Dorr said huge liquor outlets tion to the measure presented
Winona County Farm Bureau containers were subjects- of de- in^ Illinois can' allow prices to by Earl.
Office, Winona, or Mrs. Edbefore the As- be significantly lower, regard- A proposal to require signs in
mund Luehmann', Lewiston, he- bate Wednesday
taverns to warn drivers of state
Excise
and
Fees Com- less of container size.
sembly's
fore Monday.
drunken
driving laws was preRalph
TeKenosha retailer
This is a farmer-to-farmer mittee.
sented by Rep. Marlin Schneiabout
the
"orcomplained
The
hearing
concerned
a
bill
nuta
marketing program sponsored
der, D-Wlsconsin Rapids.
jointly by the Minnesota Farm to increase the legal maximum ganized situation of bootlegg- "This would be a last-minute
Illinois
border,
the;
Bureau and the Florida Farm size of liquor containers from a ing" near
warning to any person! who
Bureau, which provides fresh, quart to a half gallon, a topic saying he loses customers be- might have a second thought
containWisconsin
cause
of
the
appears
before
Wisconsin
which
custom-packed fruit delivered to
about driving after drinking,"
er restriction* .
Winona County Farm Bureau legislators almost annually.
Schneider said.
members. The first operation State Rep. George Molinard, The committee heard testicitrus was conducted in Novem- T>Kenosha, author of . the bill, mony on three bills to use the "If such warnings saved only
argued that liquor retailers and
ber 1972.
Wisconsin Department of Ad- two or three lives, it would be
Orders should be accompan- state tax revenue suffer be- ministration's annual census es- worth it," he said.
cause Wisconsin residents travied by payment.
HilHIIIHIH Iff
el to neighboring states to pur- timates Iri setting liquor license ¦
chase larger, more economical quotas.
4-H rabbit project
The Assembly majority leadhalf-gallon sizes.
er, Anthony Earl of Wausau,
training meet set
"Why Is this industry so re- said a "steady regular growth
DURAND, Wis. — Feeding, stricted?" Molinard asked. of some urban areas" has
care and management will be "Nobody can tell me booze caused a shortage of liquor listressed at a 4-H project train- tastes better out of a fifth than censes.
Earl said quotas are based on 1 • 5 and 10-Speed
ing meeting for leaders and a half gallon container."
members of Pepin County 4-H Cliff Dorr, spokesman' for the federal 10-year census figures 1
Models in Stock
clubs enrolled in the rabbit Wisconsin wine and Spirits In- which "only delay the ineviproject to be held at the exten- stitute, said the larger contain- table" quota boosts in growing
sion office Tuesday at 8 p.m. er would burden owners of areas.
. '-. . . ¦
SALES * SERVICE
John' Kinner, University of small package liquor stores by "Doing this on a year-to-year
403 Mankolo Ave. Phona 452-SMJ
Wisconsin specialist, will lead forcing them to increase their basis would not be practical,"
the discussion.
inventories to meet com- John Rohrer of the Wisconsin
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UCT will elect
officers Saturday
Officers for United Commercial Travelers, Winona Council
69 and Ladies Auxiliary 38(1,
will be elected Saturday at
7:30 p.m. at tho Wcstgate Motel meeting room.
Also elected will be delegates
to represent tho council and
auxiliary nt tho 110th Grand
Council Convention of tho Minnesota - North Dakota Jurisdiction at Rochester, Minn,, Juno
7-9.
Tho Council will hold n
friendship dinner nt 6:30 p.m.
March 14 at tho Park Plnza Hotel Moroccan room. Reservations must bo in the day preceding the dinner.
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REG. 20.95 EXCHANGE

MALL— WINONA
I 1WA/)pk*j ,WARDS MIRACLE
Open 9 to 9 Mon., Wed. & Fri.,
\
^

9 to 5:30 Tues., Thurs. & Sat-., 1 p.m. to 5 p.m . Sun.

The weather

WEATHER FORECAST...Rain is forecast for the Southeast today and showers are expected for southern California and western Arizona. Wanner weather is expected
through most of the South. (AP Photofax)

Local observations
OFFICIAL WEATHER BUREAU OBSERVATIONS for
the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 42, minimum, 34, noon 42, precipitation trace.
A year ago today:
High 26, low 4, noon 14, precipitation .05,
Normal temperature range for this date 36 to 18. Record
high 64 in 1878, record low 8 below in 1943.
Sun rises tomorrow at 6:30; sets at 6:05.
U A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Mississippi Valley Airways )
Barometric pressure 30.23 and steady, wind from tha
west at 10 gusting to 15 m.p.h., cloud cover 1,400 broken,
visibility 10 miles.
HOURLY TEMPERATURES
(Provided by VVInona State College)
Wednesday
l p.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 midnight
40 40 40 40 40 39 39 39 39 39 38 38
• '¦"¦ ¦ Today

l a.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 noon
38 S7 87 37 37 36 36 37 37 37 37 42

1st Quarter
March U

Full
March is

Forecasts
S.E. Minnesota

Clearing and colder tonight. Partly clondy with
no l a r ge temperature
changes Friday. Lows tonight low and mid 20s. Highs
Friday low 40s. Chance of
precipitation near zero tonight and Friday.

Minnesota

Clearing and colder tonight. Fair to partly cloudy
and no large temperature
changes Friday. Lows tonight 5-10 extreme north to
tin mid 20s extreme south.
Highs Friday in the mid 30s
extreme northeast to the
upper 40s
south¦ ¦ extreme
' :¦ " west. ¦

Wisconsin

Fair and cold tonight Lows
mostly in the 20s. Friday fair
north, mostly clondy and not
quite so warm south. Highs 38
to 45.

5-day forecast

MINNESOTA
Saturday through Monday:
Occasional cloudiness and
mild Saturday through Monday with little or no precipitation. Highs mostly 40s
north, mid 40s to low 50s
south. Low 20s and low 30s
north, upper 20s to upper
30s south.
WISCONSIN
Partly clondy and mild Saturday through Monday. Little or
no precipitation. Highs in the
40s to low 50s. Lows mostly In
the 30s.

The daily record

Driver fined
Frank Biesanz,
inAltura
brickyard owner,
bus collision dies at %

A Lewiston school bus driver
was today fined $50 after pleading guilty to a charge of driving too fast for conditions,
causing an accident.
Willis W. Bonow 31, Lewiston, appeared before Winona
County Court Judge Dennis A.
Challeen.
Bonow and two school girls
received minor injuries in a
rearend collision involving two
Lewiston public school buses
at 3:45 p.m. Friday on CSAH
33, one-half mile south of Altera, Minn.
All were released!after treatment at Community Memorial
Hospital/ Others injured were
Michelle Nunemacher , 16;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ervlh Nunemacher, Altura; and
DeeAnn Schumacher, 15, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Schumacher Rollingstone, Minn.
According to the Winona
County Sheriff's office, Bonow's 1972 model bus was northbound on CSAH 33 in "very
heavy fog" when it struck the
rear of a 1965 model bus driven
by James F. Goree, Altura.
Goree had reportedly stopped
to let off a passenger.
Each bus was carrying about
50 students when the accident
occurred, authorities said.
; Damage to the rear of
Goree's bus was estimated at
$2,000, while loss to the front
of the Bonow bus was placed
at $9,800.

La Crescent men
Last Qnarter
New
March 28
bound over in
April s
beating
Robberysuspects LaLA Crosse
CROSSE, Wis. — Three
La Crescent, Minn, men, chargwith robbery, battery and atrefuse to waive edtempted
aggravated battery,
have been bound over to La
Circuit Court.
extradition here Crosse
Scheduled to appear Monday

Two armed robbery suspects
appeared with court-appointed
attorneys today to refusewaver of extradition.
Arthur Derouuii St. Paul, and
William Desjarlais, have been
held in Winona County since
their arrest Feb. 21on Highway
61-14. An extradition hearing to
determine if they are the per*
sons sought by Wisconsin authorities In connection with a Feb.
21 robbery in Medary, Wis. is
scheduled for 2 p.m. Wednesday.
Should the hearing prove they
are the persons sought, Wisconsin authorities must request an
extradition warrant from Gov.
Patrick Lucey. Lucey must then
request an extradition warrant
be issued by Minn. Gov. Wendell Anderson to return the suspects to Wisconsin for further
proceedings. ,
Challeen postponed decision
on a motion by Stephen J. Delano, attorney for Derouin, and
Kent A. Gernander, attorney for
Desjarlais, to reduce defendants' bail from $20,000 apiece
to $5,000 each.
The defendants are here
charged with being fugitives
from justice. Armed robbery
and aggravated robbery charges
are pending in Wisconsin , stemming from a $450 robbery at
the Kwik Trip grocery in La
Crosse County.

In years gone by
(Extracts from the files of this newspaper.)

Ten years ago . . . 1963
The Agriculture Department reported that the realized
net income for tho nation's farms averaged $3,498 in 1952, a
record high.
A Winona pastor will bo tho main speaker during Lenten services at a Los Angeles church. He Is the Rev. Georgo
Goodreid , rector of St. Paul's Episcopal Church.
National honor was accorded to Mr. and Mrs. Alvln Simon, Altura , at tho 53rd annual convention of the Minnesota
Holstein-Friesian Association . Thoy were cited for the second
time with the Progressive Breeders Registry Award given
by the association.

Twenty-five years ago . . . 1948
Ted Bambcnck came up with an 844 to annex the sweepstakes crown won last year by George Bell in the Old Style
Lager Sweepstakes at tho Keglors Klub.

Fifty years ago . . . 1923
Winona High beat Rochester 29 to 26 at the YMCA in
what tho fans pronounced the best high school basketball
gama seen In Winona in many years.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Roth , 1202 Williams St., entertained
at dinner in honor of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Michael of Harvey,
N.D. Covers wore laid for 10.

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1898
A new Lutheran church is to bo erected In St. Charles.
The going out of the ice caused tho sinking of Ward's
houseboat.
Among tho visitors to tho dog show at St. Paul wero
M. B. Webber , Frank Norton and Robert Tcarse.

One-hundred years ago . . . 1873
Hanley's snow shoveling crow has now reached Sleepy
Eyo so trains have begun their regular schedule there.
Georgo II. Flflcld is about to build a dwelling house at
Broadway and Winona Street, having let the contract to
B. J. Grimsbaw.

at 9 am. before Judge Peter
Pappas are Robert J. Sheehan,
21, Randy R. Stephens, 22, and
Gerald A. Johnson, 19.
The men were arrested Feb.
28 in La Crescent on charges of
robbing and beating David S.
Woods, 42, La Crosse, In Pettibone Park. They waived extradition to face the Wisconsin
charges.
All have received court-appointed attorneys: Johnson has
Alex • Cameron; Sheehan, Marvin Davis, and Stephens, Matthew Corry.
During their initial appearances, bond was set at $5,000
cash on Sheehan and $5,000 with
10 percent cash on Johnson and
Stephens.
Johnson is free on bond. The
other two remain in the La
Crosse County Jail.

Whitehall man
pleads innocent
in beating case
LA CROSSE, Wis. -A Whitehall, Wis., man pleaded not
guility In La Crosse County
Court to a charge of battering
two women. He also asked for
another judge.
Earl P. Pierce, 34, has been
charged with causing bodily
harm to two La Crosse women:
Joanne M. Olson and Elizabeth
A. Phillips, both 19.
The alleged altercation took
place early Saturday.
Police took the women to Lutheran Hospital here, where
they wero treated for apparently minor Injuries and released.
Pierce was held in La Crosse
County Jail and then released
after posting a $500 cash bond .

Pedestrian hurt
when struck by
car on Sarnia

Pedestrian Orvin J. Moger,
64, 712 Olmstoad St. is hospitalized in satisfactory condition today after ho was struck
by an automobile while crossing West Sarnla Street at 6:40
Wednesday.
Moger received a leg fracture while heading north , across
the road on the east side of
Olmstead S t r e e t , authorities
said. He was struck and pushed
some 16 feet by an easthound
car driven by Margaret A. Sleben , Hastings, Minn. Mrs. Sieben s vehicle was then struck
from behind by a car driven
by Arthur R. Evans, St. Paul
Park, Minn., Police estimated
damage to the Sleben 1971 model sedan and to Evan's 1972
model sedan at $200 each.
OTHER ACCIDENT WEDNESDAY :
5:12 p.m. — East 6th and High
Forest streets, intersection collision: Miss Claire A. Merchlewitz , 202 E. Wabasha St. 1003
model sedan , $500, left side;
William G. Foust, 215 N. Baker St., 1064 model scdnn , $300,
front.

At Community
Memorial Hospital

THURSDAY
MARCH 8, 1973

Two-State Deaths

Whitehall police
officer returns
after suspension

Mrt. Minnie Christenson
BLAIR, Wu. (Special) WEDNESDAY
Graveside services for Mrs. MinBirths
nie Elland Christenson, 91, MinnMr. and Mrs. Ervin Unger, eapolis, a former Blair resident,
WHITEHALL, Wis. -A White- Police Chief Fromm was read
16 Otis St, a daughter.
were held Feb. 9 at Zion Luth- hall police patrolman who was at a closed meeting of the law
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Thels, eran Cemetery here. The Rev.
suspended from duty for five enforcement committee of tha
429 E. Broadway, a son.
g Carlsen officiated.
city council. The committee is
Frank D. Biesanz, 86,' Sauer Mr. and Mrs. Larry Mundt, Erlih'
at a Minn- days after arresting a Whitehall comprised of Willie A. Johnson,
She
died
Feb.
6
Memorial Home, formerly of Utica Rt. 1, Minn., a son.
civilian
wearing
citizen
while
eapolis nursing home, where
Robert Guinn and Stanley NelseGibnore Valley, died at the
she had lived several years;
clothes, returned to duty Tues- stuen.
home at 11p.m. Wednesday. He
ELSEWHERE
dau- day evening.
BIRTHS
Survivors
include:
one
was the retired owner-operator
ghter, Mrs. Miles Larson, Minn- John J. Sikora reportedly re- FROMM'S LETTER reportedof the former Biesanz Brick- SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- eapolis;
three grandchildren and ceived a letter from Police Chief ly stated that the five days Siyards here.
Roger
cial) — Mr. and Mrs.
one brother , Clarence Elland, George Fromm saying that he kora had not been working,
The son' of Philip and Cynthia Fossum, Mabel Minn., a son Blair.
was being reprimanded because while the arrest was being
Salisbury Biesanz, he was born Feb. 25 at Tweeten Memorial
of "past incidents in the last studied by the council, would
Sr. M. Hyacinth Kirch
May 10, 1876. He never married. Hospital.
four years and your recent ar- count as suspension. Sikora was
He was a member of St. Mary's PETERSON, Minn. (Special) ROLLINGSTONE, Minn—Fu- rest of Cornell Hagen."
to be placed on probation for
Catholic Church and the oldest — Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martin, neral services for Sister M. Hyathree months, stated Fromm.
honorary life member of the Fort Dodge, Iowa, a son Sat- cinth Kirch were held Tuesday THE ARREST Incident occur- Sikora replied that he would
Benevolent and Protective Or- urday. Grandparents are Mr. at St. Joseph Convent Chapel, red Feb. 23 when Sikora, in return to work but would apder of the Elks, Winona;
and Mrs. Teman Hallum, Wha- Milwaukee, Wis. She died March civilian clothes, went into the peal to the full council to have
Antique Bar here and arrested the suspension removed from
Survivors are nephews and lan, Minn., and Mr. and Mrs. 4 at the convent.
and
daughter
Michael
Hagen.
The
of
Minneapolis.
Martin,
Ruben
his record. If that is granted,
nieces. Four brothers and three
Anna Kirch, she was born at Sikora placed Hagen in the Sikora said, he would abide by
sisters have died.
Oak Ridge, rural Rollingstone, Trempealeau County jail on a the probation.
Funeral services will be at
June 26,-1898. She entered St. charge of disorderly conduct by The patrolman also said he
9:30 a.m. Saturday at Burke's
Joseph Convent Aug. 8, 1912. making an annoying telephone would ask the council to make
Funeral Home, Winona, and at
Survivors are: one sister, call, a misdemeanor.
any decisions on the basis of
10 a.m. at St. Mary's Church,
Mrs. Katherine Schlink, Wino- In the complaint, Sikora the arrest incident alone, and
the Rev. Joseph Mountain ofna, and one brother, Albert stated that the arrest occurred not unspecified earlier matters.
ficiating. Burial will be in St.
Kirch, Phoenix, Ariz. Five after Hagen had made a.tele- Sikora was the unsuccessful
¦
:¦
.
.
Mary's Cemetery. .
brothers and two sisters have phone call to Sikora's home.
Republican candidate for sherFriends may call at the fundied.
In Trempealeau County Crim- iff in last November's election.
eral hpme Friday from 7 to 9
inal Court Tuesday District AtMrs. John Tentis
p.m., where Father Mountain
torney Roman Feltes advised
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special ) Judge A. L. Twesme that an
will lead a wake service at 8
Lawyers discuss
—Mrs. John Tentis, 86, Kellogg,
and the Elk's Lodge will conindicated Hagen
"A Woman's Place?" is the died Wednesday at St Elizabeth attorney had not
duct a memorial-service at 8:30. topic
guilty
to
the
had
pleaded
for an off-campus course, Hospital Nursing Home, Wabastop sign law
¦'
Sociology 480, a seminar in so- sha, Minn., where she had been charge.
Judge Twesme set trial for in court trial
ciology, to be offered by Wi- a resident one year.
Winona Deaths
spring term of the court and
nona State College during the
The former Mary E. Bader, ordered that the court hold David P. Allen, 20.3E. Broadspring quarter.
Mrs. Paul Johns
made way, today faced trial on a
Mrs. Paul (Bessie) Johns, 81, The class wiU meet each she was born at Lafayette, Ind., the $50 deposit Hagen
charge of disregarding a stop
Sauer Memorial Home, formerly Monday from 7 to 10 p.m. in Dec. 5, lMi to Mr. and Mrs. when he was arrested.
Sikora
by
Jacob
Bader.
She
was
married
The
letter
sent
to
causing an accident. The
sign,
of 516 Harriet St., died at the the Newman Center beginning
to Albert T. Hixson at Akron,
case was taken under advisehome today following a long Ill- March 26.
ment by Winona County Court
Four elective credits will be Ohio, in 1901. They lived in Chiness.
Dennis A. Challeen.
Judge
then
moved
cago
several
years,
granted
and
may
apply toward
The former , Bessie Caroline
Without
calling witnesses, Aswhere
he
died
in
to
Winona,
Pritchard, she was bora at either sociology or business ad-r
sistant City Attorney Frank E.
1928. She married John Tentis
Utica, Minn., March 19, 189.1; ministration majors.
Wohletz and defense attorney
the daughter of John and Caro- Instructors will be Larry D. at Kellogg in 1941. They farmed
Stephen A. Delano presented a
in
Glasgow
Township
until
he
line Neeb Pritchard. She was Connell, head of the sociology
joint statetment of facts in the
member
died
in
1948.
She
was
a
.
married to Paul H. Johns, June department, and Mrs. Kent
case.
The two differed on whe23, 1920. She was a member Gernander, head of the depart- of the St. Agnes Parish Council,
ther the facts constituted violaCatholic
Kellogg,
a
n
d
the
of Grace Presbyterian Church ment of business administration of tie written statute on
Daughters of America.
and Winona Chapter 141, Order tion and economics.
stop signs,
Mrs. Gernander said the pur- Survivors are: one son, Joof the Eastern Star.
About 12:10 a.m. Jan. 6, AlSurvivors ate: her husband; pose of the course is to investi- seph R. Hixson, Lompoc, Calif.;
len was southbound on Orrm
one son, Norman P. Johns, gate the status of women in to- one daughter, Mrs. Frances Jor- Residents up and down the Street, about 100 feet north of
Fridley, Minn.; one daughter, day's society with particular dan, Kellogg, six grandchildren, Mississippi River wait for the West Broadway, when he befamiliar husky wail of the first gan slowing for the stop" sign,
Mrs. L. E. (Marian) Raymond, emphasis on attitudes toward and 12 great-grandchildren.
Modesto, Calif.; five grandchil- women iri profession, family Funeral services will be at 2 towboat coming upriver as the they agreed. About so feet fardren; one brother, Robert Prit- and social situations.
p.m. Saturday at St. Agnes ice gradually clears the channel. ther, Allen reportedly hit an unchard, St. Charles, Minn., and Students may obtain addition- Catholic Church, the Rev. They shouldn't have to wait expected icy patch. He continone sister, Mrs. Henry (Pearl) al information from ' Mrs. Ger- James Speck officiating. Burial much longer: the Mobile Leader ued into the intersection and
nander, Connell or Dr. Ivan will be in the church cemetery. locked out of Dam 10 at Gutten- struck another vehicle, despite
Kalmes, Altura, Minn.
Funeral arrangements are be- Olson, director of continuing ed- Friends may call at Abbott- berg, Iowa, at 6:30 a.m. today his attempts to swerve from
its path or hit a stop sign ining made by Fawcett Funeral ucation at the college.
Wise Funeral Home, Wabasha, on her way to La Crosse.
stGfld
Home, Winona.
The
St.
Paul
District
Corps
of
Friday
and
until
after 2 p.m.
Wohletz noted that the state
Engineers
report
the
channel
time of services Saturday. The
traffic
statutes do not considWinona Funerals
Parish Council will say the Ro- open with only shore ice from er a driver's intentions in desary at 3 p.m. Thursday, and Minneapolis down to Gutten- termining guilt or Innocence.
Odin Griffin
the Parish Rosary will be at 8. berg, with the exception of Lake Delano countered, "We are arFuneral services for Odin
Pepin. As of Monday, the lake guing about an act of God, an
Griffin, 315 Tine St., who died
Miss Ada Sawyer
was reported 100 percent frozen, intervening factor" which causMonday at CommunityMemorial
ELGIN, Minn. (Special)—Miss with ice from 18 to 22 inches ed the accident.
Hospital, were held today at
Ada Sawyer, 94, Elgin, died to- thick. This should change early Wohletz said that the circumday at Hilkrest Nursing Home, next week, when the first tow- stances could be considered
Jenson-Cook Funeral Home,
Plainview,; where she had been boat is expected to churn mitigating factors, but did not
RusMord, MSnn., the Rev. Eugene Kinney, Rushford Presby- ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - a resident since Dec 19, 1972. through the lake on its way dismiss the fact that a violaterian Church, officiating. Burial The Senate tax committee ap- The daughter of Caleb and upriver.
tion had occurred.
was in Rushford Lutheran Cem- proved a bill Wednesday to Emma Sawyer, she was born in At Alma, Wis., the lock was
etery.
help stop bootlegging of un- Vermont, Aug. 16, 1878. Never drained for repairs and has been
Science Fair
Pallbearers were: George Grif- taxed cigarettes in Minnesota. married, she was a resident of reflooded.
Home for
fin Jr., Robert and John Heu- Under current law, Min- the Elgin Nursingtransferring
In 1972, the first boat locked dates corrected
several years until
blein, Steve Krohse, Martin nesotans may possess one car- to
through Winona Lock and Dam
Plainview.
Thompson and Allen Gilberlson. ton of cigarettes from another Only survivors are nephews 5A on March 8. The traffic conThe 1973 Regional Science
state without paying the Min- and nieces. Two brothers and tinued until Dec. 10, with the Fair will be held at Winona
O'Dell
Mrs. Inez G.
nesota tax of 18 cents a pack.
Mendota and Tara Ann locking State College March 16 and
Funeral services for Mrs. Inez One business firm solicited two sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at through at 8:10 p.m. as the 17, not Friday and Saturday
G. O'Dell, Watkins United Meth- mail order sales of cigarettes 1:30
p.m. Saturday at Johnsonas reported Wednesday.
odist Home, will be at" 11 a.m. from North Carolina , offering Schriver Funeral Chapel, Plain- final boats of the season.
Saturday at Watkowskl Funeral to ship cartons one at a time to view, the Rev. W. E. Pope, ElHome, Winona, the Rev. Glenn avoid paying the tax.
gin United Methodist Church,
Quam, McKinley United Meth- The bill would require that officiating. Burial will be in Elodist Church, officiating. Burial Minnesotans bring cigarettes gin Cemetery.
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery. into the state themselves in or- Friends may call at the funerFriends may call at the fu- der to avoid the state
tax. al chapel after 4 p.m. Friday
neral home Friday from 7 to 9 Thus, a person buying a.carton
and until time of services Satp.m.
in Wisconsin could legally bring urday.
them into Minnesota, but could
Arthur E. Strese
not order a carton by mail to DURAND, Wis. - Arthur E. SILK HOPE, N.C. (AP) - A rounding the crash site, a heav^
Billfold taken
avoid the tax.
Strese, 88, died at his Durand military plane on a recruiting ily wooded area about 30 miles
The North Carolina tax is home Wednesday.
tour crashed in a rural area of southeast of Greensboro, N.C.
in incident in
only 2 cents a pack, the lowest Born June 26, 1884 In the North Carolina today. A county L,M, Petty Jr., a resident of
in the nation in deference to the town of Waterville, Pepin Coun- sheriff's spokesman said at the area, said he heard the
Winona store
tobacco industry in that state. ty, the son of Albert and Alda least 15 bodies were found in plane's motor "come on and go
Schmidt Strese married Sylvia the wreckage and there appar- off" amd then heard what
A Winona woman reported
sounded like an explosion.
Block in 1928. He farmed in ently were no survivors.
losing some $100 in a billfoldthe Waterville area until 1939, The plane was used by the Mrs. Alfred Newlin of Silk
snatching at a local store Wed- Lecture reviews
then moved to Durand and U.S. Army's Golden Knights Hope said she saw the plane as
nesday evening. Police investi'
region
s
science
,
worked as a carpenter until parachute team, but the Army it flew over her house before it
gation continues.
said it could not confirm at crashed.
retirement.
Mrs. Alvln A. Grulkowskl, 927 medical histo ry
once that members of the team
two
Survivors
are:
his
wife,
E. Wabasha St., said she was
"It came over our house
were aboard.
waiting for change about 7:35 Tho history of science and brothers, Albert , Durand, and It was not known how many from tho south, and it sounded
p.m. at a counter of the Gibson medicine in Southeast Minnesota Edward, Minneapolis, and two people were aboard the plane. like a plane going down. I went
Mrs . Amos Olson and
out and looked up in the air.
Discount Store, Westgate Cen- indeed repeats itself , St. Mary's sisters,
Mrs. William Britton, Elmwood, A Golden Knights spokesman, There was a lot ol log, and visiter, when a young man grabbed College chemistry professor Wis.
Capt. Chris Neeldes, said at Ft.
her red alligator billfold and Lawrence Dleterman asserted Funeral services will be 11 Bragg, N.C. that the C47, a pro- bility was very poor. I saw it
ran from the store.
Wednesday before a group of 13 a.m. Saturday at St. John's peller-driven craft of World whirling with its nose down. A
He was described as about at tho Winona County Historical Lutheran Church, Durand , tho War II vintage, had left Ft. few seconds later I heard it
" she said.
six feet tall and between IS and Society.
Rev. Donn Raddo officiating, Bragg en route to Kansas on an crash,
Mrs. Nclin said the crash
20 years, with long dark hair, In the early 1800's as now, with burial in Forest Hill Army recruiting tour.
site was about one-third of a
government encouraged the ex- Cemetery, Durand. Friends
glasses and bluo jeans.
Tlie
crash
occurred
about
0
mile north of her home. She
pansion
of
science
and
medical
Ann Chuckle, 502% E. Broad- care, he noted. Explorers on may call at tho Goodrich Fu- a.m. in Chatham County In the said she found Golden Knights
way, reported losing two chrome early 19th century expeditions neral Homo, Durand, after 2 central part of the state.
promotional pamphlets and
hubcap attachments from tho produced a number of signifi- p.m. Friday and at the church Witnesses said bodies and de- what appeared to be pieces of
front of her car sinco Monday. cant scientific treatises, and an hour before services.
bris, including baggage and Insulation from the aircraft in a
No value of loss was given .
military surgeons such as Fort Two-State Funerals packed parachutes, wero scat- field near her home after tho
tered over a wide area sur- crash.
Snelllng's Dr. Edward Purcell
made an impact on medical
Gill
John
H.
Minnesotans get progress in the region.
KELLOGG, Minn. ( Speclal)Government assistance in Funernl services for John H.
36 of 40 openings scientific endeavors continuesto- Gill, Kellogg, will bo nt 2 p.m.
day in the county, Dleterman Saturday at tho Kellogg United
at Mayo school
said. St. Mary's College and Methodist Chwch, the Rev.
Winona
College are en- Luther Pennington officiating.
)
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP - gaged inState
government-financed Burial will bo in Greenfield
Minnesota applicants havo boon environmental
impact studies. Cemetery hero.
awarded SB of 40 openings In tho medical field , emphasis Friend s may call at Buckavailable in next fall's fresh- has again been placed on pre- man-Schierta Funeral Home,
man class at the Mayo Medical ventive rather than curative Wabasha Friday afternoon and
,
POLLS OPEN 10 AM. TO 8 P.M.
School In Rochester. Out-of- medicine,
he added.
evening, and until 11:30 a.m.
stato applicants wore selected The talk was fourth in a 15- Saturday.
TO ELECT
for tho other four places.
part series om lectures and dis- Pallbearers will bo Joseph
ONE
SUPERVISOR—3-YEAR
TERM
The House Appropriations cussions on "Perspectives In Re- Wallerlcli, Harry Balow, Fran•
Committee was told Tuesday gionalism" sponsored by the cis Peters, Ervin Belter, LoRoy
• ONE TREASURER— 2-YEAR TERM
that some 735 students from Minnesota Humanities Commis- Johnson and WUUnm Jacobs.
BUSINESS MEETING HELD AT 8 P.M.
¦
Minnesota and 1,700 from out- sion and presented through the
side tho state applied for ad- historical society and tho city Calamity Jano (Martha Jano
Canary) , famous and flory piomission.
colleges.
¦
neer character, Is believed by
Tho four-yoar undergraduate
TOWN CLERK
medical school entered its first A record 400,870 Immigrants somo historians to have been a
George
Custer.
scout
for
Gen.
came
to
Canada
in
1019.
class last fall.

'A Woman s
Placer WSG
course topic

Riveropening
upifowbpafs
on their way

Committee OK's
bill fo stop
untaxed tobacco

Milita ry plane
crashes; 15 dead

Town of Rollingstone

ANNUAL MEETING

• TUES., MARCH 13, 1973 •

Arnold P. Nllles

Talk about phasing out farm
subsidies botheringfarmers

Country side
¦

¦

...

. . . ,

I, , i

By ITATHY KNUDTSON ' ' * " "
Daily News Farm Editor
An early warning system, devised by Mother Nature
for self-protection of certain members of the insect world,
may prove some day to be the undoing of insect pests.
A research entomologist at the. Ohio Agriculture Research and Development Center, Dr. L. R.
Nault, has reported the discovery of a chemical secreted by aphids to warn other aphids
of approaching danger.
The ''alarm pheromone" is emitted by an
aphid when it is attacked by a predator . Other aphids nearby detect the warning chemical and head for cover.
Scientists have unravelled the chemical
makeup of the pheromone and have been
able to put together a synthetic pheromone
in sufficient quantities for small-scale testing.

^

m

By DOUGLAS E. KNEELAND
DES MOINES, — While the
folks in Washington began talking this Week about phasing out
farm , subsidies, some weary
farmers out here in the midlands watched with growing
traces of anxiety and talked
a bit themselves.
There's something about the
beginning of hearings on a new
farm program that always
leaves farmers sniffing the anas apprehensively as. cattle disturbed by the sound of distant
thunder.

-

Kathy
The researchers believe that it may be
possible to treat plants with the synthetic alarm pheromone
to repel aphids from seed crops. Plants already infested could
be given a shot of the chemical to scare the feeding insects
.' away. ' - It Is also possible that the synthetic pheromone may be
used to increase aphid activity sufficiently to make other
means of control more effective. Proposed research will
study this possibility.
..

Americans love cheese, as shown by an 88 percent jump
in commercial cheese sales in the U.S. since 1950. Cheese
sales in 1972 will total some 11 to 12 percent higher than
1971. Per capita consumption has also increased — from
7.6 pounds per person in 1950 to 12.1 pounds per person in 1971.
Mount Trashmore is the answer DuPage County, 111.,
found for what to do ' with' , solid waste garbage collections
in this suburban community near Chicago. A 150-foot high sM
mountain, the highest point in the county, has been built enttrely of trash. When completed it will be laced with five 1,200
foot ski runs, five 1,000 foot toboggan trails, picnic areas
and other recreational faculties.

Net margin up
for Lewisfon
Co-op Assn.

LEWISTON, Minn. — A 2.90
percent net margin of $23,172
was reported for the year ending Dec. 31, 1972, at the Lewiston Co-op Association.
The report, a part of the annual meeting held Saturday,
listed total sales at $799,768 and
sales costs at $201,665 with a
gross margin of $598,103, 74.78
percent. Assets were listed at
$460,872.
At the election of directors,
Kurt Krause, St. Charles, was
elected to replace Roslyn
Rohrer, Lewiston, who declined
to run; Lowell Bariheim, Lewiston, defeated incumbent director Theodore Thesing, Lewiston, and Clarence Ressie, Lewiston, was reelected.
Hold-over directors are Howard "Volkart, Minnesota City;
R o l a n d Mueller, Lewiston;
Clarence Mueller Jr., Utica;
Lester Luehman, Altura , and
Claire Rice, Lewiston.

Alfalfa production
to be theme of
Lewiston meeting

afraid

10a
¦VW

Tisthammer

Craig

Ga lesville youth
to compete in
creed contest
GALESVILLE, Wis. -Richard Tisthammer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Merton Tisthammer,
Galesville, will represent District 10, Future Farmers of
America, In the sectional speech
and creed contest.
Tisthammer, a member of
Gale - Ettrick - Trempealeau
FFA chapter, was winner of the
District 10 contest held at Holmen, Wis., March 1.
Wayne Craig, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Winrred Craig, Galesville,
was elected as alternate in the
creed contest.
• ' . - - .¦
. .

Rushford FFA
names chapter
LEWISTON, Minn. — "Alfalfa Production—Quantity with
Quality" will be the theme of an
alfalfa seminar planned for 10 star farmer

a.m. to 3 p.m. March 22 at the
Cly-Mar Bowl, Lewiston.
The program , announced by
Harry Burcalow, Winona County
extension agent , is geared to
the man wanting alfalfa yields
comparable to his corn yields.
Alfalfa varieties, establishment, time of cutting, quality of
forage , methods of harvest,
handling and storage, forage
testing, weed control, stand
management , fertilizer and
luxe, tillage methods for seedbed preparation, alfalfa insects
and control, and alfalfa diseases
and control are the topics to be
covered by University of Minnesota extension specialists.
Extension specialvsts to be
present Include Oliver Strand ,
extension agronomist, C u r t
Overdahl, extension specialistsoils, John Lofgren, extension
entomologist , and Herb Johnson, extension plant pathologist,
Presentations are planned to be
short and Informal to allow alfalfa producers an opportunity
for questions.
The meeting Is scheduled by
the Winona County Extension
Service.

FEARS FARM SURPLUSES ... Fred McLain, a Nevada ,
Iowa farmer, is concerned about President . Nixon's plan to
eliminate farm subsidies and controls. He fears surpluses
arid a drop in prices.

RUSHFORD, Minn, (Special )
— Keith Olson was named star
farmer of the Rushford High
School Future Farmers of
America chapter at the annual
parent - member banquet held
last week.
Olsori also received the swine,
farm mechanics and DeKalb
leadership and scholarship
awards. He has been the recipient of the state farmer degree
and the District 16 farm mechanics award.
Robert Rasmussen and Leon
Hellelarid were honored as honorary chapter farmers .
Other awards: Calvin Colbenson, chapter green hand; Dale
Dunn , outstanding senior and
dairy award , and Pete Kahoun ,
the beef award .
Carol Anfinson was presented
with a white j acket as 1973
chapter sweetheart.
Officers for 1973-74 are:
James Johnson , president; Danny Dunn , vice president; Mark
Jameson , secretary ; Dennis
Kjos, sentinel; Tim McManlmon , reporter , and Pete Kahoun , treasurer.
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Winter feeding
program should
be evaluated now

ALMA, Wis.
— Farmers
should plan for the remainder
of the . winter livestock feeding
program now, advises Archie
Brovold, Buffalo County agriculture agent.
The winter feeding season Is
about half over, with at least
three months feeding left. Planning now will help avoid sudden
drastic feed changeovers in
April, Brovold says.
THE GROWING and harvesting conditions last summer and
fall have left a nunusual , Often
inadequate supply of feed , Brovold says. The relative amounts
of corn, oats, silage and hay
silage may be different than
those regularly handled.
Brovold advises the following:
Take stock of the feed on
hand. Capacity charts are
available to assist in measuring what is left in silos and
grain bins. Measure the daily
amount fed in bales, bushels or
pounds. Compare this with reserves to tell which feed components will be short, and
which will be In surplus."
IF THERE IS a shortage of
oats and a surplus of corn, begin to increase the amount of
corn in the ration. More grain
can also be fed to conserve a
short roughage supply. Make

Dairy training
events slated
in Buffalo Co.
ALMA, Wis. — Two dairy
training events for Buffalo
County 4-H youth will be held
during March, according to
Dick Waak , county 4-H and
youth agent.
The first Is a pre-judging
workshop to be held at tho Loren Wolfe farm near Waumandee, March 17 at 1:30 p.m. The
meeting is designed to give additional information on things to
look for In ju dging, reasons for
placlngs of dairy cattle classes
and breed differences .
A second meeting will bo at
the Delmar Plank farm March
31 at 1:30 p.m. to select finalists for tho Buffalo County dairy
judging contest to be held in
Juno.
FARM BURKAU SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Tho Wilmington-Spring
Grovo Farm Burenu will meet
at Trinity Center , Tuesday at
8 p.m.
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THIS WEEK as the Senate
Agriculture Committee took up
work , on a new farm bill in
Washington, was ho exception.
In many farm- 1
\,, . .
ers a sense of New York
"'
restlessness has
r—-begun to dis[ mes
News
solve the euphoria derived
Service
from a year of '
record livestock prices and
bumper grain crops that did
not, as has often been the case,
depress the market.
Particularly troubling to a lot
of farmers was President Nixon's proposal that Congress
phase out most of the subsidies
and controls under which agriculture has operated for years.
It's winter and it's gray in
Iowa. During this . dormant inbetween season, according to

those who know them best, the active Democrat, a member of
feelings of most Iowa farmers— the liberal Farmers Union and a
and they are probably as typi- former state chairman of the
cal as any in the nation—have Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service under nabeen ambivalent.
As always happens in a good tional Democratic Administrayear, let alone a great year, tions-of the 1960s.
their free-enterprise instincts
Is a Repubtell them that happiness would RUDY EHM, 45, the Union
lican
member
of
be to be rid of controls and subCounty Board of Supervisors
sidies.
and belongs to the conservative
BUT THEIR sense of history American Federation of Farm
cautions them that farming has Bureaus.
always run in boom-and-busl Both are successful fanners
cycles, that free of controls the and somewhat representative
American fanner's productivity of those who have given much
and competiveness can turn out thought to the new farm bill.
price depressing surpluses un- Both are worried about what
equaled anywhere on earth.
would happen should President
Although farmers usually con- Nixon succeed in eliminating
sider themselves rugged Individ- subsidies and controls.
ualists, few can be found, who "Most all of my life we've
if pressed on the point, really had surplus problems and
want to return to total freedom there's always been some kind
In agriculture. And their fears of a crying need for a stabilizabout the results of such an ation program," said McLain.
action appear to cut across all "You go back into the 50's, the
sorts of political and ideological last years of the free programs.
lines.
ve been cutting back every
It might be difficult to find We'
year since and even then until
two farmers with much more last year we've continued to
diverse political philosophies have surpluses.
and outlooks on a number of
subjects than Fred McLain of "The prices we're receiving
Nevada (pronounced ria-VAY- now have nothing to do with
da) , about 30 miles north of the programs of this AdminisDes Moines, and Rudy Ehm of tration . I think if we continue
Creston, about 70 miles to the now 'on the road we're on with
a continuing watering down of
southwest.
McLain, 52 years old, is an the program/ that we're in for

the ration changes gradually, so
livestock will adjust well.
Be sure - adequate amounts
of roughage are included in the
ration to maintain proper
rumen function , Brovold concludes.

Farm
calendar

Today
ARCADIA, Wis., 1:30 p.m. Arcadia area dairy barn tour,
beginning at Clarence Wolfe
farm.
DURAND, Wis,, 7:30 p.m.Leather training meeting, 4-H,
Pepin County Courthouse.
Friday
HOUSTON, Minn., 10 a.m.Hiawathaland Beef Tour beginning at Dillon Hempstead feedlot.
Saturday
WINONA , 9 a.m. — Region
8 FFA Leadreship Contest, Winona Senior High School.
Monday
PICKWICK , Minn., 1:15 p.m.
— Burns-Homer-Pleasant Soil
and Water Conservation District
open meeting on flood control ,
Pickwick fire station .
UTICA , Minn., 7:45 p.m.Veterinary science meeting,
Utica School.
LAKE CITY, Minn., 8 p.m.Wabasha County DHIA annual
meeting, Anchor Inn.
DURAND, Wis., 8 p.m.—Pepin County 4-H fun with clothing meeting, P e p i n County
Courthouse.
LAKE CITY, Minn., 8:30 p.m.
—4-H vegetable garden meeting,
Lake Citv High School library.
MILLVILLE, Minn., 8:30 p.m.
—4-H vegetable garden meeting, Millville School.
Tuesday
BLAIR, Wis,, 1(1 a.m.—Forage
crop workshop, Green Meadows
Sunper Club.
DURAND , Wis., 0 p.m.—4-II
rabbit project meeting, Pepin
Countv Extension Office .
GILMANTON, Wis., 8 p.m.Buffalo County 4-H music festivals, Gilmanton High School.
SPRING GROVE , Minn., 0
p.m.—Wilmington-Spring Grovo
Farm Burenu meeting, Trinity
Center.
Wednesday
ALMA, Wis., 11 a.m.-Fornge meeting, Buffalo County
courthouse.
¦

Lewiston Guernsey
herd tops production
Dairy Equipment
Also
Used Equipment*
Chock With U« Beforo
You Buy!

Arcadln Co-op Ass 'n.
Lewiston Co-op Ass 'n.
Trl-County Co-op Oil,
Rushford, Minn.

LEWISTON, Minn. - Three
registered Guernsey cows in
tho Russell J. Wirt and Family
herd , Maple Ixsaf Farm , Lewiston , hovo completed top official
production records.
Mnplo Leaf P Violet produced
14,500 pounds of milk and 01)0
pounds of bullorfat; Maple Leaf
N Mickey, 14,029 and 037, and
Mnplo Leaf Nance Grctchon ,
11,950 and Expounds.

McLain who raises corn and
soybeans and feeds about 200
head of cattle a year on 1,200
acres of land said that he was
afraid that because of consumer pressure as a result of high
food prices, President Nixon
might get his way even if he
had to veto a bill passed by
Congress.
IF THAT HAPPENS, he said,
he can see no way to avoid surpluses and a resultantjdrop in
farm prices.
McLain expressed some concern , as do many farmers about
the removal of controls on the
amount of land a fanner can
plant In various crops than he
did about the potential loss of
direct subsidy payments.
"The danger if you take away
this program," McLain said,
"is that the possible loss due
to overproduction is perhaps
double the loss of the payment
in the first place."
Later, about 100 miles to the
southwest, ' Rudy Ehm* a
staunch Nixon supporter, sat In
the office of his new bull-testing station on his farm iii Creston and protested with equal
dismay about the President'j
plan. '¦.. - . ' • ,
Ehm, who tests bulls for rate
of gain in feed lot conditions
and raises corn and hay to feed
more than 400 head of his own
cattle a year, said that Nixon's
"feelings, I suppose, are consumer-oriented."
"I suppose the Idea Is to
keep the old food prices down ,'?
he went on. "I don't agree with
Mm. The programs have been
good programs.
"I would say that ho one likes
controls," he continued, "including myself, but I don't
think that we could operate,
that we could go without , controls, ourselves. Having controls on these crops Is like
having traffic controls. That
doesn't mean that freedom's
taken away from us. It's for
our own good^"
New York Times News Service

Trempealeau girl
secretary of
state association

"
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a real disaster."
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DISMAYED FARMER ... Farmer Rudy
Ehm, on his farm near Creston, Iowa, is a
staunch Nixon supporter but is dismayed by

the President's plan. (New York Times
photos)

Deadline March 16 for
¦
73 Feed Grain Program

LEWISTON, Minn. - Farmers who are having difficulty
deciding under which plan to
enroll, still have time to select
the one which best fits their
needs, said Anthony Helm,
chairman of the Winona County Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation committee, about
the last days of signup for the
1973 Feed Grain Program.
The signup ends March 16,
and Heim pointed out that the
Winona ASCS office will be
open Friday evening until 9.
The chairman noted th at the
program has plans that permit
the farmer to set aside land , or
to take part without set aside.
Under the basic plan , a farmer may set aside 25 percent of
his feed grain base and receive
payments, loans and other benefits, without restricting his corn
or barley acreage, after maintaining his farm 's set - aside
acreage and conserving base.
A second plan requires no setaside acreage but limits corn
and barley acreage to that of
1972, Program payments are
lower, but after maintaining the
conserving base, tho farmer is
free to plant the remainder of
his cropland to any crop other
than corn , barley or grain sorghum.
Under tho basic plan , the
farmer can also hay and graze
conserving crops on his setaside acreage throughout the
summer, after taking a 30 per-

cent reduction in program payment on the set-aside land hayed and grazed. On an average
farm in Winona County, a peracre payment on set - aside
would fce $60.80, and after $18.24
per acre reduction he would
still have $42.56 per acre left.
For the farmer who grows
soybeans, there is something to
be said for the second plan,
Heim said , if he can live with
3 corn acreage not greater
than 1972. He used as an example a farm with a 100-acre
20m base, an average county
:orn yield of 95 bushels per
acre, and assumed the farmer
ibtained a yield of 27 bushels
per acre on his 1973 soybeans,
rhe example also assumes he
contracts the soybeans for
£3.75 per bushel.
25%
0%
Plan
Plan
Set - aside 25 acres None
Feed Grain
Permitted Not
At 1972
Limited Level
Program
Income
$1,520 $ 712.50

Soybeans
Income
None
Gross Income
Under Each
Plan
$1,520
Additional

$2,531.25
$3,243.75

Gross

Income
None
$1,723.75
HEIM added that the farmer
will notice this example omits
one all-important item, the cost
of producing and marketing the
soyabeans. It also assumes an
average yield of 27 bushels per
acre will be harvested.
at

Vegetable garden
meetinq scheduled

WABASHA, Minn . — Wabasha County 4-H members can
learn tho steps to a successful
vegetable garden by attending
one of two meetings to }# held
Monday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Millville School or the Lake City
High School Library.
LOW
CORN
Orrln C. Turnquist , extension
horticulturist , will discuss soil MOISTURE SILAGE •
,,-,
GRASS ,
preparation , fertilization and
,
SILAGE
seed variety selection.
*
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Cry of tho Wolf Changed Hit Llfel

STARTS WEDNESDAY
7:15-9:10

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. — Linda Lakey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Lakey, Trempealeau , has been elected secretary
of the Wisconsin. Junior Guernsey Breeders Association,
The election was held during
the state convention at Baraboo,
Wis., In February. Miss Lakey
was also named delegate at
large, and was runner-up for
the state Guernsey princess title.
She is ori the committee to
head up the Junior Dairy Booth
and the Wisconsin State Fair,
and for a getting acquainted
luncheon for Junior Guernsey
Breeders of the United States
and other countries attending
the national coriventlor. to be
held in Madjson , Wis., in early
October.
Active in association activities, her junior yearling was
junior champion of the fivecounty parish show in 1972, and
she received the showmanship
award.

LoRoy Schaffnor of LeRoy Schaffnor & Sons,
Fountain City, is shown about to go to work
with his now Owatonna Model 330 Tractor.

Kochenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis.

Now Is flio time to ardor your
MADISON SILO for your first
crop haylago .
•
Soo your nearotf MADISON
SILO dealer, or call or wrlto

MADISON SILO GO.
Box 5 — Winona, Minn.
Phono 454-3040
If no answer, or alter
hours, call 687-2958

High producfion good,
but efficiency ignored
Farmers have been encouraged by scientists, technologists,
agribusiness personnel, vocational agriculture and extension
personnel the past 25 years to
aim for high production with
little regard for efficiency and
net profit per unit of input , says
Dave Kjome, Winona County
associate extension agent. . .
For example, dairy farmers
have more than doubled output
per man hour the last 10 years,
increasing. ; 8 percent in 1971.'
This compares to an annual increase in output per man hour
of 2.8 percent for the non-farm
sector 1 n the same 10-year
period, he says.

FARMERS HAVE been production-oriented, with little concern for marketing, according
to Kj ome. High production often

Agent forecasts
fewer problems
for corn crop
WABASHA, Minn. - Corn diseases that plagued Minnesota
growers last season should not
be as severe this coming season, says Matt Metz , Wabasha
County extension agent.
The odds favor : drier weather
in 1973, Metz says.
The use Of N cytoplasm corn
should take care of southern
leaf blight arid yellow leaf
Wight problems, he noted.
If farmers grow resistant hybrids when using minimum tillage they should be able to avoid
problems with eyespot disease
in 1973. Try to get as much
resistance to leaf spot and stalk
rot as possible and grow several good hybirds, not just one hybrid, Metz advises.

is in direct correlation with net
profit , but the highest level of
productoin often Is not the most
profitable, he advises.
"We have seen it in both crop
and livestock enterprises. Farmers have been , encouraged to
get bigger, but with little emphasis on getting better,"
Kjome says.
Farmers have grasped and
tested every new farming inovation offered by science, technology/and research, he notes.
Because of his willingness and
eagerness to adopt new practices, every farmer now feeds
43 people . while 30 years ago,
each farmer fed only about five
people. Yet the .total net farm
Income is only 80 percent of
non-farm people.
The farmers increased production has caused the average
American to spend only 17 per
cent of his income for food,
while countries such as India
spend well over 70 percent of
their income on food.
Kjome says all this has
brought about the "cheap food
policy." Food prices have been

under the spotlight in 1972 and
have taken headlines in early
1973 because of:a sharp rise at
the consumer level.
Recent food prices have set a
stage for an "us vs. them " attitude between farmers and
consumers, with the middleman getting the heat from both
ends.
"When all-sthe smoke and
fumes clear, hopefully, a better understanding will develop
between producers, processors,
marketers and consumers, and
all will come to realize each depends upon the other for survival," says Kjome.
The farmer of today must become management and marketing sensitive rather than only
production conscious, he advises. He must constantly sur
vey his present operation
through good records and make
future decisions based upon his
past written experiences. Farmers must become directly involved in the decisions and
voice of marketing if he is to
create , and demand a fair return on his product.

HOUSTON, Minn. - A Hiawathaland Beef Tour is scheduled for Friday, according to
Russ Krech, Houston County extension agent.
The tour will begin at 10 a.m.
at the Dillon Hempstead feedlot, 'three-fourths mile west of
Houston on Highway 16.
The Hempstead feedlot features handling facilities for sorting, herd health work and loading; feed storage systems (bunker, pit and sealed); fenceline
feeding and mixing equipment,
and heifer feeding program.
DIRECTORS-REELECTED , . , Melvint Rolfes* manager,
A noon panel session will be
held at the Houston Community Peoples Cooperative Association, Plainview, Minn., left, with
Kitchen, from 11:30 a.m. to Joseph Leisen Jr., Plainview, Walt McMillan , Kellogg, and
1 p.m. Panelists will be Bob
Jacobs, extension animal husbandman , and Donald Bates, extension agricultural engineer,
University of Minnesota, Hempstead and Ronald Baker, Winona beefman. Persons attending should bring a bag lunch.
The cow-calf , operation on the LEWISTON, Minn. - Direc- LEWISTON, Minn.-The FedRonald Baker farm, two miles tors and officers were elected eral Environmental Pesticide
north of Hart and one mile east, and activities for the coming Control . Act will be discussed
will begin at 2 p.m. The stop' year discussed at the 4th an- at the Sprayer Operators Workwill feature winter shelter, win-, nual meeting of _
at Cly-Mar Bowl, Lewisthe Winona shop
ter. feeding, calf feeding and . a County Porfc Producers'
ton, March 15 from 1 to 3 p.m.
Assopasture program for beef cows. ciation,
held at Lewiston Tues- ,The program, geared to priThe tour is co-sponsored by day.
vate applicators, will cover
the Houston County and Winona Roger Beyer, Utica, and Har- sprayer equipment, selection,
County Extension offices in coKronebusch , Altura , were
operation with Hempstead and lan
reelected and Robert Bearden,
Baker.
Lewiston, elected to three-year
terms ¦on
¦ the board ; of directors. ' "
:-- " '
At the meeting of the board ,
Beyer was . elected president;
Donald Sinn, St. Charles, vice
president; Lance Christie, Uti- ALTURA, Minn. — Elmer Sica, secretary, and Bearden, mon, Altura South Side Farm,
received the progressive breedtreasurer.
WASECA, Minn. - the 77th The
ers award at the annual con84
persons
attending
disannual meeting of the Minnevention of the Minnesota Holcussed
having
a
summer;
barsota Livestock Breeders' Asso- becue,
stein Breeders Association at
annua]
then
holding
the
ciation will be held in conjuncMankato, Minn., Saturday.
membership
drive
in
the
fall.
tion with Livestock Industry
This is the sixth time Simon
Day at the University of Minhas received the award , the
nesota, Waseca, Saturday.
4-H leaders to be
highest recognition attainable
Featured speaker will be Dr.
by a breeder of registered HolHerrell DeGraff , president of quests at Ttieerinq
stein cattle. To qualify, the
the American Meat Institute. LEWISTON, Minn.
dairy herd must meet strict reJunior
His speech will include domest- leaders of Houston County will quirements in all phases of
ic and foreign programs affect- be guests at the March County breeding and management.
ing the livestock outlook.
meeting at Lew- Simon was reelected to a
Also included in the day 's ac- 4-H Federation
High School at 8 p.m. three-year term on the state
tivities will be the annual hall iston
19.
board of directors, and then
of fame banquet, with Arthur March
County programs and . activi- elected vice president of the
Sprengeler, prominent Brown ties
will be discussed and a State HolstehvFriesian AssociaSwiss breeder, Plato, Minn.,
film
on the Citizenship Short- tion.
honored.
Registration will begin at 11 course- at Washington , D.C.,
a.m., with the banquet to be will be shown.
held at noon. Persons interested in the program but not the Pickwick area flood
banquet are welcome to attend
control folks set
at about 1 p.m.
The Winona Senior H i g h
PICKWICK, Minn. — Pick- School Future Farmers of
By Bud Blake
wick and Big Trout Valley res- America Chapter will host the
idents interested in flood con- Region 8 Leadership Contest at
trol and development are asked the school Saturday, beginning
to meet with the Burns-Homer- at 9 a.m.
Pleasant Soil and Water Con- Included will be parliamenservation District supervisors tary procedure; public speakat the Pickwick Fire Station at ing; extemporaneous speech ;
1:15 p.m. Monday.
FFA creed; job interviews, and
Material regarding sites for agribusiness salesmen^
flood control, developed in 1972, About 150 FFA members
will be presented, according to from some 25 schools in the reWilliam Sillman, district con- gion are expected to participate.
servationist.

County pork
producers
reelect officers

CHAMPION CLIPPER . .. Ridhard Lawstuen, 17/ son of
Mr . and Mrs. Robert Lawstuen , Lanesboro, with first place
trophies won at the -22nd annual Minnesota Future Farmers
of America cow clipping contest. (Mrs. Millie Adams photo)
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Louis Reitere, Elgin, reelected to three-year terms on th«
board. (Mrs. Evelyn Schumacher photo)

Peoples Co-op at
Plainview holds
annual meeting

Sprayer workshop
to include new law

Altura farmer
receives state
breeders award

State Livestock
Breeders meet
set at Waseca

Buffalo County
4-H music
festivals Tuesday
GILMANTON, Wis. - The
1973 Buffalo County 4-H music
festivals will be held at Gilmanton High School Tuesday at 8
p.m.
The festivals, which provide
clubs with an opportunity to explore and display musical
talent, are strictly non-competitive events and provide an evening of fun for county residents.
Clubs will be criticized on the
basis of originality, quality and
entertainment value of the presentations.-

Hiawafhdland
Beef Tour set
for Friday

FFA leadership
contest set here

purpose and calibration ; safety,
regulations—state and federal—
a review of the act, selection,
usage, formations and calculations , of pesticides, according
to Harry Burcalow, Winona
County extension agent.
VIOLATION of the act can
lead to a fine of $25,000 or one.
year in jail , The law was passed in October 1972, although
many people are not aware of
it, according to Bhillip Harein,
extension entomologist with the
University of Minnesota.
Commercial pesticide applicators, wholesalers, dealers, retailers or other distributors who
violate the law can be fined
$5,000 for each offense.
Private applicators or noncommercial people who violate
the law after receiving a written warning can be fined $1,000
for each offense. Private applicators who knowingly violate
any provision can face 30 days
in jail plus the $1,000 fine.
A REPORT covering the ma>
jor components of the law may
be obtained by writing P. K.
Harein, Department of Entomology, Fisheries and Wildlife,
University of Minnesota, St.
Paul, 55101.
WABASHA COUNTY DHIA
LAKE CITY, Minn.-The Wabasha County Dairy Herd Improvement Association annual
meeting 'will be at the Anchor
Inn, Lake City, Monday at 8
p.m.

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
—The Peoples Cooperative Association showed a 5.78 percent
net margin of $81,758 for the
year ending Dec. 31, 1972.
The report was heard by the
400 persons attending the 42nd
annual meeting held at Plainview Saturday.
Melvin. Rolfes, manager, reported a ¦: 10.2 percent Increase
in sales for the year, the total
being $1,414,402, with a gross
margin of $349,461. The net
margin was $81,758.
.
Reelected to three-year terms
on the board of directors were
Walt McNillan, Joseph Leisen
Jr.. arid Louis Reiter.
Hold-over directors are Raymond Mussel, Forest Lamprecht, Lester Christison, Dojiald
Ratz , Frank Pletsch, and Ambrose Simon.

Meeting-series on
forage scheduled
ALMA, Wis. — The first of a
series of three meetings on forage will be Wednesday at U
a.m. in the Buffalo County
Courthouse.
Durane Rohweder, extension
agronomist, R. D. Powell, soil
scientist, arid E. H. Fisher, extension insect control specialist,
will be featured speakers.
On March 21, the meeting
will Include information ori
housing and storage alterations,
and on March 28, profitableutilization of forage.

I IF DRINKING ...

Is causing emotional,physical,financial — er any of a
best of problems — for you or someone In your family,
WHY NOT ASK ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS FOR
HELP? The phone number Is 4S4-44I0 — It's In your
phono book. The Winona chapter of AA WANTS to
assist you In getting a new ouflook on life! Remember
— all calls to Alcoholics Anonymous are kept strictly
confidential.

| TUSHNER'S MARKET I
IHIGH QUALITY -LOW PfflC ElF"^!

Tel. 452-4845 hJL6ihYEAL
l
i|

I
501 E. 3rd St.

B We can save you money on your Freezer needs. See us first before you buy.
I
• BEEF SIDES, QUARTERS, PRIMAL CUTS • Expert advice — No obligation,
H 76 years of fair dealing.

GRIN AND BEAR IT

¦
|

DENNIS THE MENACE

I
¦
B

PORK HOCKS 69.' I
I MORRELL HAM
u, 65c FRESH OXTAILS
I
SHANK POR„ON ,«Lb..i
65!b l
H BUTT PORTION (3-4 Lbs.)

_

Lb. 0*j C

__

¦

ISTI™G HEWS ¦ 59>b
cm PORK FEET . 45fb j
^r^
|
I
©oc
"
_
PORK ROAST 0 'b |
I
FRESH SHHTONT-FROKN

fte

f.N1ER s"™- m*" . $-gi9»> I
— Ham Pork Steak . I |
$ 39
$ 59
I
MINUTE STEAKS ,
1
BACON K) 3£ 1 I
8 Roasting_ Chickens
I
I
GUARANTEED TENDER BEEP

59*

CAIO

H

SLICED

Ch?ckcn
Hccks
GSc
GI
B
L
ETS
1!VEns
49c
zo
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l
I
II GET THE"BIG D1SCQUNT-TUSHNER
'
S FAMOUS SAUSAGE I
FRYER
I

"This candelabra is tho perfect wedding present

madam! .. The happy couple Will think of you
•verytimo there s a power-failure."

'YouiooKvewyy/Gf."

ICHICKEN

Al -

I

M

l

A Ik

^fc a^W I

I
• 11 FAMOUS VARIETIES . .. BUY IN 41-LB. LOTS •
I
Bologna 88c lb., Wieners 98c lb., Polish Sausage 97c lb., Bratwurst 97c lb., ThurInger 99c lb. Other varieties priced accordingly. 3 units of 3 varieties to total 41
'WEiutoAWNice.AND , I
¦
youxMw nr
lbs. will also get the BIG BISCOUNT. Phone in large orders 3 days in advance.
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B
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Abemathy ilndlanshave

"I will call on the President
By JAMES WILSON
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D. of . the United- States to interCAP) — The Kev. Ralph David cede and to send an ambassaAbernathy says Indians who dor here," he promised. "I will
have held this village for nine go to the top officials of the Indays to publicize their demands terior Department to have
for Indian reform have won a them come here to reopen negotiations."
great victory already.
'Abernathy 's visit came as the
"Wounded Knee will go down Justice
Department was order88 the place where the United ing the 200 invaders to leave
States was forced to live up to this historic hamlet by 7 p.m.
its responsibilities to Indians," CST today. Indian leaders vowthe civil rights leader told ed to stay.
newsmen after meeting with In- "You've said to America loud
dan leaders Wednesday night. and clear: 'Before we were
Abernathy, who heads the slaves; we'll be buried in our
Southern Christian Leadership graves,' " Abernathy said.
Conference, left immediately He said the Bureau of Indian
afterward for Washington, B.C. Affairs (BIA) should be called

the "MIA."
"Missing in Action," he said,
"that' s where it is whenever
it's needed to meet the needs of
Indian people all over this
country."
Abernathy said Indians as
well as blacks have their
"Uncle Toms."
"Indians who sell out must he
dealt with," he said; "They are
not your leaders if they do not
care about your welfare."
The Indians are demanding
to have a high-ranking Interior
Department representative visit
the Pine Ridge Reservation,
where Wounded Knee is located.

Kunstler: asked In dians
to avoid repeat massacre

NEW YORK (A) - Attorney William Kunstler said
Wednesday night he and the
Rev. Daniel Berrigan have
been asked by Indians holding
Wounded Knee, S.D., to come
there and "try to prevent a repetition of the terrible massacre of 1890.''
The government has given
the Indians until -8 p.m. today to leave the village without
fear of mass arrests, and has
urged that the women and children
be removed from
Wounded Knee before dark.
Ktmstler said leaders of the
American Indian Movement
had asked that he and Berrigan
get to Wounded Knee as soon
as possible but that they did
not expect to arrive there before noon Friday.
The attorney said Father
Berrigan, who served a prison
term, for destroying draft
records, "has requested permission from his parole officer
to make the trip...

"In anticipation of a favor- Indians' attorney, while Kunstable response," Kunstler said, ler was in court as defense at"we have made plane reserva- torney for Rap Brown, being
tions on a flight that will enable
us to be in Wounded Knee by tried for robbery and attempted
murder.
noon on Friday.
"With the memory of Attica "When I-got home later this
still fresh in our minds*"
Kunstler said , "we hope and evening," ha said,"I got a call
pray that no action will be tak- from the (AIM) leadership iten by the government that self, asking us to come tonight.
m i g h t precipitate another But because of the Rap Brown
tragedy."
trial and the fact that Father
Kunstler was among a group Berrigan is in Charlottesville,
that tried to mediate during the Va., and has to get permission
September 1971 riot at Attica from his parole officer, it takes
prison in upstate New York, a little time."
which was put down when state
troopers went in shooting. Forty-thrc- prisoners and hostages Osseo-Fairchild
perished.
Kunstler ; said he and Ber- student wins in
rigan would leave here by
plane tonight, remain overnight scholarship test
in Minneapolis and take a morning flight to Rapid City, then go OSSE0, Wis.—Carmen Duge,
a senior at Osseo - Fairchild
by car to Wounded Knee.
He said his first call came High School, has been named
from Raymond Roubiedeux, the one of two winners of the Eau
Claire Elks Lodge scholarship
competition .
Carmen, along with Anita
Harvey, a freshman at Wisconsin . State University —Eau
Claire, will represent tho Eau
Claire area in state competition.
Miss Duge has been active in
forensics, Girls' Athletic AssoT h e tousle-haired youth, ciation , drama, band, and Nasprouting a moustache, said tional H o n o r
that's about the way most of Society. She is
his fellow students feel about president of the
the group which invaded German c l u b ,
treasurer
Wounded Knee. '
"If I had a choice between of audio-visthe two sides quarreling on the u a l services
reservation, I think I'd back club and co-edAIM," said Twiss. He was re- itor of the yearferring to the struggle between book.
the tribal council majority - un- The daughter
der chairmam Richard Wilson of Mr. a n d
and the reservation AIM rivals Mrs. L c u i s c Du g<8
Duge of Fairled by Russell Means.
child, Carmen works part time
The others on the bns draped as a cook and waitress. She
themselves over seats and - kid- teaches Sunday school at St.
ded one another in the fashion Paul's Lutheran Church.
of American' youth anywhere.
Elks scholars will compete in
Schools at Pine Ridge have the state contest in Madison
been closed more than a week March 10. State winners will
because of the controversy at be eligible for national compeWounded Knee.
tition for scholarships from $800
As the driver closed the door to $3,000 each.
to continue the trip, the bus Bradley Garber, another O-F
showed off a three-inch-high senior, received honorable menlettered insignia, AIM.
tion in the area contest.

They want an Investigation of
their allegations of corruption
in the administration of Richard Wilson, tribal president of
the Oglala Sioux, most of whose
13,000 members live on the reservation.
The militant Indians, some of
them members of the American
Indian Movement, also want a
Senate investigation of the BIA
and of what they say are 371
v i o l a t i o n s of U.S.-Indian
treaties.
Abernathy said a memorial
fund has been set up to raise
the $10 million needed for the
Indians to purchase and rebuild
Wounded Knee^ a small community that marks the spot of
the last major conflict in the
frontier Indian wars.
Here, in 1890, 146 Sioux men,
women and children were killed
by the 7th U.S. Cavalry. Thirtyone soldiers ' died in the incident.

George Twiss, 17-year-old
center on the Pine Ridge team,
was asked by a reporter for his
views ori the deepening crisis
unfolding a few miles from his
home.
"I approve of the American
Indian Movement and the idea
behind it but I don't approve of
the way they go about it," he
said.

NOTICE OF
MIND UNLIMITED SEMINARS
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SMC graduate
named to State
College Board

INSTRUCTOR: Brother Joel Nelson
Professor of Christian Mind Dynamics,
St. Marys College — Phone 452-3192
Place: La Salle Hall — St. Mary 's College
• Register: by March 10th and March 12th, 9 seminars.
Mind Class 1. Group A. March ID and March 11.
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Group B. March 12-16, 7:30-10:00 p.m.
Tuition: $50.00 adults; $40.00 spouses; $30.00 students.
• Includes: brain wave study; physical and mental relaxation;
sleep attainment; awaken control; basic creative problem
solving; dream development; physical habit control; memory; time and idea organization; understanding mental laws
governing our lives; improvement mental attitudes, etc.
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE FREE

A St. Mary 's College graduate has been appointed to the
Minnesota State College Board .
He is Thomas Coughlan, a
Mankato, Minn., attorney who
also attended the College of
St. Thomas, St. Paul, Harvard
University and Marquette University.
Married, his eight children
range in age from 13 to 29.
He is one of two appointees
confirmed by the Minnesota
Senate recently to succeed Robert Dunlap and Sidney Gislason.

QUALITY COSTS LESS! 0*\
Ey e Comfort, Fashion and Quality

ML

m

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - Actress Sarah Miles and actor
Burt Reynolds are expected to
be ordered to testify at an inquest into the death of the British star's business manager.
Justice of the Peace Mulford
Winsor said Tuesday he would
subpoena Miss Miles, Reynolds
and Jane Evans, nurse to Miss
Miles' son, to testify probably
sometime next week. Winsor
said he did not feel enough information has been presented
so far to make a decision.
Miss Miles' business manager, David Whiting, 26, died of
an apparent overdose of prescribed drugs at a Gila Bend
motel while on location with
Miss Miles and Reynolds in the
filming of the MGM picture,
"The Man Who Loved Cat
Dancing." '

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — peal as one of the tax relief On another matter, Wisconsin
There's no guarantee con- measures in his 1973-75 budget. L e a g u e of Municipalities
sumers would save money un- The state revenue secretary, spokesman Ed Johnson told tha
der Gov. Patrick J. Lucey's Ed Wiegner, defended the pro- committee he opposes the govproposal to repeal the state tax posal in testimony before the ernor's recommendations that
on oleomargarine, a member of committee on Lucey's proposed spending limits fee placed on lothe legislature's Joint Finance $39 million budget for the De- cal governments to make sure
Committee said Wednesday.
partment of Revenue.
tax relief money reaches tha
Rep. Marlon Schneider, E- "It is about time we recog- taxpayer.
Wisconsin Rapids, said repeal nize that the oleo tax does not Johnson said none of Lucey's
of the excise levy of 5.25 cents discourage people from buying tax relief proposals "mean an
per pound could tie eaten up by oleomargarine," Wiegner said. extra dollar to the city treasmanufacturers who would raise He said he hopes "the day ury."
their prices.
was past" when the tax has to "We may have to raise taxes
be retained to show support for just to hold our own," he said.
"There has to be a means of Wisconsin farmers.
making sure the savings is
passed on to the consumer," Wiegner said he wonld not Babylonians personified the
Schneider said.
like to see price controls on planet Mars as Nergal, god of .
Schneider said the state levy oleo. Added pressure in the the underworld; the Greeks as
represents $5.7 million in reve- market place could assure con- Ares, god of war, and the Ronue during a two-year fiscal pe- sumer savings would not be mans as Mars, an overriod.
lost through ¦price
hikes, he powering figure armed with
¦ ¦
[ spear and shield.
Lucey has proposed the re- said. : . : ''.
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• A new Winona National way of computing interest gives you an
effective annual yield of 6.01 % on your two-year 5 34% SAVINGS CERTIFICATES and 5.73% of your SVi% one-year certificates. On April 1st the same high yield becomes effective on
existing one and two year certificates. You see, WINONA NATIONAL WORKS FOR "YOUR BEST INTEREST"!
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Small Savers!

Crisis unfolds
but life goes on
By JOHN LUNDQUIST
KADOKA, S.D. (AP) - While
the deadlock between federal
lawmen and some 200 Indians
continued at Wounded Knee,
Pine Ridge High School youths
returned from a last-place finish in a regional basketball
tournament.
Two busloads of players,
cheerleaders and fans from
Pine Ridge, en route home from
Pierre, stopped Wednesday
night at an all-night restaurant
In Kadoka.

Burt Reynolds,
actress will be
asked to testify
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Haugerud bill
asks probate
counselsystem

Mental Health Center
budget up 6.3 p ercent

An overall budget increase Social Security, health Insur- fessional staff of 3.4 percent
of
6.$ percent for 1973-74 has ance, retirement, travel, equip- and for the administrative and
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP),' secretarial staff , 6.8 percent.
been adopted by the board of di- ment repair, etc., rose $2,525 to The board authorized payState Rep. Neil Haugerud,
rectors of the Hiawatha Valley $18,775. Capital expenditures, ment of mileage to advisory
DFL-Preston, says the present
at $900, was the only item to committeemembers who travel
Mental Health Center, Inc.
probate system is too costly,
to meetings from out of town
The budget includes no pro- go down, a decrease of $400.
tune-consuming and not protec- gram expansion.
with $1,000 alloted for this proTHE TOTAL salary budget
tive of the public.
Directors approved a total increase was 4.1 percent, with gram.
The addition of the alcohol
So he has introduced a bill to budget of $137,000, an increase
create a new office known as of $7,245 over the current bud- average increases for tie pro- and drug abuse counselor into
the regular center program,' at
County Probate Counsel. The get, and an additional $15,365
a cost of $15,365, brought the
official would be a fulltime law- for the alcohol and drug abuse 2nd Ward meeting
budget total to $137,000.
yer, helping citizens comply program.
Friesen said the board had
By COLIN FROST
slated March 21
with probate laws.
been
seriously considering the
A;
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
ACCORDING
to
Miller
Probate is the process' of
addition
of a mental retardaCouncil
The
Winona
City
CAP) — While more than 33,006
the
mental
health
cenFriesen,
transferring property from the
specialist to the staff in
armed troops, militiamen and
estate of a deceased person to ter 's program director, salary will hold a special 2nd tion
1973-74. In view of the federal
police stood guard against.terhis heirs, paying debts of the increases contributed the lar- Ward meeting March 21 at budget-inspired
crisis; related to
Lincoln
School
as
an
ingest
single
chunk
of
the
budget
rorists, the British government
deceased and paying inherfunding
the
alcohol
and drug
hike.
Professional
staff
salaries
formation
session
for
ward
asked the people of Northern
itance taxes due state and fedabuse counselor position, howwent up $2,400 to $73,950; the residents. ;
Ireland today whether they
eral governments.
this matter was deferred
portion of the alcohol
All cpuncilmen, depart- ever,
wanted to stay with Britain or
Haugerud contends that, under center's
until a future date.
saland
drug
abuse
counselor's
ment
heads
and
City
Manjoin the Irish Republic.
the present system, lawyers ary remained at $1,000; adminINCOME for the new budget
The referendum was exwho handle probate cases are istrative and secretarial salar- ager Paul G. Schriever are will be provided by the followpected to produce a massive
the greatest benefactors. He ies rose $850 to $13,325; janitor- expected to attend the 7:30 ing: funds from state grants in
vote in favor of Britain from
cited a case where an estate ial services went upi $350 to $1,- p.m. meeting and be avail- aid, $68,500; local tax funds
the province's million Proteshas gone unsettled for 14 years. 250, and board member per able to answer citizens' (Houston County,: $14,077.95;
questions. G a y I o r d Fox, Wabasha County, $13,811.25;
tants and a widespread boycott
Haugerud has introduced oth- diem remained at $1,560.
by the half-million Roman
er bills to clarify attorney fees Postage and telephone went 2nd Ward councilman, and Winona County, $35,610.80) , $63,Catholics
allowable in probate cases, ex- to $2,450, a $250 hike; consum- At-large Councilman Dan 500; surplus from previous
Police said a man's body
pand the simplified "summary able supplies rose $770 to $2,- Trainor Jr. (1st. 2nd) will years, $2,0O0, and /patient fees,
with "terrible head wounds"
proceeding" for estates up to 115; rent of office space went lead the meeting.
$3,000. :
was discovered in a Catholic
The "no expansion" budget
This is second in a series
$60,000 and eliminate the need up $500 to $5,900, and utilities
area of Belfast just a few yards
of informal ward level was approved by directors at
for appraisers in estate cases. remained the same at $410.
from a polling station. He was
Haugerud and others have Other expenses, to include meetings planned this year. their February meeting, Friesen said.
the 744th confirmed fatality in
also introduced a 218-page unimore than 3% years of vio¦"
form
probate
code,
a
proposal
GUARD POLL CENTER .. . . . British election will be counted. The residents of
lence.
which : would overhaul MinGuerrillas wounded four per- troops and coils of barbed wire surround Flor- Northern Ireland will vote on whether to stay nesota's entire probate system.
sons during the night before the al Hall in Belfast, Northern Ireland, Wednes- part of the United Kingdom, or to join the Under the code, many estates
voting, including a teen-age boy day. The hall is where votes in today's Irish Republic; (AP Phofcofax)
could be handled through an inand girl, and held up militiaformal procedure with little or
..
men guarding two voting
that maturation timetable, seek no court supervision.
booths in Belfast, escaping with
A child's experimentation with the children improvising the
to uncover significant influences
their automatic rifles, ammunisound is preliminary , to learn- music.
shaping maturity.
tion and flak jackets. The army
ing about music, according to Dr. Echelard, using audience
reported the capture of Tony
participation in demonstrating
(AP) -v Cook
SITRVIVIVNG
TODAY
Devine, a 21-year-old comDr. Donald Echelard, associate the use of the elements of rhy- CHICAGO
County ( Chicago) Clerk EdMarch 29, 8 p.m. — "Parent
mander of the Irish Republican
professor of music at the Col- thm and pitch in Orff's ap- ward J. Barrett has been conArmy's Londonderry brigade.
to Child About Sex" — Gatherproach, noted that rhythm is the victed of mail fraud, tax evaMinn.
lege
of Saint Teresa.
ELGIN,
(Special)
Purposes
of
the
"Directions
—
The raiders on the voting
ing
insight
from
a
film,
parmost important thing in music sion and accepting bribes in
Dr.
Echelard
discussed
Carl
"Directions
in
-Family
Life
," a in Family Life" series are to
booths were believed to be
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - The
and music for children at and can only be mastered connection' with voting machine
Protestant extremists retali- three-part program, is being of- educate and inform all interest- ents can gain suggestions for National Labor Relations Board Orff
second of a series of lec- through experience.
purchases for the county.
ating for army roundups of fered by the Elgin - Millville ed adults about family life and facing those questions kids ask has asked for an injunction the
tures
on early childhood de- He explained the use of the
weapons earlier this week in Community Education Division; to provide input to the Elgin- at various ages,
against Madison Teamsters Lo- velopment, held Wednesday at pantatonic or five tone openj The verdict Wednesday by a
Dr. James Hartfield , a pedia- Millville Board of Education as 9 p.m. — How Much? How cal 695 for alleged illegal labor Roger Bacon Hall, CST. The ended scale, which, hy leaving U.S. District Court jury apparProtestant sections.
ently ended a 43-year political
Results of the referendum trician in the Olmsted Medical to what, if any, next steps in Soon: and JUST HOW? — The practices in connection with the series
is being sponsored by the out notes in between, makes it career for Barrett, 72, a former
were expected to be announced and Surgical Group, Rochester, the area of family lite educa- stages of a child's learning u n i o n ' s general beverage Delahanty-Montessori
School. impossible for the child to make Illinois secretary of state and a
Friday evening. Catholic lead- will conduct the course.
tion should be taken by the pub- curiosity about himself and oth- strike.
a musical mistake.
political ally of Democratic
ers urged their people to boy- . The three sessions will be on lic school system.
ers are reviewed with the prac- The suit, filed Wednesday in ORFF, A well-known German
cott the voting, saying the 2-to-l Thursday evenings, from 8 to Dr. Hartfield has been a lead- tical , aim of anticipating those U.S. District Court, names Don- composer, was primarily in- DR. ECHELARD demonstrat- Mayor Richard J. Daley.
Protestant majority made the 10. They will be on March 22, er in family life education for questions with cahn and ap- ald Eaton, secretary-treasurer terested in how children make ed some of the instruments in- State lav prohibits anyone
UUUCIl _ CO ttllU
whole thing a futile exercise.
more than lo years. The ma- propriate discussions.
of the local, James Marchetti, and experience music. For a vented by Orff, including the convicted of a felony from holdThe size of the turnout was April 5 in the
jority of his work has been
business manager, and 15 pick- child, music, movement and glockenspiel, xylophone and ing public office. Thus the
LEADING INTO
•waited, therefore, for in- Elgin - Millville
ets.
dance are all one, Dr. Echle- metalophone. Triangles and County Board, scheduled to
done in the Rochester area.
TOMORROW
dications of a break in the E l e m e frdrums are also used with Orff's meet March 19, must declare
Dates and general theme for
The board's complaint alleges lard explained.
Barrett's office vacant
April 5, 8 p.m. — Teaching the local has threatened liquor Orff's approach, c a l l e d approach, he said.
Catholic ranks.
iary School.
each of the sessions:
Interpersonal Relationships — store owners, and stinkbombed "Scbulwerk," begins with ele- In the classroom, children im- Judge Richard B. Austin set
During the day, the Irish Re- . R e g I s RECOVERING FROM
What is available for teaching a number of them, as well as mental music, which fits what provise music using the Orff sentencing for April 17. He
public's new prime minister, trations should
YESTERDAY
children the value of parents, engaged in mass picketing the child can do and avoids method, but also continue to could get a maximum of 80
Liam Cosgrave, was to meet be made with
March 22, 8 p.m. The Sex- of respecting themselves and since the strike began last No- false simplifications. It uses an- learn other songs by rote as years in prison and a $106,000
with Prime Minister Edward M r s . Donald
plosion—-The Storm of con- others, of being parents some- vember.
fine.
Heath in London to discuss the Tucker, direccient jingles and folklore, with well, he concluded.
flicts in values, morals and at- day and enjoying it? There IS
problem of Northern Ireland. tor of commutitudes that swept America was more to learning how to live
Government sources In the nity education
the result of many changes in together than just learning
British capital said the talks at the Elginwere not expected to produce Millville Com- Dr. Hartfield society. For good or bad, a sex- about sex.
ual revolution confronts today's 9 p.m. — Panel: "Can We
any startling developments.
munity School
families.
Work Together?" — Discussing
9 p.m. _ The Paths of Ma- this hopeful approach to famturity — Seeking a calm after ily living are representatives
the storm, parents need to re- from the church, the school and
view basic anatomy and physi- the home.
ology in the maturing process 9:45 p.m. — Getting It All
of their children. Then, recog- Together —Summary remarks
nizing some current trends in and conclusions.

North Ireland
vole expected
to OK Britain
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ChiId's experiments Cook Co. Clerk
with sound discussed convicted on

Elgin-AAiIlyi11e sets
family life
.
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three charges

Injunction asked
in beverage union
strike in Madison
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BUILTRIGHT BECAUSE THEY'RE BUILT RIGHT HERE*
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•Built In St. Paul-Custom COO, Qalaxls S00, LTD, Cuatom Ranch Wagon, Country flodan, LTD Station
Waoon, LTD Country Squire, F-10O Pickup Tnick-J-whaal drive, F-250 TnjcK-2-wheal driva.
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rugs. Many assorted colors.

AS LOW AS $ 100

VISIT THE TRUNK .. . MON. THRU
SAT., 12 NOON 'TIL 5 P.M.
THIRD FLOOR... RIGHT OFF
THE ELEVATOR
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ihoose from a large assortment of
waste baskets,tissue holders,
guest towel holders, soap dishes,
seat covers,contour and oval

t | ft Wlurro Personal Service
\
^ / '* As Important As
The Merchandise Itself
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READV TO WEAR -MAIN FLOOR
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This oneis free|

SiUf wusddtsL

The new feminine look, with omphnsis on n great
fabric. 100% Trevira Polyester double knil. Diamond
patterned In Grey or Tan. Sizes 12-20.

II o W7ior« Periana l Service
\*
S Is As Important As
The Merchandise Itself

INFORMAL MODELING 12:S0« P.M. TO 1:80 P.M.
FRIDAYS . . . PARK PLAZA HOTEL
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Norman Rockwell's famous portrait of Ford's classic Model T.Thli
20" x 20" print, on antique stock, Is suitable lor framing and yours
tor tho ask/tig when you visit your Ford Doafor. Long out of print,
this llmltad special edition Is available only to lloensed drivers,
onlyat your Ford Doalsr, white thoy last
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Julie Haydon
to conduct
CST seminar

Secretary< shouldfollo winstructionsor quit
DEAR ABBY: I am a private secretary to a^gentleman
who owns a successful business. 1 like my job and have
been with Ihim for some time.
Recently a young woman has been calling my boss at
least six times a day. He seems eager to talk to her as he
has instructed me to put her through immediately no matter
what. (His wife Is told he will return her call when he is
available.)
Sometimes this young woman telephones and leaves an
'• . ' ' '
' '
involved ,
—'¦—

you the wrong way, the only alternative is to quit. You
certainly can't tell your boss to choose between you and
' HER!' : . . ¦

'

Miss Julie Haydon, actress in
residence at the College of
Saint Teresa, wll conduct the
DEAR ABBY: May I add my two) cents to the hassle
j seminar "An Evening with Tenabout doctors and nurses calling their: elderly patients by
nessee Williams" Sunday at 7
their first names?
p.m. in Maria Lounge.
You will notice that a nurse's badge reads, "Miss Jones
: Miss Haydon will highlight
or
Mrs.
Smith"—never "Mary" or "Anne." And a doctor
the creation of the role of Laura
expects
to
be addressed as "DOCTOR"—never by his first
In Williams' well-known play,
name; therefore an adult patient should be given the same
"The Glass Menagerie." Miss w h i
courtesy.
Hayden played the role of Laura must relay
I solved that problem recently when I went to see a
in the original production of p r o mptiy.
Buren
By Abigail
Wan
¦
¦
doctor
I had not seen before. He came bouncing into the
;
:
•
'
'
'
the play.
''
'
to my boss I
examination
room all pep and vinegar, and after glancing
The actress will relate the ("Call me
he said, "And what is bothering FRANCES
at
my
card,
discovery of Tennessee Wil- at 5 p.m. at home and if I am not there, don't call again,
this morning?"
liams by Eddie Dowling who but leave a message on your answering service where you
I replied, "Nothing very serious, JIMMYI"
sent the original manuscript to can be reached after 8 p.m.")
After that, I was "MRS." to him and his staff.
Miss Haydon with the request ¦*--. I have other things to do; Abby. without handling this
GRANDMA (VAN BUREN)
that she ask her husband, f affair," and I also find it embarrassing as well as annoying
George Jean ¦¦Nathan, to read to be in the middle of it. I am instructed to tell his wife that
DEAR GRANDMA:That's what !call giving a doctor
it- :
.. -¦ ' .
he is "tied up" in a conference when I know he is having a
a taste of his own medicine. Hooray for you!
Nathan read the manuscript, long lunch with this new girl friend. This rubs me the wrong
Miss Haydon recalls, and told way. . ¦ ¦
DEAR ABBY: Someone wrote to you saving she needed
BIRTHDAY BALL PROCEEDS . . . Pro- ner, member of WSCmusic faculty and chair- Dowling, "If you can persuade
How do I get out of this bothersome and embarrassing
a false fanny, and your answer interested me. Is there
ceeds from the annual Winona State College man of the Fred Heyer Scholarship Fund; Lauretta Taylor to portray bind? I like my job and have built up seniority and many
really such a thing on the market? If so, I certainly could
President's Ball were presented to the scho- Clarence Currier, president and finance chair- Amanda Wingfield, produce it benefits, and don't want to quit.
IN THE MIDDLE
use one. I weigh about eighty pounds and.can't seem to gain.
larship funds at the appreciation luncheon man of the WSC Foundation; Mrs. William S. at once." Miss Taylor came out
I'd look a lot better hi clothes if I had a little something in the
of
retirement
to
create
the
DEAR
IN:
handle
your
boss'
You are paid to
teleheld Wednesday at the Alumni Lounge, Kry- L, Christensen, ball chairman, and Mrs.
back. I don't have any trouble with my front view because
phone calls, messages and follow his instructions, so do
zsko Commons. A total of $2,000 was dona- Richard Lindner, chairman for the 1974 ball. role.
I wear a padded bra, so please let me know where I can
just that without sitting in judgment on his personal af- ;¦.
"The Glass Menagerie" won
buy one of those false fanmes and I will be forever grateful.
A special letter of thanks from Mrs. Mary the
ted, divided evenly between the Fred Heyer
fair. If you can't fulfill your secretarial duties without
New York Drama Critics
SHAPELESSIN HOPE, ARKANSAS
Heyer and her family was read to the com- Award for Williams. *
fund for scholarships for music students and
feeling that you are a "party" to something which rubs
mittee
members
and
pre-baH
hostesses
who
scholarships
to
to the WSC Foundation for
Miss Haydon will present a
DEAR SHAPELESS: There are indeed such things,
other students. From left are: Richard Lind- attended the luncheon. (Daily News photo) resume of Williams' life and
advertised in catalogs. Send me a stamped addressed
work and will enact, with the
envelope and I'll track down the address.
assistance of students, some of
&m
the scenes from "The Glass $i§
9ll Wnone Dally News
Problems? You'll feel better If you get it off your '
¦".« Winona, Minnesota
S
Menagerie."
JSf|
chest. For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. ¦ ¦¦
The public is invited to at69700, L A., Calif., 90069. Enclose; stamped, self-ad- - • ,. .
tend the seminar. dressed
envelope, please.
For FRIDAY, MARCH 8
Your birthday today: Finds you well into a good year
of interesting growth. Today's natives have ability, enthusiMONDOVI, Wis. (Special) - asm, and often some special limitation to overcome.
: I
l
i
j l S# C# :.- . s E c T I O N
Aries (March 2i-April 19): Present yourself and your
Mondovi High School will host
¦
§M
.
THURSDAY,
1973
MARCH
8,
Mf
the sub-district forensics con- achievements in the best possible light.
Taunts (April 20-May 20)j Claim what you've earned,
test Saturday.
The College of Saint Teresa
ask for recognition wherever you feel it hasn't been granted. will
host a dance technique
A total of 105 contestants
Gemini (May 21-Jnne 20): Your persuasive powers infrom five schools will compete crease with unfamiliar but intriguing people and transitory workshop for 30 high school
and junior college students from
for A's, which will make them situations. Follow your intuition.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): You are sensitive to emotional a four-state area Friday and
eligible to attend the district
contest later thismonth at Wis- rapport or conflict. Getting yourself together and making a Saturday.
The workshop, designed for
consin State University - Eau consistent effort yields results.
Led (July 23-Ang. 22): Now is the time to pause, per- students who desire active parClaire. ' . . •
Mrs. Vernon Schroeder, for- ceive your actual status, and get it recorded. Unplanned ticipationj will include concentration in ballet, jazz and
MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) —
ensics instructor, announced benefits come when least expected.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Come in early, finish your work modern dance. Students attendthat the public may attend the
Our Savior's Church, Mondovi,
three round contest:first round, with gusto and dispatch. Close deals, make final determina- ing may choose to concentrate OSSEO, Wis. — "Osseo-Fair- and the GilmantohUnited Methon one or two areas or par- child High School won the
starting at 9:15 a.m.; second, tions on long-range schedules.
T
Sofas, 2 pc.Living Room Suites, Bedroom Sets, MatV
odist Church will sponsor a na- . 1
Libra (Sept. 2S-Oct. ,22) : Begin with the assumption that ticipate In all three.
tress & Box springs,Rwllners,Ctelrai,Hollywood Beds,
10:45 a.m., and third, 1 p.m.
T
Headboard,Bed frames.Queen Mattress & box springs.
w
On March 1 the Mondovi for- all things are in some reasonable, natural balance; resolve
Instructors for the workshop Conference forensic champion- tional touring company produc- A
will be sold to¦ th« bare walls ondthe utore temporarlljr¦: ¦ ¦¦ k
msics team traveled to Dur- to enjoy life that way.
are: Miss Alice Bloch, Mrs. ship hosted by Alma Center Lin- tion of two one-act plays Sun- V
' .' ' r
A
closed;—— '.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your energy is greater, needs Marianne Fainstadt and Miss coln High School.
and to compete with 19 other
day at 8 p.m. at Our Saviour's
schools for team honors. Mon- channeling. Make no reprisals, do something just for its im- Jean Tepsic of the college facOsseo-Fairchild speakers earn- Church here.
dovi had two. first-place, gold- mediate benefits.
ulty.
ed 71 points, Eleva-Strum Cen- The Alpha-Omega Players,
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dee. 21): Your tendency to discard
key winners, Pam Pace and
Students will meet with dance tral 64, Augusta 59 and Alma
Jill Langworthy in declamation. the ideas of friends and associates needs discipline.
instructors and students of the Center Lincoln 57.
Dallas, Tex., will present the
(Deo.
ifl):
thing
is
22
Jan.
The
real
worth
endCapricorn
Second-place winners were Joan
Friday
evedepartment
dance
Five points were awarded for plays, "Aria Da Capo," by EdPoeschei, public address; Cin- less talk and pictures, in whatever medium. Helpful people ning.
each "A," three for a "B," and na St. Vincent Millay, and "The
dy Lehman, original oratory; are all about you. :
Saturday's schedule will in- one for a "C."
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): The best organized plans
Debbie Giese and Becky Clansclude: a morning session in "A" winners from Osseo-Fair- Last Word," by James Broughman, prose reading: Mary Ja- need revision. Strike a working balance soon and proceed.
ton.
Pisces (Febi 19-March 20): Ask for cooperation, round ballet at the Roger Bacon Cen- child were Jacke Laufenberg- The public is invited to atcobson, significant speech.
•
a
modern
dance
sester
arid
, plus a fine effort up all the supplies and materials you expect to use over the
These people
er, Lynn Sturz, Sue Julson, tend.
by the entire team, helped Mon- weekend.Events are almost certain to be more complex than sion at the gymnasium. Jazz Karen Benson, Patrice Luer and
or ballet will be offered at Carmen Duge, Pam Hong, Lynn
dovi to a third-place win.
today's sighs indicate.
12:15 p.m. and modern dance
Saturday the team participaTaml Olson, Pam Blair club
ted in the First Annual Foren- bie Giese, Ann Rieck, Felissa
or jazz techniques will be of- Kindschy,
l^^al^a^a^aKTaTl^E^a^i^
^ala^a^l^a^
VaVa ^aV
M^l^a^a^a^Ha^Bi
Bratsven
Paula
Phillips and
,
Blair
Girl
Scouts
sic Invitational at Wisconin
fered at 2:15 p.m.
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) —The ^a^auUJJ^^a^BejVj^^ld^la^^a^HaButaS
Beverly
Myhre.
prose
Johnson
and
Rene
Selz,
State Unrversfry-RJverFans.
Judges were Jo Hammers of Blair Music, • Needlecraft and
Thirteen of 25 Mondovi speak- reading; JoAnne Ward and Lu- BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—BlahGirl
Scouts
are
asked
to
meet
Neillsville,
Sheila Gehling and Culture Club will meet Friday
A.C. auxiliary
ers received superior awards an Larson, poetry reading;
Jerry Davis of Blair and Roald at 1:30 p.m. at-the home of
and won the first-place trophy. Sharon Odegard, original ora- in the basement of First LuMrs. Melvin SamplowsM. ForenThe speakers receiving superior tory; Lureen Zmolek, signifi- theran Church Sunday at 10:45 The Athletic Club Auxiliary Dahlen of Black River Falls. sic students from Blair High
p.m.
a.m.
The
Girl
Scouts
will
atwill
meet
Monday
at
6:30
certificates include: DeAnn cant speech; Pam Pace, four
School will present the program.
Moe, Jill Langworthy and Cin- minute speech and Joan Poe- tend the services in a group in for a potluck supper in the clubobservance of Girl Scout Week. rooms.
dy Mlkelson, declamation; Deb- scheL public address.

——
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Mondovi host
to regional
forensics meet
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Your horoscope —-Jeane Dixon

CST to host
dance workshop
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Forensics title Plays to be
is awarded to presented
Osseo-Fa j rchild
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Watershed to
be reactivated
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"The Are," a linear sculpture
WSC SCULPTURE ,.
created by Roy Rendahl, Winona State College student, will
be mounted on the college campus between the Wstldna and
Pasteur buildings at WSC. The sculpture, 50 feet in length
and eight feet high, is created of SO pieces of lumber. Ren-

For the Finest in Cleaning

DANIEL F.
LOSINSKI
Graduate National
Institute
of Dry Cleaning

ROBERT J.
LOSINSKI
Matter Deflr»« In
Chemistry
Orgnnlc-lnorganle

W« hold the hlgfost honor In Dry Cleaning from \b* Institute
for Maintaining Dry Cleaning Standards of the United States
and Canada.

Institute Certification is mors than fust an Award of
Merit — it is the consumer's assurance of Sails/action ' '¦¦
because the Institute guarantees the high quality and
reliability of the Dry Cleaning Strvice that it certifies.
And High Quality Is exactly what we mean. Wo demand
that each and evtry one of our customers receives the finest
in Care — Quality — Dependability, values thai can never
be obtained by cut-rate prices. Our high quality Is by far
the best value in the long run. Try Us and We Will Prove Itl

Wabasha Gleaning; & Linen Supply
SPECIALISTS IN LEATHERS, KNITS, DRAPERIES,
ALL VINYLS AND FABRICS

Dial O ~- Ask for Zenith 1000 — No Charge to Calling Party
IN WINONA CALL: B&B GROCERY, WINONA
SEWING CO. OR RUPPERT'S GROCERY , FOR PREE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY EVERY WEDNESDAY OR
SATURDAY MORNING.

ETTRICK, Wis. _ Plans to
reactivate the French-Beaver
Creek Watershed Association
were made at a meeting of association directors and conservationists held here last week.
Members of the state conservation committee plus Jackson
and Trempealeau County conservation committee members
will be invited to visit Trempealeau County to show the
need for flood control and the
work which has been accomplished in stream-bank control
and conservation practices by
individuals and the county committee. The tentative date of
April 5 has been set for the
meeting.
1
dahl, a senior art student at WSC, explains that "The Arc ' reOlln Flmreite, Trempealeau
flects the mechanical aspects of society. Painted an intense County conservationist , showed
orange, "The Arc" provides a study in the interaction of a slides of flood waters and erosion in the French Creek, North
line in space with its environment.
Beaver arid South Beaver Creek
areas last fall Mowing the
heaviest rainfall since 1954. He
Professor honored also showed slides of rip-rapping and willow planting on
Dorothy B. Magnus, profes- stream banks where damage
sor emeritus of the Winona had been avoided.
State College speech department and college theatre, has Minneapolis hotel
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — The been named to the first edition
fire kills woman
Blair Music. Needlecraft and of "International Scholars DiCulture Club has announced the rectory," published by Interna- MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
winners in the Helen Mears art tional Scholarly Publishers, — The woman who died in a
and essay contest sponsored by
downtown hotel fire has been
tho club annually for eighth- Strasbourg, France. The publi- Identified by the Hennepin
grade students.
cation also lists as cross refer- County medical examiner 's ofLinda Henthorn won first ences the other publications to fice as Marlam L. Majander
,
place in the essny contest with
47, suburban Minneapolis.
Jeanette Anderson, s e c o n d ; which Miss Magnus has previ- Firemen found
her body after
Marjorie Johnson , third; Mike ously been named .
extinguishing a blaze In a room
Schneider, fourth , and Mark
of the Andrews Hotel.
I
Gaddy, fifth.
Richard Torasson, assisted by
Art contest winners were: Mrs. Gerald Mlkunda. Judges
Taml Garson, first; Kathy
Angst, second; Carol Tranberg, were John Galstad, Mrs. Milthird; Marojrie Johnson, fourth, lard Amundson, Mrs. Richard
and Lanna Leque, fifth.
\ Byom and Mrs. Martin MntchContest chairman ' was Mrs. BY
j

Blair art and
essay winners
announced

CARPETS
OF
ANY
KIND!
Highway 61

c&//ei.
454-3105
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Stockton Shorthorn
herd state's largest

STOCKTON, Minn. — The
McMartin Herd, Stockton, was
Minnesota's largest Shorthorn
and Polled Shorthorn recorder
during January, according to
the American Shorthorn Association.
The McMartins recorded 28
head.
They have consigned one bull
to the 64th annual Minnesota
State Shorthorn Sale to be held
at the Swift County Fairgrounds, Appleton, Minn.,
March 27.
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Your money back if this Isn't the most lifelike
portrait of your child ever. Not just an oldfashioned tinted or colored picture, but
"living Color "! The complete portrait comes
aJiVe—-captured in amazing full-color realism
with Eastman Professional Ektacolor film.

. ¦ „? ! ,
* Choose from actual fmlswod
portraits—not proof*.
• E*lra prlnU available ol reason,
«*•• Pr,c«- No obllgallort t<» buy.
• Groups taken at 99* por child,
• Age llmltt 5 weeks lo 12 years.
.lIm„, ono tfmdfA offcr por chI|d
—two por family.

NOW THRU SAT., MARCH 10
Friday:

Thursday: 9-5:30

9 to 9

Saturday: 9-5

MIRACLE MAIL— WINONA

The longest Waif is over
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By STAN SCHMIDT
Daily News Sports Editor

ended St. Thomas' string of The Warriors will leave for
three straight district crowns, the 36th annual NAIA chamit was also the first District 13 pionships Sunday. The 32-team,
Remember the Longest Day? championship in the school's single elimination tourney starts
That doesn't even compare with history as well as^the first time Monday and runs through next
the "Longest Wait."
since 1968 the title was won by Saturday.
Three years ago, Winona an NIC school.
The Warriors, of course,
State College hired Les Wothke
didn't have an easy time of it
to replace Ron Ekker as head THE WARRIORS' two pre- Wednesday, although the crowd,
basketball coach. When Wothke vious trips to the NAIA in 1938 variously estimated at from 3,came to Winona he set some and 1939 were by invitation. 500 to 4,100
, including some
pretty high goals: 1.) win the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference title, and 2.) go to Kansas City, Mo., for the NAIA
championships.
,
Wothke fell short on both
counts in his rookie year, but
his Warriors ran away with the Gus Johrson did his thing mission.
NIC crown in 1971-72, only to against Bob Rosier, Hershel And it was Young, a 6-6 junsee the trip to Kansas City slip Lewis led all scorers, Mike Ur- ior forward, who did most of
away in a one-point, double bach did all. of' his scoring in the shoring in the second half.
overtime loss (66-63) to the Col- the second half and Mel Hal- Dennis Fitzpatrick, a 6-5 senlege of St. Thomas.
bert put in a couple key layups ior forward , was definitely hurtNOW, THREE years later, that brought Winona State from ing WSC in the first half. He
tallied 10 points and pulled
the "Longest Wait" is finally behind.
But it was Eoscoe Young who down five rebounds before inoyer.
the Warriors with the termission.
Winona State is going to Kan- provided
key
to
Wednesday
night's 74-70 Iri the second half, Fitzsas City — for the first time triumph over St. Thomas
in the patrick, the Tommies' second
in 32 years.
District 13 championship
leading scorer, got two points
¦
The Warriors did it — they NAIA
\. - .
game.- . ' " ' .
on free throws—and
waited an equally long 364 days The first half of Wednesday —both
's not a single rebound as Young
to get back at St. Thomas — game
was the Warriors' worst put the clamps on. Fitzpatrick
jby defeating the Tommies 74-70
this year. They hit only 31.9 per- hit 4 of 17 from the floor.
in the District 13 championshi p cent from the field and the de- "Rosecoe Young played
the
game Wednesday night in Me- fense obviously needed shoring greatest game he's ever played
morial Hall.
as St. Thomas took a 40-34 lead in a Winona State uniform,"
The WSC victory not only into
the locker room at inter- praised Coach Les Wothke. "He

50-75 people who watched tha
game ' on closed-circuit TV in
the old Memorial Hall gym^ certainly was an inspiring factor.
WSC experiened its worst
shooting half this season (31.9
percent) as the Tommies pulled to a 40-34 halftime lead , despite the fact that St. Thomas'
7-3 junior center, Bob Rosier,
sat out the last 2:58 of the pe-

riod with three fouls.

BUT THE WARRIORS turned
it around in the second half,
shooting a torrid 62.5 percent—
their best of the season — to
overtake the foul-plagued Tommies.
Nonetheless, the Warriors
didn't sew things up until
Hershel Lewis sank four pres-

sure packed free throws In the first free throw of a bonus shv
last eight seconds of play.
uation, but he failed to put the
WSC, which ran off ten Tommies ahead when he miss*
straight points to take a 58-53 ed the second. Fifty seconds
lead with 11:13 left, were out- later, St. Thomas tried to stop
scored 7-2 in a four-minute span WSC from, stalling by fouling
as the Tommies fought back to Lewis.
tie the game at 70-all with 58
LEWIS, sent to the free throw
seconds showing.
Paige Piper, St. Thomas' 5-9 stripe on Terry Mikan's fifth
guard, tied it up by bitting the foul, swished the first charity
toss and bounced the second on
the rim and in to give WSC a
72-70 lead. St. Thomas called
an immediate time out to talk
over strategy.
The Tommies' Dennis FitePatrick took the inbound pass,
long as we stayed with 3t."
but his pass intended for Ken
When Johnson' took Rosier Hanson caught the latter goman-to-man, the "Big Cat" ing the wrong way and the ball
didn't run into foul trouble aft- sailed out of bounds. WSC regained control of the ball and
er all, and he mtimidated Ros- when Lewis was fouled with
ier to no extent before the Tom- with three seconds left , he plopmies' leading scorer and re- ped in the two clinching free
bbunder fouled out with 7:50 throws, also in a bonus situaleft to play.
tion.
Even without Rosier, though,
the Tommies didn't throw in The Warriors let St. Thomas
have an open path to the basthe towel.
in the final three seconds,
"They carhe bad: strong," ket
but
Tommies failed to
Wothke pointed out. "They're a score,thethus
clinching WSC's
different ball club without Ros- 19th straight victory and boostier because they've got more ing its season record to 22-2,
mobility. But they 're art ex- the winningest in the school'
s
tremely poised team and there
was no way St. Thomas was
(Continuedon next page)
going to crack under pressure.
WSC earns

Young provides key to victory

NAIA field
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Another key was. WSC's strategy ori Rosier, St. Thomas' 7-3
junior center.
"We put Urbach on Rosier,"
Wothke explained, "and had
Halbert sagging off (Paige)
Piper to help Urbach. Our
plan was simply to have Piper
take the outside shots. Well, he
hit from further out than we
thought hfr would.
"But we wanted to play as
long as we could without getting Gus in foul trouble. Urbach and Halbert had Rosier
and St. Thomas confused because I think they were expecting Gus to guard Rosier right
away. It caused several turnovers and it paid off for as

Hextall, North Stars
sack^ Pengu/ns 70-4 J Did you know... 11

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The
entire 32-team field for the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics' basketball
tournament was decided by
Wednesday night, but the tourney pairings won't be announcBLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP;
ed until late tonight or early
—The Minnesota North Stars,
Friday.
The 36th annual tournament especially Dennis Hextall, conis scheduled to start here Mon- sidered themselves fortunate to
day and end Saturday.
Included in the single elimi- hit double figures for the first
nation field is three-time de- time in their six National Hockfending champion Kentucky ey League seasons.
State and this year's top-ranked "We really didn't play that
team, unbeaten Sam Houston well at all," Hextall said after
State, which needs only one he got three goals and an assist
more triumph to erase the to become Minnesota's greatest
NAIA record for the most con- single-season scorer. "I vras
secutive victories of S3 set by lucky."
Coach Jack Gordon of the
Stephen F. Austin.
Eleven of the top 20 teams North Stars described the 104
in the final regular season sack of Pittsburgh as "Very
NAIA poll released last week lucky."
made it to the tournament: Sam Penguin goalie Andy Brown
Houston (No. 1), Augustana, must have felt the same way.
HI. (2) , Marymount, Kan. (4),
Kentucky St. (5). Alcorn A&M
(7), UW-Green Bay (8), Fair- First period—1, Minnesota, D. Hextall
14 (Ooldiworthy) 2)17. 3, Minnesota, Harmont, W. Va. (9, Maryland- vey
19 (Drouln) 4:35. 3. Minnesota,
Eastern Shore (13), Ferris St. Drouln 31 (Grant, Molina) 12:30. 4, Minnesota,
21 (Holbrook, Oliver)
(14) , Winona St. 17) and Hast- 13:53. 5, Prentice
Minnesota, D. Hextall 25 (Parlse,
(19).
O'Brien)
15:04.
t,
Pittsburgh, Rupp 7
ings, Neb.
(McDonavgh, Pnnavoil) 16:411. PenalSeven teams are returning for ties—Ooldiworthy,
Mln, 3:07; B. Hextall,
the second straight year: Quio- Pit, 3:07; Lagace, Pit, 7:54; Polls, Pit,
13:01;
Harvey,
Mln,
16:27; R. Burns, Pit,
Conn.;
Augustana;
Kennipiac,
18:05, minor-misconduct.
tucky St.; Ouachita Baptist; Second period—7, Pittsburgh, Schack II
Apps) f:02. s, Mlnneiota,
"TIPTOE & CO." . . . Xavier, La.; Maryland-Eastern (MacDonald,
Prentice 22 (Drouln, Harvey) 1:36, 1,
Calif.
Shore
and
Westmont,
Pittsburgh, Schack 19 (Apps) 11:17. 10,
This dummy, hung from the
1-5—Eastern Montana; 2—George Fox, Minnesota, D. Hextall U (Ooldiworthy,
rafters of Winona State's Ore.; 3—Wostmont, Calif.) 4—Sam Houk- Parlse) 16:35. 11, Minnesota, Ooldswerthy
ton State; 6—South Carolina St,; 7— 24 (D. Htxrall, Harris) 17:04. Penalties—
Memorial Hall , greeted the Grand
Canyon, Arli.; 8—Dalloi Baptist; Prentice, Mln, 4:07; Ooldiworthy, Mln,
Baptist; 10—Marymount, 8:54) Schick, Pit, 9:27.
»—Oklahoma
St. Thomas players when Kani.t 11-Haitingi,
Nab.; 11—South DaThird period—13, Pittsburgh, MacDonthey came on the floor pri- kota Tech; 13-Wlnona (Minn.) St.; 14— ald 28 (Appa, Burrows) 5:44. 13, MinUW-Groon Bay; 15—Wartburg. Iowa ; 16— nesota, Grant 25 (Harvoy) 4:24. 14, Minor to Wednesday night's Mlsjourl Southern;
nesota, Gotdsworthy 25 (Parlsi) 1:22.
17—Ouachita Baptist, Ark.; IB—Slippery Penalty-O'Brien, Mln, 19:49.
NAIA District 13 champion- Rock,
Pa.i 1J—Maryland-Castorn Shorei
Shots on goal by:
ship basketball game. It 10—Augustana, III.; 51—Hanover, InO.t PITTSBURGH
10 10 14—14
32—Defiance, Ohio; M-Ferrlt, Mich,; MINNESOTA
10 10—42
may have been an omen as 34—Kentucky St.; 35-Valdosta, Oa.t 16— Goallss-Plttiburoh, Brown; 22Mlnneiota,
Gullford,
N.C.)
37—Alcorn
A&M,
Mli».|
Manlago,
the Warriors won 74-70. 3D—Fairmont, W. Va.; 39— Pembroki, Score by porlodst
(Dally News Sports Photo N.C.; 30-Qav!er, La.i Jl—Marlil, N.Y.; PITTSBURGH
....111— 4
32 North-Keone, N.H.; 32 South-Qulnnl- MINNESOTA
11 2—10
by Jim Galcwski)
pine, Conn,
A—15,271.

Kawasaki %
U
N SPECIAL PURCHASE-

fed the ball off, he played defense, he rebounded and ho
held us together. A healthy Roscoe Young is as good a forward
as there is in the state.
"He was the key to the game.
Fitzpatrick is a money ball
player and one of the best pressure players I've ever watched. And Young held Fitzpatrick
scoreless in the second half." ;¦
"I just played him a lot
tighter in the second half," understated Young, who also chipped in 11 points arid nine rebounds.
"I don't care if we go to
Alaska tonight," Young contiQ:
ued, "all I wanted to do was
beat St. Thomas."

One of Hextall's goals came
off a rebound, the second off
his leg and the third on a centering pass, One of Dean Prentice's two goals skipped into
the net off Pittsburgh defenseman Duane Rupp.
The North Stars scored the
game's first five goals and held
period leads of 5-1 and 8-3 in
moving into a second-place tie
with Philadelphia, six points
ahead of St. Louis.
Gordon was jotting down figures after the game, and decided the North Stars need 12
points in their remaining 12
games to clinch a playoff spot
regardless of how the other
teams fare. The club plays at
Toronto Saturday night and entertains the New York Islandh,M 'W -> ."WW,..

:
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ers Sunday night.
Bill Goldsworthy had two
goals and Jude Drouln, Buster
Harvey and Danny Grant one
each to cap the 42-shot North
Stars attack. Eddie Shack had
two goals for the Penguins.
Hextall was a little hazy
about hat tricks after the
game. He could remember only
one other in bis career, and
that came in the minor leagues.
Perhaps Hextall needed a
jolting check to get his first
NHL hat trick.
"My bell vas rung pretty
good by defenseman Dave Burrows," said Hextall, enjoying
his best NHL season. "I came
back the next shift to get the
hat trick."
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Sam Houston tops
final AP cage poll

By THB ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tha Top Ten College Division bmketball teams In the AP's final pool of
1973-73, with first-place votes In parentheses, ricords and total points. Points
tabulated on basis ol 20-1G-K-14-1Z10-8S-4-2 1
1. Sam Houston St. (ID
25-0 355
3. Auguttana, III
23-1 170
3. S. P. Austin
25-3 162
4. Assumption (1)
2o-a 145
5. Philadelphia Textll
26-2 112
4. Roanoke
21-3 94
7. Wls.-Eeu Claire
21-3 72
». Lo. Toch
18-7 58
9. Kentucky st
«
21-4 54)
10. Akron
20-4 32
Others receiving Votas, listed alphabetically: Alcorn A&M; Bluelleld, Slatei
C. W. Poit; Capital, Ohio; Catawba;
Chayney Stale; CCDI Fairmont Slate/ Ferris State; Olenvllle; Guilford; McNaesa
State; Maryland Eastern Shore; Narymount, Kan,; Northeast Illinois; Northwestern lowaj Old Dominion; St. Thomas,
Minn.; South Dakota State; Soulheailarn
Louisiana; Southern Colorado; southwest
Missouri; Tennessee State; Tannissea
Tech; West Virginia Slate; Xavlcr, La.
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THE WARRIORS AT WORK . . . Winona State College's 6-8 Gus Johnson
(44) Bhdots over the outstretched hand of St. Thomas' 7-3 center, Bob Rosier,
to the extreme left photo and later battles the Tommies' Mike Peterson (43)

for a rebound. Two of Johnson's teammates, Roscoe Young (50) and Herslel
Lewis (extreme right) take aim at the basket. Young drives between Paige
Piper (13) and Rosier. Lewis takes a jumper between Piper and Terry Mikan

WSC earns NAIA tourney berth

one-and-one was just as important as the first because if I
history.
got those, no way could St.
Thomas win the game."
St Thomas, ranked sixth in
And don't forget Gus Johnlast week's NAIA poll, had a
son, the 6^8 sophomore center
ID-game winning streak snapwho thoroughly intimidated
ped and saw Its record fall to
Rosier to the point of utter
23-4. • "
frustration.
"Gus did a tremendous job,"
"WE PLANNED to go with
Wothke said. "He did stay out
Fitzpatrick all the way," moanof foul trouble this time and he
ed a somewhat embittered Tom
could afford to be aggressive."
Feely, St. Thomas' coach, of
the pass that went awry.
ROSIER, HOWEVER, didn't
"Wtfve won a lot of games with
stay
out of trouble. The TomFitzpatrick taking the last shot.
mies' leading scorer and reBut he was in a trap and he had
bounder all season, Rosier pickto get rid of it.
ed
up his fourth foul with 16:44
"'
—-Tr.-- *. «¦^¦
¦¦
¦^
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H
•'ffi^y'^^na'tMMHaMnffiWIIllll^ I aTMBWafflatlMir
remaining, went to the bench
and didn't returnuntil 11:10 reaflaTa^aTaiTaiTaS
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mained. And when he came
back he didn't last long, fouling out with 7:50 showing.
Rosier finished with only 10
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— less than half his av'
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erage — and nine rebounds and
two blocked shots. Johnson
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against the slow moving Rosier.
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Lewis led all scorers with 24
points, while Johnson followed
¦M^^BB^B^^^^^^^^^^^^ HMBpi^^^^^^SBB^^^^^^^^ B,<-'!'inflHR^^^^fi with' 16, Mel Halbert with a
"x MB
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dozen and Urbach and Roscoe
iuaajBHBBaa^Baa^BaaBBBH
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CBiif^B^BejaHBBSI.vfYaaa ^Baa^Baa^Baa^Bva^Baa^B^HBe^BaJ^^^
Young with 11 each as WSC hit
42.3 percent from the floor.
WITH JOHNSON and Urbach
pulling down 19 and 13 rebounds, respectively, the Warriors held a commanding 46-38
edge on the boards.
Mikan, hitting 8 of 12 from
the field, led St. Thomas with
^arnkzawt^a^a^a^a^a^a^a^aw^a^*a^am
f ^^^^
. ^a,^a ^a^a ^a ^a^awl
20 points, while Fitzpatrick had
*; - \L.
a^amaWMmwaa ^a^a^a^aU^a^aw^,
12 - all but two in the first
^I^^^^R
half — Piper and Hanson 11
COACH CITED . . . Winona State bas- Coach of the Year Wednesday at the Holiday each and Rosier 10 as St.
Thomas canned 42.6 percent
ketball coach Les Wothke, second from right, Inn. At left is Chamber of Commerce presi- from the field. Rosier hit on
receives a plaque from Don Smith, Envoy in dent John Hauenstein and at right is Winona only 5 of 13 from the field.
Charge of the Winona Area Chamber of Com- Mayor Norman Indall. (Daily News Sports
St. Thomas was guilty of 15
turnovers and WSC nine.
merce Ambassadors at a testimonial dinner photo)
Winona St. (74)
St. Thomas (70)
for the Northern Intercollegiate Conference
(Continued from page 3b)

"That's one of the problems basket and put (Mike) Urbaci
if you take a time out; it gives on Fitzpatrick tight."
the defense at chance to set up. THE WARRIORS had heroe:
If there would have been less aplenty, net the least of whicl
than eight seconds left, say six was Lewis. The 6-5 senioi
seconds, we'd have gone with it guard had a poor shootirii
right away."
night (8-23, 34.8 percent), bu
"We were sure they wanted he connected on 8 of 10 fre<
Fitzpatrick to shoot the ball," throws, including those foil
Wothke said of his last-second clutch ones at the end.
strategy, "because Mikan had "I was pretty cold," Lewis
already fouled out of the game. admitted. "Maybe I was push
"What we didn't want to hap- ing too hard."
pen was have them throw the "I did feel the pressure," hi
ball to midcourt, which was said of those decisive frei
what Augsburg did and they got throws, 'Tout I tried to fee &
the shot off. So we zoned the calm as I could be. That las
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What's new, used and goes all over?

Our New/
Used Jeep Vehicles

We've got something new for you In some
slightly used packages. That "fiomelliing
new" Is the unique feeling you'll experience
when you first take a rugged off-road vehicle
for a teat drive. And it's nil packaged in
our choice selection of used Jeep vehicles .
All Inspected nnd put into top condition by
our specially trained mechanics.

And all

with tho go-nnywhero ability of Jeep 4-vheel

drive.
Seo lts todny nnd check out tlicse used Jeep

vehicles. One of them could be a money
saving way to put some new llfo into your
driving.
Toughest
4-letter word on wheels.
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KEN'S SALES & SERVICE
JEEP

AMERICAN MOTORS PRODUCTS
*
"Breezy Acres," E of Winona, Hwv*. 14-61
'
I'

Phono 452-9231
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while Peterson watches. The Warriors claimed their first ever District 13
championship Wednesday by beating St. Thomas 74-70. (Daily News Sports Photos
by Jim Galewski)

i

Area
scoreboard
BASKETBALL

WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
NAIA DISTRICT 13—
Winona St. 74, St. Thomai 70.
MSHSL PLAYOFFS
CLASS AA
REGION ARochester JM 47, Faribault 37.
Rochester Mayo 54, Altxrl Lea 42.
CLASS A
DISTRICT *—
Kauon-Mantorvlll* 72, DOvar-Eyola it.
Byron 54, St. Charles 41.
TODAY'S GAMES
MSHSL PLAYOFFS
CLASS A
DISTRICT I—
Grand Meadow v>. Chatilald at Mayo
Civic, 7:15 p.m.
Preston vs. Pennon at Mayo civic
. » p.m.
MINN. IND. PLAYOFFS
REGION 5^Rocft. Lourdes vs. Far. BA at Mankato,
7 p.m.
Cotter vs. NU Cathedral at Mankato,
8:30 p.m.
FRIDAY'S GAMES
MSHSL PLAYOFFS
CLASS AA
REGION A—
Austin vs. Mankato at St. Olat Collegi,
7:30 p.m.
Winona vs. Red Wing it St. Olal College, 9:1S p.m.
CLASS A
DISTRICT JKaison-Manforvllla v». Byron at Mayo
Civic, 8 p.m. •¦ . . . ¦
WIAA SECTIONALS
CLASS B
AT LA CROSSEFall Creek vs. North Crawford, 7 p.m.
Blair vs. Minera l Point, 8:35 p.m.

l
oi winning record

As might be expected Cotter
High will be up against another
opponent tonight with a record
far better than its own.
The Ramblers are scheduled
to take on New Ulm Cathedral,
a team that owns a 15-7 mark,
in the Region Sis State Independent High School playoffs at
Mankato Loyola.
So does it me an the end of
the line for Coach John Nett's
squad? Probably not!
The team Cotter disposed of
by 15 points Monday night in its
region opener, New Ulm Dr.
Martin Luther Academy, beat
intra-city rival Cathedral twics
during the regular season, 5740 and 71-59.
ROCHESTER L O U R D E S ,
champion of the Central Catholic Conference this season, and
Faribault Bethlehem Academy,
a 53-45 winner over Shattuck

In state swim meet

Luke skeptical
of WHS chances

By BRUCE CLOSWAY
Daily News Sports Writer

A lingering case of the flu has
prevented Lundqulst from equalling his standards of 1:47.02 and
3:52.24 in the 200 and 400-yard
freestyle events so far this season, but he is reportedly ready
to go at full strength.
Teammate Paul Myers will be
a threat in the 100-yard backstroke where he has been clocked in 56 flat this season , second
only to the remarkable 54.4 recorded by Jefferson's John
Prlns, and the 200-yard IM
where he's done a 2:05.6. Golden Valley's other top entrant
will be Kirby Binder in the freestyle events.

Lloyd Luke was his usual detracted self when he spoke of
Winona High's outlook for the
Minnesota State High School
Swimming Meet •which begins
Friday at Cooke Hall at the University of Minnesota.
FG FTTP
FG FTTP
"If we can get into the top ten
Plpir
3 1-2 11 Lewie
8 8-10 34
Mlkm
e 4-4 20 Halbert
5 2-2 13 we'll be satisfied," the confirmPetonon 3 0-0 4 Johnson
7 2-4 11
Fltipjtrlck 4 4-4 12 Urbach
S 1-1 11 ed crepehanger stated. "And if
Rosier
5 0-0 10 Young
5 1-4 11 we wind up in the top five it'll
Henui)
4 9-4 11 sir
o 00 C
be quite an accomplishment this
MtK«l
O 0-0 0
Totals 30 14-31 74 year."
Totals » 12-14 70
Granted, teams like BloomingST. THOMAS
40 10—70
WINONA ST
34 40-74 ton Jefferson Irondale, Hopkins
,
Fouled out—Young/ Mikan, Rosier.
Tola! fouls-St. Thomai lfc Winona St. Eisenhower and Cooper may
14. '
have a few more outstanding PRINS WILL BE out to break
individuals than the Winhawks, the Cooke Hall pool record of
after Winona's conquest of 54.7 in the backstroke which
Bobick launches but
the Big Nine Conference title was set by Pete Hammer of Inlast Saturday, Luke's reluctance diana University back in 19(14.
nm career soon
to predict a higher finish for his Prlns also owns the fastest time
misleading, in the state this season in the
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP ) team seems a bit
— Heavyweight Duane Bobick THE COMPETITION will get 400-yard freestyle, 3:57.4, the
will launch his professional under way Friday at 10 a.m., second fastest in the 200 behind
boxing career April 10 at tho with the diving preliminaries Lundqulst, and second fastest to
Minneapolis Auditorium against and trial heats in the swimming Myers In the 200-yard Individual
an opponent to bo named later, events starting at 2 p.m. The medley.
it was announced.
finals are set for Saturday at Jefferson's other top polntBobick recently turned pro- 1:30 p.m.
gelter is expected to be senior
fessional, signing a contract Two-time defending state Mike Waldorf. Tho all-around
with Billy Daniels of Denver, champion Golden Valloy is not performer owns the fastest time
Colo.
regarded as a contender for this in the state In the 10O-yard freeThe Bowl us, Minn., native, year's title, although tho Vik- style, 49.3, the second fastest to
upset in the Olympics last sum- ings will have throe of the top Winona's Joe Sheehan in the
mer by Cuban Teofilo Steven- individuals entered in the meet, butterfly, and third fastest in
son, Is currently working out Including a defending champion both the 50 free and 100 backunder tho guidance of Chicklo in two events, T. R. Lundqulst. stroke.
Ferarrl at Bobby Glcnson'a
Gym In the Bronx , N.Y., with
road work at Central Park.
"Tho kids in tho gym have
tho feeling that Duane is going
plnces nnd thoy speak well of
his prospects," Fcrorri said
Wednesday. "He's kind of a
special person around tho
gym. He's a good student and
_ Sec- for today's exhibition at Braall business. From 6 a.m. road- ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)
work to early to bed he's an ond baseman Rod Carew has denton against Pittsburgh.
nmMlious kid determined to agreed to sign n 1973 contract With less than a month before tho April 6 season openor
matte it. "
for a reported $55,000 to $00,000 at Oakland, time Is becoming
today, reducing tho Minnesota moro precious for both tho
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Monday, will square off in tonight's first game at Loyola
beginning at 7.
The Cotter-Cathedral clash is
scheduled to begin at 8:30.
Tonight's winners will meet
for the Region Six crown Saturday night at 8:30 in Highland
Arena at Mankato State following the Region Five title match
between Loyola, a 71-45 winner
over Owatonna Marian Tuesday
night, and Southwest Christian.
Southwest Christian is the team
that pinned a 58-57 upset on
Austin Pacelli Monday night.
Cathedral wound up as cochampion of the De Smet Conference with Loyola losing only
to the Mankato school in loop
play. The Greyhounds' nonconference defeats came at the
hands of Martin Luther twice,
Mankato Wilson twice, Shattuck
and Nicollet.

But Luke has the idea that
Irondale, ranked third behind
Jefferson and Cooper in the latest state swimming poll released by "The Minnesota Swimmer," might just sneak in as
the t e a m champion. Tho
Knights' leading entrants will
be Brian McCarron (IM) , Steve
Duncan (distance) and their
400-yard freestyle relay unit
that supposedly is capable of
doing a 3:20.
Winona, which finished third
in last year's state meet but h
the fifth-rated school (sixth
actually, but No. 5 Minneapolis
De La Salle is an independent
and won't be competing), will
have 11 swimmers entered.
SHEEHAN, AN Intense competitor who set a varsity, pool
and conference record with his
54.3 in the butterfly last Saturday, will be the Winhawks' best
bet for an individual title. But
he'll have to contend with Waldorf (54.8) , Jack Post of Highland Park (55,0) and Pete Wellumson of Bloomington Kennedy
(55 .3).

Luke Is also looking for a
possible first from Winona's
200-yard individual medley team
of Bob Gonia, Paul Miller, Sheehan and Roger Bcrndt. With Tod
Duffy swimming the anchor log
Inst Saturday, the team turned
In a 1:43.5, second only to Jefferson's 1:42.4, Winona has won
the event in the state meet the
past two years , sotting tho state
record of 1:41,3 last year.
Berndt will bo after a high
place In the 50 and 100-yard
freestyle races, Gonla will try
to keep pace with Myers in tho
backstroke whore he has the
third fastest time in tho state,
Mngin will try to stay close to
Sheehan in the fly (like ho always does until tho last 25
yards), and Paul Miller will bo
out to duplicate his performance
In tho breastfltroke in which ho
was clocked In 1:06.5 last year.
Tho Winhawks will also have
Mike Murphy in the distance
events, Magln In tho IM, Davo
Tweedy and Stovo Hnrtert In
tho bnckstroko alone; with a 400vnrd freestyle relay unit of
Stovo Ramln, Mngin, Murphy
and Berndt.

FIRST-YEAR C o a c h Ken
Schumacher was on hand for
Cotter's 67-52 triumph over Martin Luther Monday night and
was Impressed with the Ramblers' rebounding ability considering their tallest player was
only 6-1 (Tom Dreas and Denny
Lynch).
"We'll have our problems
prewith them on the boards,"
¦
dicted Schumacher. * 'After all,
we don't have anyone over 6-1
either. This Dreas seems to
jump real well for his size, and
I thought Cotter's guards played
extremely well for being only
sophomores."
What Schumacher didn't see
was one of the most consistent
scorers and rebounders on
Nett's squad, Mike Tomashek.
The lard-working senior didn't
make the trip after coming
down with a case of German
measles Monday morning, but
he was back in school Wednesday afternoon and is expected
to see some action tonight.
The Greyhounds' starting line^ consist of Tom Porter,
up will
a 5-10 senior, and Mike Wilfahrt,
a 5-9 senior, at the guards, Steve
Zangel, a 6-1 senior, at center,
and Joe Marti, a 6-0 senior, and
(•Continuedon next page)
Cotter

SPORT
SHOTS
By DOSH

More warm thoughts as spring
approaches
SURFING was first recorded
by Capt. James Cook on his
third voyage to Tahiti in 1771.
This wasn't surfing ns we
knew it today, but was accomplished by riding (ho waves
in a canoe. . . . Surfing on a
board was first noted by U.
James King of the Royal
Navy in 1779 in Hawaii, , . .
Tho highest wave ever ridden,
and this was done for survival not for sport , was a
tsunami of moro than 50 feet
at Minole, Hawaii in 10CR....
Tho longest ride was one of
about 4,500 ft. by Tom Blako
on Juno 1, 1936. . . .
Soon tho spring sports season
will bo upon us. Many boys
and girls will be participating
In our fine Pniic-Rco programs
and all the help (hat they can
get from parents, along with
your support is tho one of
things that will keep them Interested! So, glvo your kids
n hand.
Chooso your luncheon or dinner from a wido selection of
excellent food on tlio menu at
SHORTY'S — "expertly served,'' And remember our special s — Tuesday All the
Spaghetti and Meat Balls you
can eat , SATURDAY and
SUNDAY , Prlmo Ribs.
SHORTY'S RESTAURANT
and D. J. LOUNGE
Mark & Center Sti.
452-2622
Open Mon.-Sat . 8 fl.m.12)30 a.m., Sun, Noon-8 p.m
LOUNGE OPEN
TIL 1:00 n,m. Dully
Mldnlpht on Sunday

iag
^
By BUTCH HORN
Dally New* Sports Writer

ROCHESTER,. Minn.—Paced
by the consistent play of senior Paul Blanchard, Byron's
Bears mo\ed into the finals of
the District Three playoffs in
the Mayo Civic Auditorium here
¦Wednesday night with a 54-49
victory over a determined St.
Charles five.
The Bears will face a highpowered Kasson - Mantorville
five, winners Wednesday 72-59
over Dover-Eyota, in Friday's
8 p.m. finale.
KASSON-MANTORVILLE 72,
DOVER-EYOTA 59

3,600 people packing the May«
Civic Auditorium indicated
the fervor with which the game
would he played, well before
the opening tip.
The Saints came out with a
variety of defensive alignments
and a nagging press and only
costly turnovers cost them
from taking a commanding
early lead—as it was the Saints'
lead 18-10 after a quarter.
Junior Dick Senst, at 6-10,
collected eight of the first 18
points w o r k i n g underneath,
while his outlet passes accounted for several other buckets.
In the second quarter the
turnbver list grew for the Saints
and Byron closed the gap. Led
by senior Paul Blanchard, the

1 p.m. New York
stock prices

Bears pulled to within four
points at intermission — 27-23.
Blanchard had 10 of his 20
points in the first half.
St.¦ Charles played two different ' . teams here Wednesday.
The personnel was the same,
but there was a distinct difference in the Byron team that
took the court in the second
half.
The Saints had to-cope with
a sparked Byron unit. After
picking up three quick fouls the
Saints lost their edge. Byron
took the game away from the
Saints in the second Half, outscoring the faltering leaders 17-6
in the third period. After three
stanzas Byron led 40-33, and
was never headed.
After losing the lead, the
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Saints did not lose their poise,
instead, they battled to within
a point with about four minutes
to play on a surge by senior
Jerry McKay.
McKay had six straight points
to cut the margin to 44-43, but
the Bears managed to hang on.
With a slim lead the Bears
were able to sit oo the ball and
make the Saints foul. With less
than 30 seconds V play Dan
Peterson dropped two crucial
free throws to ice the win and
give the Bears a 19-3 mark.
Peterson wound up with 12
points as did teammate Bill
Glassmaker.
McKay led the Saints, now 1310, with 18 points while Senst
finished with 12 and Tom Wright
14. ' ¦ ' .' ,

The number 13 is supposed to
be unlucky, at least according
to some superstitions, but the
Hornets' Paul Jorgensen and
the Eagles' Tom Brewington
probably don't agree after Wednesday night's contest.
With each wearing a bright
13 on his jersey he led lis respective team in scoring.
Jorgersoh, a 6-2 senior, accounted for 25 of the Komets'
points with a consistant performance from start to finish.
In the first quarter it was his
play under the basket that
gave the Komets an edge.
Jorgensen went to the charity stripe seven times in the
first quarter after drawing fouls
from Scott Nigon .and Todd
Winter, the Eagles' top board
men. Both Winter and Nigon
wound up the first frame with
three personals and picked up
Froedtert Malt Corporation
the fourth in the second period.
Hours « a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sampla before) loading.
The loss of their rebounding
Barley purchased
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change. • ¦
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Winona markets

Poblocld,Ties
rip top scores

Cotter

Scoreboard

Eggs

Two killed in
plane crash
in Anoka Co.

Big Ten playoff
set at Illinois

Stock market
dips slightly

NEW YORK (AP) — Th«
stock market dipped slightly today in moderately active trading as investors worried about
inflation and the outcome of the
international monetary meetings today and Sunday
The Dow Jones average of SO industrials was down 0.30 at
979.68. Advancing issues on the
New York Stock Exchange led
decliners by 622 to 544. Gaining
issues had been ahead 2 to 1in
early trading and the Dow had
been up about 2 points.
The government report that
wholesale
prices
continued
their sharp increase in February rekindled worries about inflation, analysts said.
On the American Stock Exchange, the noon price-change
index was up .04 at 24.88. Most
active on the Amex was Prudential Building Maintenance,
up %' a t l'8%;
Some of the oil stocks, which
took a beating Wednesday after
price controls were put on petroleum products, recovered
some of their losses. Texaco
was up Vs at 36%, Gulf was up
Vi at 25%, and Amerada Hess
was up 1at 40%. All three were
among the 15 most-active
stocks on the Big Board.
The broad-based NYSE range
of some 1,400 common stocks
was down 0.01 at 61.38.

Livestock
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
(USDA) — Cattle and calves 3,400)
slaughter ateers and nelfera fairly actlva
today; atroncj to 25 higher; cow* fully
steady; vealera steady to . strong.
Load mostly lilon choice 1/219 lb alauBtv
ter steers 45.75; choice .1,000-1,273 Its*
44.00-45.50; mixed high good and choice
43.00-44.00; few loads mostly high choice
MO-1,070 lbs 44.55; Choleo WO-LWO lbs
43.00-44.25; mixed high good end choice
42.00-43.00) utility and commercial slaughter cows 33.50-M5O; few 37.00; cutter
31.00-34.50; canner 27.50-31.00; utility and
commercial slaughter, bulls 33.0CW3.OO>
few commercial 44.00; cutter 35.00-38.0Ol
choice vealers S9.0O-68.00i prima up ta
:
74.00; flood 51.00-40.00.
Hogs 6,000; : barrows and gilts steady
to weak; trading only moderately acllva;
1.2 190-250 lbs 40.00; few shipments 40.251
1-3 190-250' lbs 3950-40.00; 2-4 250-2J0 lb«
39.00-39.50; a few 3-4 280-310 lbs 38.0039.00; sows strong; 1-3 30O-4OO lbs 35.7*
37.00; 1-3 400-600 lbs 34.00-36.00; bean
steady to weak.
Sheep 400; trading on all classes moderately active, steady; choice and prima
90-111 lb woolel slaughter Iambs 42JO43.50; good and choice 41.50-42.50; utility
and good wooled slaughter ewes 8.00.
11.00; utility and good shorn slaughter
ewes 7.0O-9.O0) choice and fancy 60-90 lb
feeder lambs 41.WW2.00; 90-100 lbs 40.O041.00.

Grain
Minn/
MINNEAPOLIS,
(AP)—Wheat receipts Wednesday 167; year ago 146; Spring
wheat cash trading basis ¦unchanged to up one cent; prices
Vi to 1% higher.
No. 1dark northern 11-17 protein 2.47%-2.«7%.
Test weight premiums: one
cent each pound 68 to 60 lbs;
one cent discount each Vz lb under 58 lbs.
Protein, prices:
11 per cent 2.47^-2.48%;
12, 2.52%;
13, 2.52%;
14, 2.48%;
15, 2.52%;
16, 2.57%;
17, 2.67%.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
2.42%-2.51%.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
2.42%-2.51%.
No. 1 hard amber durum ,
2.59-2.60; discounts , amber two
to five cents; durum five to
eight cents.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.44%1.45y4.
Oats No. 1 extra heavy white
84.
Barley, cars 49, year ago 95;
Larker 1.26-1.62; Blue Malting
1.26-1.55;
Dlcksori 1.26-1.60;
Feed 1.15-1.25.
Ryo No. 1 and 2 1.13-1.17.
Flax No. 1-2 4.75 nom.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 6.73%.

Young Men!

Blizzard shoot
continues Sunday

AGE 17 AND OVER

Globetrotter
tickets on sale

^
$1S0ft 00
%^^^^
^
— See Us For The Details —
U.S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
1

Winona, Minn.

'

.

-';¦ (FIrat Pub. Thursday, Marchfl, -1-973)
State of Minnesota )
County of Winona ) ss.
In County Court
Probate Division
No. 17,697
In Re Estate Of
Mary V. McElhaney a/k/a
May McElhaney, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for
Probate of Will, Limiting Time to Pile
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
William Colgan having filed a petition
for the probate of the Will or said
decedent and for the appointment of
William Colgan as Executor, which Will
Is on file In this Court and open to Inspection; ¦ :
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on March 26, 1973, at
10:15 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
Ihe county court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that oblectlons
to the allowance of said will, If any, be
filed before said time of hearing; that
the time within which creditors of said
decedent may file their claims be limited
to sixty days from the date hereof, and
that the claims so filed be heard on
May 1, 1973, at 9:30 o'clock AM., before
this Court In the county court room In
the court house In Winona, Minnesota,
and that notice hereof be given by publication of this order In the Winona Dally
News and by mailed notice as provided
by law.
Dated February 27, 1973.
S. A. Sawyer
Judge of County Court
.
(Court Seal)
Peterson, Delano & Thompson; Ltd.
Attorneys for Petitioner

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL

tl»lr*t Put. Thursday. March », 1«7*1
Stat* of Minnesota 1
County of Winona ) ss.
In County Court
Probate Division
No. 17,599
In Re Estate 01
Pauline F. Guxlnskl, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
•state having filed tier final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on April 2, 1973, at 9:30
o'clock AM., before this Court In the
county court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In Tha Winona Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated March 6, 1973.
S. A. Sawyer
Judge of County Court
(County Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera
Attorney for Petitioner

Fund extension
to be detailed
at West GAP meet
GLEKWOOD CITY, Wis. —
West Community Action Agen^
cy has received word
of an extension of funds 24 hours before
a staff layoff was to go into effect .
Pepin County is among the
counties served by West CAP.
"This new action by the Federal Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) will allow us- to
extend programs and keep staff
at least until about October,"
said Norman Anderson, board
chairman. Details will be explained at the regular meeting
of the agency's hoard on Monday at Holy Cross Lutheran
Church, Glenwood City, at 7:30
p.m. The public is invited.
(First Pub. Thursday, March 1, 1973)
State of Minnesota )
County of Winona ) ss.
In County Court
Probata Division
No. 17,573
In Re Estate Of
Niels K. Wibye a/k/a .
Niels Klelgoard Wlbye, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed Its final- account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled; ,
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on March 27th, 1973, at
10:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the county court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In the Winona Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated February 27th, 1973.
S. A. Sawyer
Judge of County Court
(County Court Seal)
Darby, Brewer & Evavold, Chartered
Attorneys for Petitioner

Antiquei, Coins, Stamps

"Want Ads
Start Here

4 Male—Jobs of Interest— 27 Horses, Cattle, Stock

Lost and Found

~

~

Wisconsin highway
death toll hits 148

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The death of a Washington
County boy raised Wisconsin's
1973 traffic fatality toll to 148
today compared with 138 ori the
same date a year ago.
Todd Krainer 7, of Hubertus
^
Wednesday
was fatally injured
evening when struck by a car
while walking along a rural
road near his home.

$100 REWARD

For Information leading to the arrest
of any person or persons who took
a 1973 Arctic Cat 440 Panther from
the Indian Creek Resort, Fountain
City, Wis. Engine number 0250015;
machine number 3045057. Information
will be kept confidential. Tel. Collect Fountain City 687-7741.
LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape Tablets
and Hydrex Water Pills. Gibson Pharmacy.
SOT A PROBLEM? Need Information or
lust want to "rap"? Call YES evenings
452-5590. • ; ¦ . ' ".'

10

Business Services

14

LAWN AND Garden Equipment Sales
and Service. Howard Larson, old Minnesota City Road. Tel. 454-1462.

Will Buy An 18-Word
Want Ad For Mar. 23

KENWAY electric sewer and drain
cleaning service.
Weekend service
available 9 to j. Tel. 452-9394.
NEAT, SWEET, complete! The Compactor compresses trash (motal cans,
paper cartoni, glass containers) to
about '/< Its original bulk. An attractive unit to bo used conveniently
In your kitchen. Sanitary and sale.

Frank O'Laughlin
PLUMBING & HEATING
761 E. Uh
Tel. 452-6340

WE HAVE AN excellent opportunity tor
an experienced beautician, full-llmo.
This |ob opportunity Includes a complete package ol store employe benefits. Write IJ-96 Dally News.
RN WANTED—good working conditions ,
40 hour 5'A day work week. Hospitalization
and medical Insurance
In Pediatrics
Provided . Experience
elpful. Apply Winona Clinic.
BABYSITTER—In your homo, prefer
West end, needed by Mon. morning.
Tel. 607-7986.
OFFICE OIRL-1 girl office. Answer
phone, typing of statements, soma filing. Send roiumo for appolnlment to
P.O. Box 503, Winona, Minn.
COLLEGE STLDENTS-part tlma pockIng eggs, 8-12 a.m. or 1-5 p,m, No
Saturdays, Apply In person, Zlebell
Produce, 178 E. 2nd.
COCKTAIL WAITRESS-tor Frl. end Sat.
only, 9 p.m. lo 1 a.m. Experience preferred but not necessary. Appearance
Important, Apply to Mr. Watson, between 9 and 5, WILLIAMS HOTEL,
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS - Parttlmo
Must bo 21. Apply lo Mr. Welson, between 9 and 5, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

"Ads received without tho coupon or without tha money or after the deadline will not ba
published And will not ba returned."

— NO PHONE CALLS —

M. D. Awes

Winona, Minn. 55987
.

'i

Career Minded
Woman

National consumer products
company will hire area
manager trainee. Wo seek
career-minded lady to recruit , train nnd develop
sales organization in Southwestern Wis. and Southeastern Minn. Sales management background necessary.
Salary, bonus, expenses,
company car and benefits.
WRITE IMMEDIATELY TO:

Winona Daily &
Sunday News
.

PATCH YOUR ROOF while It's leaking,
renew your roofs at A
' cost o« new
roof. 1 coat, 10 year warranty. SPELTZ
C H I C K HATCHERY, Rollingstone,
Minn. Tel. £89-2311.

Female—Jobs of Interest—26

ft Ad will Run on Mar. 23 ONLY at 23c
ft No Blind Ads Accepted

.

21

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

This Offer Is Made to Individuals Only

'

Plumbing, Roofing

Tel. 452-9509 or 452-6435, 1-year ouarantee

Ad Must Be 18 Words or Less

—I

GOOD SERVICEABLE age Hereford
bulls. Ben Frlckson (Money Creek)
Houston.

PARTSMAN

Need an auto partsman
with experience. Will advance to Parts Manager. As
manager, he will receive
salary, plus commission and
profit snaring. Paid vacations, sick leave.

0 & J Motor
28

MARRIED COUPLE to work on dairy
farm, with milking parlor, reliable,
experienced, separate house. Apply In
person. Eugene Marxhausen, Rollingatone, Minn. Tel. Lewiston 2773.

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
BABYSITTING JOB wanted In my home,
by the week. Have references and car.
Tel. 454-4956.

BABYSITTING'In my home. Tel. 452-7278.

Situations Wanted—Mais

30

Articles for Sals

57

PUREBRED DUROC boars, serviceable' age. Also 5 steel farrowing crates
and waterers. Harold Severson, Trempealeau, Wis. Tel. 539-3205.

Box 570. Winona, Minn. 65987

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT seeking new
accounts. Experienced In Individual,
partnership, corporate accounting and
tax work. Write B-59 Dally News.

Business Opportunities

37

~
3.2 TAVERN FOR SALE
Excellent Business
WINONA REALTY
173 E. 2nd
Tel. 454-5141.
.

SERVICE STATION for lease, located on
Hwy. 61, Winona. Modern 2-bay. Good
opportunity for young, neat, ambitious
man with mechanical background. Write
B-64 Dally Mows.
DEALERSHIPS Available TR1 STAT E
HOMES, MERCER, WIS . Highest amissions In Industry of Panellzcd factory-built homes. Write or Tel. 715-4762451.
WINONA ON-SALE LIQUOR LOUNGE.
NO INFORMATION EXCEPT TO
SERIOUS INQUIRIES.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT AND
WE'LL TELL YOU MORE. .
SUGAR LOAF REAL ESTATE,
TEL. 454-2367 .

BOB SELOVER ,
REALTOR
Tel. 452-5351

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

BLACK AND WHITE Beagle-Dachshunds,
real clowns, only $15. Red tleaole.
Dachshund!, JJ5. AKC red mint-Dachahunds, J3S. Perry Frosch Kennels,
Houston, Minn,
FREE FOR kind homo, 6 month, old
part Collie dog. Tol. 452-2270.
FOR SALE, purebred Springer Spaniel
puppies, liver and white , excellent
hunters, rendy to go. Don Lnthn,
Whitehall, Wis. Tol. 715-530-4078,
PUPPIES FREE-mlxed breed, small
dog. Tel. Kellooo 767-2390 after t.
FREE FOR good home, dark 4 year
medium alio epnyed Gorman Shepherd,
Good with children. Ilouaebroke, Tel.
607-7344.
GERMAN SHORT-HAIR Pointer, female,
10 monlhs old, registered. Tol. 4627391 days , 453-20V? evenings,
COLLIE MALE pup, 0 weeks, «0| Gorman Shepliord, 6 weeks , 910; Enfjllsh
Seller, 11 monlhs, «5. Tel. St. Charles
932-3044.

Wanted to Buy

81

BIKE EXERCISER—Tel. 454-1197.

ANTIQUE

NEEDLES

DELUXE CUSTOM built display kitchen,
20* base and upper cabinets In solid
oak, snack bar, lazy susan, bread
boards, counter tops. Blttner 's cabinetry, 479. W. 5th. Tel. 452-7391.
SAVE ON YOUR KITCHEN
WE ARE changing our kitchen display.
SAVE money on your kitchen, If this
display fits your plan. GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 452-4210.

Sam Weisman & Sons

Rooms With Meals

85

LADY OFFERS room and board to famala student, $12 per week. Inquire
at 901 E. 7th St., middle door, 11
a.m.-9 p.m.

Rooms Without Meals

86

SMALL ROOM for girl, >4 bath, close
to downtown. 178 E. Brojdway. Tel.
; 452-4207.
SLEEPINO ROOM for gentleman, close
to downtown, clean and neat. Tel. 4526455 or 454-1184.

TRY US for texturing your basement
walls. Brooks & Associates, Tel. 454- GIRLS AND GUYS—nicely furnished
clean rooms. Kitchen, telephone, TV
5382.
lounge. Tel. 454-3710.
TWELVE ANGUS cows to start calving RUMMAGE SALE-5 miles N. of HouApril 1. Gordon Rein & Sons, Whalan,
ston, Mlnni, next door to . Looney Val- SLEEPING ROOMS for men, students
Minn. Tel. 467-2378.
and working. Cooking area available.
ley Lutheran Church. Women's cloth252 Franklin. Tel. 452-7700.
ing, slio 10; Infants' clothing to alia
HighWANTED: All classes of livestock.
2, toys, baby and regular furniture,
est prices paid.. Tel. Dave Benlke 452miscellaneous. Mar. 8 through 11. ' Apartments, Flats
90
2401 for all your livestock needs.
HOMELITE
RIDING MOWERS
¦
SEVERAL CLOSE Holsteln cows and
FIVE ROOMS and bath, first floor. Rt1972 7 h.p. ¦ 30". cut electric start
heifers; also 4 lop black Angus breedfrlgeralor, stove and hot water furSpecial Sale Prices!
ing bulls. Financing available. Al's POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
nished. Adults. No pels. Tel. 452-6891.
Dairy
Cattle
Exchange, Lewiston,
2nd & Johnson
Tel. 452-2577.
Minn. Tel barn 6511; housa 5851.
LARGE QUIET 2-bedroom apartment,
available Mar. 15th. Stove, refrigeraUSED Refrigerators, dryers and TV's.
tor, air conditioning, garage. Spacious
REGISTERED HEREFORD bulls, servB&B ELECTRIC
iceable age. Good working . condition.
front porch overlooking 7th. St. Ne
155 E. 3rd.
Anxiety & Breeding, Rush Arbor Ranch,
students. 604 W. 7lh. Tel. 454-4030.
Rushford. Tel, 864-9122-.
WELL KEPT carpets show the results
ONE
AND two bedroom apartments for
of regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning.
Citizens, available Apr. 1. Tel.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44 Rent electric shampooer 11, 12 and Senior
Lewiston 4542.
S3. H. Choato & Co.
WHITE MOSCOVY ducks, $3 a pair.
Harlow Potter, Rt. 3, Winona. (Wltoka).

USED POULTRY equipment. Automatic TWO 50' mobile home frames with 3
and hand feeders, cages, gas and
axles eacti, 12" I-beam frame. Would
electric brooders. Will Install equipmake very nice tandem or triple axle
ment and erect buildings, shavings
trailer. TRI-STATE MOBILE HOMES,
available now. Winona Chick HatchTel. 452-4276.
ery, Box 283, Winona, Minn. 55987.
Tel. 454-5070.
ALL NEW living room sets, S129.95;
dlnelto sell, $52; bedroom lets, SI09.95.
Wanted—Livestock
46 Bargain Center/253 E. 3rd.

HOLSTEIN CALVES wanted, 3 days old.
Norbert Greden, Altura, Minn. Tel.
7701.

SEVERAL beautiful antique black walnut chests, umbrella stand. MARY
TWYCE Antiques & Books, 920 W. 5lh.

Dairy Herds — any size.
Feeder & Fat Cattle
Slaughter Cows & Bulls
Livestock of any kind.

Lanesboro Sales
Commission , lnc
48

"
IHC Vlbro-Shnnk cultivator, 12JV, with
Midwest mulcher; No. 56 IHC blower.
Both 3 years old, good condition. Charles Schell, Mlnnolske, Minn. Tel. 6092620.
INTERNATIONAL Harvester , 1953 Super
M tractor with 3 way hydraulic, power steering, In good condition. International Harvester 550 scml mountod
(5-16" plow Willi ripple coulters), In
oood condition. Noblo mulchor. Russell
Persons, Tol, St. Charles 932-4863.
B0U MATIC MILKERS
Bucket, pipeline or milking parlor.
Ed's Relrlgorator & Dairy Supplies
655 E. 4lh
Tol. 452-5532
FREE STALL farrowing pens nnd antes.
Reduces labor by 05%. Free literature
by request. Donald Rupprocht, Rt. 1,
Lewiston, Minn., 55952. Tol. 3765.
JOHN DEERE drill, 10', grass seed attachment, on rubber tires, good condition. Leonard Greden, Mlnnelska.
Tol. 609-2620,
FITZGERALD SURGE
Solos & Service
Tol, Lewiston 6201 or 5751

Hay, Grain, Food
HAY FOP. SALE-Cyrlac
mandee, Wis .

50
Bork,

BAR AND 2 stools, avocado green Naugahyde upholstery on bar front and
stools, Selling half price, S10O. Tel.
454-2554 alter 4.
MOVING, MUST sell gas stove, like
now; refrigerator, beds, shower adaptor, adlustable hanging lamp, miscellaneous. Tel. 454-3664.

WANTED

Farm Implements

Forty years of successful
operation, continuing clientele. Downtown Winona.

¦ ¦• Musical Instruments
.' ¦• Electronics" • Supplies
• Instrument Repairs
Tel. 454-2920
64 E. 2nd

HOLSTEIN HEIFERS 15 head, 400 lbs.
Tel , 507-498-3906. Spring . Grove.

Tel. Collect 467-2192.

ESTABLISHED
RESTAURANT

HAL LEONARD MUSIC

EIGHT TRACK stereo tape player, BRASS BED, twin or =,i size, In good
condition. Tel. 454-2094.
Decca. Available for very reasonable
price. Tel. 454-1068.
USED PONY saddle wanted, good condition. Tel. 687-3882 after S p.m.
MARTEN HOUSE bird fetter. Storms
and screens, 28x55 and 271Ax45'A. Tel.
WANTED: your old furniture, tools,
452-1157,
lamps, beds, rockers, antiques, or
what have you? Bargain Center, 251
USED 3J" electric range; . several black
and while TV's, $15 and up. FRANK
E. 3rd. Tel. 454-3768.
LILLA J. SONS, 761 E. «1h.
ANTIQUES, furniture, glassware, complete households, any used cr new salsUSED MELRO E Bobcats, Tel. Lewiston
able Items for auction or consignment.
5701.
Auctions held every Sunday at I p.m.
La Crosse Auction Center, 515 Clinton
SPRAY TEXTURING of ceilings or walls.
St., La Crosse, Wis. ' 54601. Tel. 782New and old. Painting and Interior
7800.
Tel,
remodeling. Brooks & Associates.
"¦ ¦ ' .' - .
. 454-5382. .
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON Si METAL
CO. pays highest prices or scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturdiys
AND newer furniture stripping. Free
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 452-2067
estimates, pick-up and delivery. Tel.
"~
Fountain City 687-9751 after 5,
"""
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw fun and wooL
For All Makes
ef Record Players
INCORPORATED
Tet. 452-5847
450 W. _ lrd
116-118 Pleia E.

Hardt's Music Store

TEN WEANED pigs. Gerald Schwertel,
Arcadia, Wis.

RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins, clarinet*
trumpets, etc Rental payments apply
HARDT'S
price.
toward
purchase
MUSIC STORE, 116-118 Levee Plaza E.

PORCH SALE—551 Vila St., Frl. and
Sat., 9-5. Furniture; knlck knacks; WANTED: Early Victorian couch, lovaseat and chairs. Also round oak tasome clothing, assorted sizes and misble with claw feet, prefer 45" width.
cellaneous.
Tel. 715-538-4051.
METAL BUILDING—40x70, very good;
shape, easily moved. Tel. 452-3826 or TABLE MODEL Hgsaw wanted. . Tel.
454-4934 after 4.
452-3765.
, '

BIO VALLEY RANCH, Inc., Is proud
to present Fran Raker, Happy Horse
Stables, conducting o riding clinic.
Mar. 17 and 18, 1973. 11 sessions
starting • a.m. each day. Hunt and
saddle seat, dressage, stable management, etc. Send for free pamphlet or ELECTRIC RANGE—30", deluxe, white,
call Gayla 454-3305. A grand time
1962, very good condition. Must sea
guaranteed!
to appreciate. Tel. 454-5310.

WRITE FOR veterinary product catalog,
over 400 products listed. Minnesota
Livestock Vet Products, P.O. Box 468,
Atwater, Minn. 56209.

Ford Dealer
St. Charles, Minn.

Help—Male or Female

ONE GOOD work mare, broke, single
or double; also ten 3 year old Palomino and sorrel, broke and unbroke;
10 bred mares, some broke; 2 Appaloosa mares. Ben . Frlckson (Money
Creek) Houston.
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WANTED TO BUY—all slver coins), sllver dollars, gold pieces, coin collections, accumulations and hordes. Pay
the top prices around. Tel. after 6 Radios, Television
71
p.m. 507-454-2274or writs Dick Drury,
Rt. 3, Winona, Minn., 55987. /
TV—23", Hack and white, good condition. $40. Tel. 454-1206.
ANTIQUES WANTED: I will bt In this
area around. Apr. 1 buying almost any
Sewing
Machines
73
type saleable antiques - and cotlectables for my Calif, shop. I am taking
back two truck loads this time and will USED SINGER featherweight portable
buy In large or small quantities. II you
sewing machine In excellent condition.
have anything for sale, write me before
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. jth .
Mar. 20 at: C. Andrew Kuhn, 635 Escalona Dr., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060. Typewriters
77
After Mar. 20, please contact me
through John O. Melby (¦ Co, Bank at
and adding; machines
TYPEWRITERS
;
Whitehall, Wis.
for rent or sale. Low rates. Try us
for all your office supplies, desks,
PAYING 40% or more for sllvir coins.
files or office chairs. LUMP OFFICE
Bob's Coins, St. James, Minn. 56081.
SUPPLV CO., 128 E. 3rd. T<1 452-J222.
Tel. 507-375-3849.

SHOP WHEN you want, save wtien you
can, with a low-cost loan for appliances, furniture, mobile hornet, used
RETIRED MAN with 20 years expercars, whatever. See a friendly InstallSMALL APPLIANCE repair. Free estiience wants work as custodian or CAPON AND Roaster outlook Is eood.
ment Loan Officer at MERCHANTS
mate!. Pickup and delivery. Tel. 452gardener. Can live fn or commute.
Growers ere needed. We have a comNATIONAL BANK and have ¦Happy
1274.
Reference!
furnished
on
request.
plete program — markets, caponlzers,
Day.
Write B-94 Dally News.
and service. Additional profit to your
INCOME TAX prepared In privacy, your
farm Income, Order your day old IF carpet beauty doesn't show, clean
home. L. T. Sayro & Associates, Tel. LOCAL PUBLIC Accountant seeking acand ready to lay pullets now. Winona
It right and watch It glow. Use Blue
452-7390 alter 5:30 and weekends.
counts from retiring or overburdened
Chick Hatchery. Box 283, Winona,
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer SI,
Public Accountant, Write B-44 Dally
Minn. 55987. Tel. 454-5070.
$2, S3, Robb Bros Store.
News.

for clogged sowers and drains

Tues., Mar. 20, 4 p.m.

4

REPAIR AND maintenance service of
all types for homo and farm. For
Information Tel. 4544016.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

Ads Must Be Ordered
No Later Than

;

PART-TIME MEAT wrapper, preferably
with experience. Apply National Food
Store, 5th & Johnson.

GENERAL BUILDING needs and roofing. Free estimates on all building
and Interior work. Ceilings, paneling
end cabinet* mad* to order. Tet. 4541113.

£0 vAoH

Boners & Workers
for boning room. Steady employment. Excellent fringe
benefits. Apply in person.
WHITEHALL .
PACKING CO. INC.
Whitehall, Wis.

NEED MORE MONEY? Join the success
group, sell Shaklee Products to home
and Industry. Full or part-time sales
positions how open. Interested? Tel.
452-1276 or 452-5000.

Jet. 14-61 Sugar Loaf
Tel. 452-1294

This Coupon And

.
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MATURE INDIVIDUAL for sales posl- SIX YEAR old mare, gentle; two 3
FREE FOUND ADS
year old geldings; 6 year old AppaAS A J?UBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
tlon with growing firm. Liberal comloosa mare. May be seen at Circle G.
missions and annuities. Contacts are
free found ad* will be published when
with restaurant Industry. Many leads . Ranch. Alvln Larson Jr., Tel. 454-1233.
a person finding en article calls the
furnished. Writ* B-95 Dally News.
Winona Dally & Sunday News ClassiTEAM OF 3 year old Belgium sorrels.
fied Dept. 452-3321. An IB-word notice
1 mare and 1 gelding, broke to drive.
will be published free for 2 days In CHEF WANTED — full-time for local
Herbert Wlcka, Fountain City, Wis.
Dinner
Club.
Must
have
experience
an effort to bring finder and loser
NOTICE
Tet. 687-7508.
together.
and references. Tel. Galesville 5B2This newspaper will be responsible for
4209 after 5 p.m.
only one Incorrect Insertion of any GREY AND BLACK male Norwegian
BOOT SALE—20% off on air Acme and
classified advertisement published In
Durango boots In stock, Mar. 9, 10
Elkhound lost Cedar Valley. Tel. 452- PARTY TO assemble electrical control
the Want Ads section; Check your ad
and 11. Wallerlch's Western Shop, 312
Instruments. Work could be done In
2327.
E. 3rd St., Wabasha, Minn. Tel. 612and call 452-3321 If a correction must
home workshop. Experience In radio
.
be made.
56S-4628.
building, soldering, drilling, tinsmithFOUND—silver beaded lady's necklace
Ing desirable.
Hours may be arat Haddad's Cleaners. Owner may
BOAR—Farmer* Hybrid, long and tall,
claim by Identifying. Tel. 454-3712. .
ranged. Tel. 454-2914.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-*
250 lbs., $125. Mueller Farms, Lewiston, Minn.
MAN for general farm work,
Personals
7 RELIABLE
B-53, 41, 69, SJ, 90, 92, 91.
milking parlor setup, automatic feedLOOKING
FOR pleasure riding horse
ing system. Ralph Shank Tel. St.
reasonably priced. Tel. 452-5645.
CONGRATULATIONS TO LES and the
Charles 932-4941.
WSC basketball team on their victory
last night and our very best wishes WORKING FOREMAN for small con- PUREBRED DUROC boars, also open
gilts. Edmund Slaby, Arcadia, Wis.
go to K.C. with you. Ray Meyer,
struction crew, working with concrete
Tel. 323-3721. alter 5.
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
forming. Year around work. Tel. 4877133 evenings.
HORSE for sale, lady broke, would
SEX EDUCATION books for all ages,
make good 4-H pleasure , horse. Tel.
with a Christian viewpoint. CHRIS- FULL-TIME SALES and general store
452-4883.
TIAN BOOKSTORE, 179 Lafayette.
work In local furniture and carpet
store. Good salary and commission, KIEFFER'S WESTERN a, ENGLISH
Shop Annual 109J-5054 Sale, Mar. 9
excellent working conditions, fringe
PLAN AHEAD for dancing, Legionthrough 24. Hours: 9-5:30 weekdays,
benefits.
Write:
Age, background,
naires. DAVE KIRAL will play lor the
9-9 Fridays. Jcf. 14 & 74 St. Charles.
qualifications to B-93 Dally News.
dance, ' Frl., MARCH 16th; and The
MODERNAIRES for the St. Patrick's
Day Dance Sat., March 17th at the FIRST CLASS bodyman, paid vacation, RUSHFORD LITTLE Pig Sale at Legion
Park,. Mar. 10, 8 to 11 a.m. Contact
paid holidays, also hospitalization beneLEGION CLUB.
Casper Ladsten, Tel. Rushford 8i±
fits. Write Koehler Auto Body Shop,
7463 for Information.
2nd
and
Walnut.
Tel.
452-4641
.
DOES ONE of your loved ones have a
drinking problem? If so, contact the
SIX YEAR OLD bay gelding, game or
Winona Alsnon Family Group. Write
pleasure, sound, and good-natured; altVA W. 3rd.
so new saddle and tack. Tel. Mike
or Patty 608-248-2727 days; evenings
408-248-2325 or 248-2535.

JIM'S
BODY SHOP

601 Franklin St.
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WANTED-antlques of ill kinds or anything old. Top dollar. Bargain Center,
253 E. 3rd. Tel. 454-3748.

CUSTOM PAINTING
CORVETTE REPAIRS
GLASS INSTALLED
CUSTOM LETTERING &
INSURANCE WORK

I

53 Musical Merchandise

State tested for germination. Cleaned, in bags.
Tel. Lewiston 4805.

Auto Service. Repairing

I

Seeds, Nursery Stock

E48 OATS-140 bu., flraf year from cer- STEREO STEALI Sherwood receiver. 60
watts, R.M.S. per channel, excellent
tified seed. Otto Wnuk, Dodge, Wis.
tuner section (FM only). Less than
1 year old. Must hear to appreciate.
Original price S600. Now selling for
$450. Tel. 452-7692 after 5 p.m.

HARK SOYBEAN
SEED

Save This Ad

ft
ft

j

Wou-

HAY FOR SALE-4,000 bales, stored In
burn, no rain. Eldrcd Gerard , Spring
Orovo, Minn. Tel. 490-5580.
HAY FOR SALE-Flrst end second crop
Alfalfa, good quality, 2 miles H. of
Rldgowny, Grovor Morcomb.

SPECIAL HOURS: WATKINS Warehouse
Store will bo open Sun., Mar. 11 from
1 to 4 p.m. Chestnut St, entrence
between 3rd and 4lh. This opening Is
In addition to our regular Frl. opening.
ALL ELECTRIC garden trader, no gas
or oil needed. Free mower with purchase of 10, 12 or 15 h.p. tractor.
Come In for demonstration!
TRISTATE
MOBILE
HOMES,
Breciy
Acres.
NEED A KITCHEN counter top replaced? Tel. Brooks 8. Associates 4545302.

MAIL
DAILY NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

LARGE, QUIET l-bedroom apartment.
Available Immediately. Drapes, carpet,
stove, refrigerator, disposal Included.
Laundry facilities and storage area.
Key Apartments, 1752 W. Broadway.
Tel. 454-4909.
ONE-BEDROOM first floor apartment,
large living room, nice kitchen, full
bath. Heated. Close to downtown. Tel.
452-5351 between 9 and 5.

Available Right Now
Deluxe 2-Bedroom
Apartment

Carpeting, large closets, assigned parking, leundry facilities,

Sugar Loaf Apartments

359 E, Sarnla. Tel. 452-4834 after 4
p.m., except on Mondays call after 6.
(Anytime weekends). Or Tel. 452-1507.

NOW RENTING
Ultra-Modern

Furnished or Unfurnished
it l Bedroom Efficiencies
it 1 Bedroom
•fr 2 Bedrooms

LAKE PARK
VALLI VIEW
APARTMENTS

At Tho Foot Of Sugar Loaf
Tel. 452-9490
Apartments, Furnished

91

THREE ROOM furnished apartment,
first lloor, all utilities paid. May be
seen between 11 a.m.-4 p.m. on Sat.
Tol. 452-2705 for appointment ,

May Be Paid at

TED MAI ER DRUGS
No Telephone Orders
"Will Be Taken

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

APARTMENT near college, 1 large
rooms, suitable for couple. Living room
newly carpeted. Stove end refrigerator
furnished. 551 Hull St.

64

COMPLETE HOLLYWOOD twi n alio
bed, Includes headboard, spring frame
and Englander foam malfrejs . Only
164.50. BURKE'S FURNITURE MART,
3rd 8, Franklin. Open Mon. and Frl.
evenings, Park behind the store,
MAPLE BUNK BEDS, twin site, complete with Inner spring mnttrosios,
SU9.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE ,
302 Mankato Ave. Open Mon, «. Frl.
evenings,

WANTED FOR next year, 2 girls for
double, 1 girl for slnole room. In
tho Third Floor, Wlnone Manor. Tel.
452-1497, 454-4220, 4542561.
TWO ROOMS wllh kitchenette and bath ,
second floor, private enlranct. Central
location. Tel. 4543671.
TWO BEDROOM 10x52' mobile home,
partly furnished, available next week,
located ot Galesville. Tol. 608-502-4009.
TWO BEOROOMS-no pots. Tel. 454-2574

or 432-2017.

"
LARGE WELL-KEPT epertmont for 2
mature male WSC students to shoro
with 2 other WSC students for spring
quarter . 1 block from WSC, Tel, 4544M5 Sunday afternoon or nfler 5:30
Weekdays.

AVAILABLE NOW-su||ablo (or employed
KELLY FURNITURE will carpal any IIVcouple. No pots. 331 Washington St.,
Ing room, dining room and attached
Apt. 4.
hall, wall-to-wall, In Berwick 100%
nylon lor only 1399 Including carpel, VERY NEAT apartment at 364 W. 7lh.
rubber padding & Installation, Kelly's,
Inquire alter 3:30.
Woslgate Shopping Center.
LOVELY 1-bodroom apartment , West end.
Good Things to Eat
65 Tel, 434-1707.

POTATOES, 20 lbs., 11.05; Texas red
granelrull, 40 ct. 14.10; corta gum, 10
packs *1. Winona Potato Market.

Gum, Sporting Goods

ROOMMATES WANTED-!, 2, or 3 girls
to slinro beautiful lorgo oportmont.
Tol. 454-3710.

66 Business Places for Rent
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OFFICES FOR RENT on (he Plow ".
BROWNINO
.22 automatic, excellent
stlrneman-Solover Co., Tol. 452-4347.
GOOD ALFALFA dairy hay and boef
condition, Tel. 452-7391 days) 452-2899
hay; also straw. Delivered. Joe Fredevenings,
3500 FT. of new ofllcs apace, furnished
rlckson, Tel. 507-753-2511.
with power, heat, air conditioning,
Horses, Cattle, Stock
60 sound bnrrlor walls, sprinkler
43 EAR CORN, beof and dairy hay and Machinery and Tools
system,
straw. Delivered, Eugene Lehnorlz, Kelcarpeting ond very agreeable rales.
CONSIGNMENT HORSE Sale, March 3LFree, parking "A block away. Will renl
logg. Tel. 1.507-534-3763,
INTERNATIONAL TD15 crawler loader
Ulg Valley Ranch, Consign nowl Qooct
wllh 4 In 1 bucket, new undercarriage.
all «r pari. 122 W, 2nd s(. Available
market for tat liroko horses. For In- ALFALFA HAY—Will deliver. Rollle KrUv
Miller's Used Truck Sales, Sparta, Wis .
March. PSN Building, Jack Nollzks,
formation Tel. 452-40B1.
Tel. 434-5030/ nights, 434-2600.
ael, Centorvlllt, Wis. Tel. 539-2590.
Tol. 4()Mo9-o74).
"

Business Places for Rent

92 Houses for Sal*

OFFICE SPACE available In Exchange
Bldg. First or third door. Elevator service provided. Will remodel space It desired. Tel. 452-58931
OFFICE SPACE for rent. Levee Plaza
East. Inquire HARDT'S MUSIC STORE.

Houses for Rent

'9 5

THREE-BEDROOM home at 3935 W. «h,
Goodvlew. 4 years old. Attached garage,
finished basement. Good location for
shopping and schools. Priced to sell.
Tel. owner 454-5309.
DUPLEX: - Near downtown Winona,
roomy . 2-btdroom, each. 2-car garage,
good condition. Must be seen. Tel. 454¦ 1059. '
.'

MODERN COUNTRY home, married INCOME PRODUCING properties for
families only, (ISO month. Tel. 454-N62.,
sate. Terms to qualified buyers. JIM
ROBB REALTY, Tel. 454-5870 t «.m.
THREE BEDROOMS, 2 baths. No stuto 5 p.m., Men. through Frl.
dents.¦ $150 month. Tel. 454-23W 'oftsr
¦
•
• «v ,
THREE YEAR, 3-bedroom rambler home
with hot water heat and completely
TWO-BEDROOM home, 1053 Gale St.,
carpeted, colored bathroom fixtures,
available Mar. 15. si50. Write or see
built-in
chine : cabinet, fenced-in yard, i
Ray Bornltz, Lamoille, Minn. 55948.
lVa car garage. East Lake Winona
area.
Tel.
454-1952.
MARION STj 1067r-3 badrooms, unlurnlshed, ¦ no : pels. Being redecorated.
WILL SACRIFICE - 3-bedroom home In
1150, Inquire 1074 Marlon St.
Fountain City due to III health. Tel. 6674621 for appointment.
¦

Wanted to Rent

96

BY APRIL 1-3 bedroom home, full
basement and garage. In oood condition. Will pay up to *250 per month.
¦
Tel. 454-4812.
COUPLE, middle-age, clean, no children,
no pets, deslde unfurnished house or
duplex In Winona. Rent up to $120
month. Tel. 452-9515 between 4:30. and
i p.m.

Bus. Property for Sale

97

40x40/ COMMERCIAL building with display windows across front. Has been
used as beauty shop, otfIces and retall store. TOWN 8. COUNTRY REAL
ESTATE, Tel. 454-3741.

§HI
' •' ¦

For :'

38 ACRES with , 3-bedroom home, barn,
silo, hog house, machine shed. On
blacktop road, 3 miles from Rldgoway, 15 miles from Winona, 1 miles
off 1-90. Contact Lester Beckman,
Houston, ¦Minn. Tel. 896-3808.

PROMPT - COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Call Us Anytime
Day or Night
601Main Street
or Weekends
Office Hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday
8 a.nv6 p.m. Saturdays

120 ACRES-NO tillable, spring possession.
Priced at $350 en acre.
Granger, Minn. Tel. 772-2141.

GENE KARASCH, REALTOR
Tel. 454-4196

Farms, Land for Sale

i

i_

98

'

280-ACRE Otto Braatz Farm, located 10
miles S.E. of Winona In . Cedar Valley, along County Road No. f. Broom
modern home. Creek through pasture.
Shown by appointment only. Contact
Everett Kohner 452-7814 or Alvln Koh¦
ner 452-4980.
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or home, or are planning to sell real
estate of any rype contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real Estate
Brokers, Independence. Wis., or Eldon
W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman, Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7360.

Houses for Sale

99

CENTRAL LOCATION—1 bedroom home,
full basement, all" carpeted. Tel. 4544921.
ALMOST NEW 3-bedroom rambler on
Lake Blvd. Every convenience. By appointment. Tel. 452-2556.
OLENVIEW, by owner, 3-bedroom ranch.
456 Glenvlew. By appointment-. Tel.
4H-9159. • ;¦
NEW HOMES ready for occupancy, 2-5
bedrooms. Financing available. YMImer
Larson Construction. Tel. 452-6J3J or
452-3801.
SUNSET AREA — spacious 4-bedroom
home at 1880 W. King. Lovely view ol
the bluffs from picture window of llv.
Ing room. 114 baths, double garage, central air, larfl* family room, stove and
refrigerator stay with tho house. Kitchen has large dining area. Oversize lot.
Built 5 years ago by Casper. Extra nice
carpeting. Tel. owner 452-5279.
¦Y OWNER. 3 bedroom house, extra
corner lot, washer and dryer Included,
Wlncrest Addition.
For appointment
,
Tel. 454-2422.
TWO-STORY stucco exterior housa In
Fountain City. 4 bedrooms, IVi baths,
fireplace, now carpeting. Tel, 454-4548,
POUR BEDROOMS, central location at
316 E. 8th, newly remodeled, nice lot,
priced to nit. Tet. 454-1059.
NEW HOMES—1 or S bedrooms, large
backyards, attached double garages.
Oordon Matthees, Tel. 452-5861.

[wSMfc
I T REALTOR
gl20 (EHTER-

LOOKING FOR
A HOME?
WE CAN:
1. Save you time and effort
by showing you only the
homes , that suit your
needs, taste and price
range.
2. Help you obtain financing in the current mortgage market.
3. Make appointments for
your convenience and see
that you have time for
unhurried inspection.
4. Provide you full information, facts about taxes,
maintenance, quality of
construction,
neighborhoods. ^ ." . "
SUCCESSFULLY SERVING
WINONA'S REAL ESTATE
NEEDS FOR OVER
THREE GENERATIONS.
OFFICE TEL. 452-5351.

&IV.

^1

REALTOR

City lots. East or West . ..
From $3400 on.
e
I Ifwws/O^^^^^^^f^^s^^^^^^^^At^a*^*^^*^

The owner has spent time
: to make this home what it
; is today . . . A tidy 2 story
in very good condition . 2
bedrooms up / 1 bedroom
: down. Huge kitchen with
: surplus of cupboards. Large,
fenced back yard , 1 car garage. Central location in low
: twenties. Why not let us
i
; show you this one soon.
GARY SWINGS

687;MM

1970 BUICK
Estate Wagon

<72 Ford Pickup
70 Ponttac LeMens
'is Mercury
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

1969 TOYOTA
Corona

SOLD !

Ed Bolt 454-3587
Paul Bengtson 452-1938
Wanted—Real Estate

PLANNING TO SELL your S-3 bedroom home this spring? If SOY Tel.
452-5504 after «.

¦

mM

Ml *

MLS
MLS
MLS
MLS

IS PROPERTY
SELLING?

That is a question we are
asked almost every day.
Frankly, the way a property
moves when it is offered
for sale depends a lot on
how it is handled. For this
reason when you are BUYING or SELLING we suggest you give us a call.

EYE IT!
^
TRY IT!
BUY IT!

We are

OLD enough to be
EXPERIENCEDYOUNV enough to be
AGGRESSIVELARGE enough to be
EFFICIENTSMALL enough to be
PERSONALIZED.

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104
TWO 14" slotted aluminum wheels for
Chevrolet, with F70xl4 tires, good
shape. $100. Inquire 816 W. Jth or Tel,
454-5328. '

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106

LARSON—1966 14' runabout with 40 h.p.
Johnson and trailer. Tel. 452-1582 after 5.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

SUZUKI—1967. Tel. 454-2748 after 6 p.m.

777
810
793
825

SOLD!
SOLD!
SOLD!
SOLD!

We're selling them BO fast
that we need many more
new listings. LIST WITH US
FOR THE BEST RESULTS!
HAVE YOU SEEN
THESE NEW LISTINGS!
MLS 838 is a lovely 6 year
old, ranch type home in
Goodview. Fireplace. Attached double garage. Family room - kitchen combination. Built-in kitchen. Full
basement.
MLS 837 is located near
Minnesota City. This gracious 6 year old ranch style
features 3 bedrooms, quality
oak trim and cupboards,
built-in cooktop and range,
and a large recreation room
in tho basement with a bar.

ERV. RICHTER,
REALTOR

112 Exchange Bldg.
Tei. 452-1151 or 452-1650
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30,
Mon.-Fri, or anytime
by appointment.

FARMS
NEW LISTING
Spring Possession

Dairy or beef , 303 acres with approximately 171 tillable. 31
stanchion dairy bam , beef barn , silos, storage bins , full set
other buildings. 3-4 liedroom homo , Terms. Located East
of Plninview.

NEW LISTING
Spring Possession

For quick snlo, 1(10 acres, n miles East of Plainview . 3bedroom home, gani Ro , machine nnd loafing building , barn.
Newer <!00' well. ASCS has 53 acres cropland , approximately
20 acres permanent pasture with ponds, balanco wooded
area, Good terms available .

ROY MONTGOMERY REALTY
3d5 W. Broadway, Plninview, Minn. Tol. S34-2315.

HONDA CB 350, like new, low mile*
Tel. 454-5213.
WHEELS UNLIMITED, 6'A miles 5. «f
Rochester, Hwy. 52, Tel. 288-5630. Now
In stock early 1973 Norton Roadslen,
$1,695; 1973 Norton Interstate, $1,745;
Combat Rise Hl-Rlder, $1,745. Limited
number of these early specials. Also In
stock, Ducatl and Premier. Need tires?
Wa have over 1O0.
1973'S ARE HEREI
Honda, BMW, Triumph
Beat the rush, bring your bike In
for a spring tune-up now!
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
"Pennoy 's Good Neighbor " .

Snowmobiles

107A

RUPP SPORT, 1973, 340CC 30 h.p,, 4(0
miles, like new. Also single snowmobile trailer. Tet. 452-9473 after 6 p.m.

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108
JEEP PICKUP — 1957, 4 wheel drive,
wllh 7' plow. $500. Tel. Lewiston 6643.
OMC—1964 Mi ton pickup with shell,
good condition, Nearly new tires. After
4:15, all day Sat,, 506 E. Sarnla. Tel.
452-7909.

1970 DODGE
Mi-Ton Pickup
Custom cab, FACTORY AIR
CONDITIONING, p o w e r
steering, power brakes, automatic transmission, very
very nice. MUST SEE TO
APPRECIATE.

ONLY $2200

Open Friday Nights
Used Cart

109

DODGE—1966 9-pas«enoor Station Wanon, 33,000 on motor. Tel, 452-4160.
529 E. 10th ,

1971 BUICK
Skylark Custom

4 door hardtop. Cocoa brown
with a brown vinyl top,
beige interior , power steering, power brakes, automatic transmission, whlto
sidowall tires, AIR , driven
38,500 miles, owner's nameon request. This is a Real
nice car for

$2995

jgg^gH
Open Friday Nights

1968 MERCURY Comet 2door, 6 cylinder engine,
automatic transmission,
power . steering, radio.
1968 MERCURY Montego
MX 2-door, V-8 engine,
radio, power steering,
automatic transmission.
1968 FORD Galaxie 2-door
hardtop, V-8 engine, radio,
automatic transmission,
power steering.
1968 FALCON Futura 2-door,
6 cylinder, automatic
transmission, radio.
1969 MERCURY Marquis 4door, V-8 engine, automatic transmission, radio,
power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning,
vinyl top.
.
1970 MERCURY Marqtks 2door hardtop, V-8 engine,
automatic transmission,
power steering, power
brakes, radio, vinyl top.
1970 FORD LTD Brougham
2-door hardtop, radio, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning.
1971 MERCURY Cougar
hardtop, radio, 4 speed
transmission, power steei>
ing, power brakes, vinyl
top, V-8 engine.
1971 FORD Country Squire
station wagon .. V-8 engine,
power steering, power
brakes, luggage rack, aix
conditioning, 10 passenger
model, automatic transmission.
1971 FORD Galaxie 4-door
sedan, power steering,
power brakes, V-8 engine,
automatic transmission ,
radio.
1971 FORD Torino 2-door
hardtop, V-8 engine, automatic transmission, radio,
power steering.
1972 FORD LTD 2-door
hardtop, V-8 engine, automatic transmission, radio,
air conditioning, power
steering, power brakes,
vinyl top.
1972 FORD Galaxie 4-door,
V-8 engine, automatic
transmission, power steering, radio.

BANK
FINANCING

PETERSON
MOTORS, INC
Ford - Mercury
Lanesboro, Minn.
Tel. 467-2195 or 467-2196

>jjg ^
»^
^

SB59S

SUGAR LOAF TOWN 8. COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES
Hyvy. 43, next to Budget Furniture)
THREE BEDROOM 1959 Recent mobile
home, 12x68, excellent condition, completely furnished. Must sell. May be
1 seen at Green Terrace Mobile Home
Park No. 34, Lamoille, Minn, er Tel.
452-2046 after 5:30,

SUGAR LOAF TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES
Priced For Quick Sale
2 or 3 Bedroom 1945 12x64
Detrolter. $3WS. Tel. 454-5287 .
SUGAR LOAF TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES
Hwy. 4$, next to Budget Furniture

1969 PONTIAC Gatalina 4
door sedan. Power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, automatic drive, solid
green finish, NOW ... $1095
1967 CHEVROLET Bel Air 4
door sedan. 6 cylinder engine, standard transmission,
radio, good tires, priced
BELOW mariet value. $595
1966 CHEVROLETBel Air 4
door. 6 cylinder engine,
standard transmission, radio, good transportation. $295
FINANCING AT
BANK RATES
AVAILABLE

NYSFROM'S

Cadillac - Toyota - Pontiac
2nd & Washington Tel. 452-4080
Open Friday Evenings

1969 FORD
Thunclerbircl
Red, white vinyl top, red
interior, V-S engine, automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, AMFM stereo radio, Factory
Air conditioning, heater and
whitewall tires, excellent
condition,
WAS $2195

NOW $1995

Auction Sales
¦'"

~

FREDDY FRICKSON

Auctioneer

Will handle all sizes and kinds of
Auction Sales
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-4143
¦
ALVIM KOHNER
MAR. 1C—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 3 miles E. of
AUCTIONEER-City and state licensed
Spring Grove, Minn, on Hwy. 44, then
and bonded. Rt. 2, Winona. Tel. 4551 mile S. to farm. Alfred St . Oberlln
4980. .
Sylllng Estate, owners ; Bentley &
Bentley, auctioneers; Onsgard Stale
FOR YOUR AUCTION, used the Boyvni
Bank, clerk.
System. BERTRAM BOYUM, Auctioneer, Rushford, Minn. Tel. 864-9381.
MAR. 13—Tuee. 10:30 a.m. 2 mtlej S.E.
of Lewiston, Minn, on County Rd.
No. 25, then 14 mile So., then Vi mlla
E. Walter Nahrgang, owner; Montgomery & Olson, auctioneers; Thorp
Everett J. Kohner
Sale* Corp., clerk.
Winona Tel. 452-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel. , 643-6151 .
MAR. lJ-rTues. 11 a.m. 2 miles S.E.
of Ettrlck on D, then 2 miles S. on
MAR. 10-Sat. 10:30 a.m. 1 mile S. of
DD. Arnold F. Paine, owner; Richard
St. Charles, MJnn. on Hwy. M, then
Krackow, auctioneer; Northern Inv.
1 mile W. on Co. Rd. 35. B|erne ft
Co.,
clerk.
Audrey Melbe, owners; Alvln Kohner,
auctioneer; Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.
MAR. 14—Wed. It a.m. 9 miles N. of
Rushford on Hwy. 43, then 1 mile W.
MAR. 10i-Sat. 11 a.m. 102 Money Creek
Bob & Daniel Helden, owners; Alvln
St., N., Rushford, Minn. Mrs, Josle
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co*
Olan, owner; Boyum & Boyum, auctioneers; Boyum Agency, clerk,
clerk.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

1 jj y L;

NORTHERN INVESTMENT: co. 1

itjiji

I Located 2 miles Southeast of Ettrick on "D," then 2 §
miles South on "DD."
|
|

1

STARCRAFT CAMPERS ft
TRAVEL TRAILERS
Pickup Toppers & Cempera
DICK'S SPORTING GOODS
Durand, Wis. ¦ . .
Tel. 715-672-8873 or 672-5199.

OUTSTANDING
BUYS

HONDA—1971 Trail 70, excellent shape,
only 800 miles. Tel. Bob 452-1886.

WE HAD A
BUSY WEEK!

Open Friday Nights

"Home of Personal Service "

Multiple Listing Service

2-3 bedrooms

1973 Chlckasha 14x70
4 bedrooms
..... $8395
1973 Chlckasha 14x70
2 baths, 4 bedroom*
$8495
Local Bank Financing. 15 year No
Down Payment Plan. 5% Down Payment Plan.
Open 7 days a week.
. Tel.
454-5287, evenings
452-1984.
In Rushford contact Mrs. Al Morken
S54-7223.

B^HB

BOB WEBSTER has the
EIGHT PRICE FOR YOU.
Residence phone: 452-9580

WINONA BUSINESSMAN Is Interested
In a home or property near Winona,
fronting directly on the banks of the
Mississippi. Tel. 603-785-2180.

GREEN TERRACE Mobile Homes/ authorized Chlckasha dealer. 1973 14x70
Chlckasha, J8295. 1973 14x70 Blair
House, $7950. Repossessed 1973 14x70
Blair House, on choice lot, completely
set up with steps and skirting, never
lived In, save $1000 or more. Tel. 4541317 for appointment.
~ ~"
CHICKASHA SALE
Fabulous
Once-ln-A-Llfetlme Olfer
. . . One Year FREE Lot Rent With
the purchase of any of the following
¦ homes: .
1973 Chlckasha 14x70,

TR COURT In Lewiston haa apace for
mobile homes. One new 12x60 home
for tale. Tel. Lewiston 2175 or 2451.

2 door hardtop. Automatic
transmission, bucket seats,
console, radio, one-owner,
driven ONLY 26,991 miles.

102

6-passenger. Light green
with all green vinyl upholstery, power steering,
power brakes, power windows, FACTORY AIR, power tailgate, luggage rack,
rear window defogger, power door locks, white side-'
wall tires. This is a oneowner car with 39,200 miles,
DRIVE TT TODAY.

$3295

ECONOMY

WHEN WE TAKE HOLD
YOUR HOME IS

FIBERGLASS CANOE _ 14 ft., flatted
bottom, square back oars; 3Vi h.p.
Evlnrude motor, $100; Pax 33 mm
camera and case, $35. Tel. 60B-24JJ417, p.m.

Mec/i/eiV

Don't Have a Landlord
— Be One(!!
Start with this 3-unit apartment in West location. 2
units up and 1down. Double
garage. Be the lucky landlord and own this one for
mid 20's.

-^

0LDSMOBILE 96-1969 luxury sedan, air
conditioning, 4-way seat, power steering, power brakes, loaded with extras.
In A-1 condition. See «t 802 E. 2nd.
¦
Tel. 454-1947. ¦

111

109 Mobile Homes, Trailers

109 Used Cars

FORD—1968 Torino 2-door hardtop, automatic with power steering. Tel. 452- WANTED: 1964 or 1965 Mustanfl conAT FIRST FIDELITY you can expect
vertible. Must have automatic transHome Financing most adaptable to
1582 after 5. '
mission. Tel. Kasson, Minn, 634-7674.
your needs and responsibilities.
Chevrolet
Hobby
STOCK
CAR—1957
Stock with extras. Tel. 452-2420.
QUALITY 3-bedroom horns near i_a|<,
MERCURY — 1971 Cougar XR7, foil/
Winona. By owner. Winona itone front,
automatic. Tel. 452-9147.
finished basement wllh rec room, pat- OPEL — 1970 Kadett, best otter. 23,000 miles, 4 speed transmission, : Sunio and fenced yard In back. Tel. 454' ! . 195*,. power windows,
shine Yellow, good rubber. ' Excellent CORVETTE !
1116 for appointment.
power top, 327 h.p., 4-speed. Tel.
V
condition. Tel. 452-3647.
Rushtord 664-9529 evenings.
V/i YEAR OLD 3-bedroom ranch with
full basement/ wall-to-walt carpeting DODGE—1968 Charger, V-8, automatic,
:
power
steering,
power
brakes,
lust
and many extras. For appointment Tel.
overhauled motor. See at 1717 W. 5th
452-4056. . ' .
after 5.
BY OWNER—modem 3-bedroom home,
double car garage, central air condi- MUST SELL—1970 Galaxlf, air condltlonlna. Tel. 45J-1791.
tioning, built-in stove and dishwasher,
finished rec room In basement. In quiet
PONTIAC—1968
itation . wagon with air
and convenient location. Shown by apconditioning. S1695. Tel. 452-1583.
pointment. Tel. 452-3291.

\j L ©OB

¦SST BUY In Winona. 2 and j-bedroom
Town Houses, prices starting at 121,900,
Immediate occupancy. Tel. 454-1057.

REALTORS

99 Used Cars

99 Houses for Sale

I

NEW MOON 1967 12x60 2-3 bedrooms,
completely furnlslied, washer and dryer, air conditioner. Excellent condition. Lake Village, $3900. Tet. 452-1727.
TRAILER FOR RENT or sale. 1560,
10x55, completely furnished, 2 bedrooms, fireplace, air conditioned. Lot
18, Fountain City Trailer Court. Tel.
6B7-7B71.
BUDDY—1972, 12x50 all electric home.
Stove, refrigerator, washer and dryer. Carpeted, skirting, steps, etc. Take
over payments or buy. Tel. - 452-1955.
BLAZON. CAPER—1971 IB' travel trailer, self-contained, sleeps 6, $2300. Tel.
454-4869 after 4.
ANOTHER FIRST from Trl-Stafe no
down payment mobile) home financing;
also ask about our 15 year plan.
You. expect more .from TrI-State and
you get 111 TRI-STATE MOBILE
HOMES Breeiy Acres. Tel. 452-4276.
COACHMEN—12x62 mobile home. Housetype construction, corner tub, raised
living room, acoustical celling, Mediterranean decor. Sealy beds, front living room. Price: $9500, NOW $7800, F.
A. KRAUSE CO,, Breeiy Acres, WI. nona,
HARDTOP FOLD-DOWN camper, sleeps
8. $875. Tel. Durand 715-472-WS1.
JUST ARRIVED, J-bedroom 14x70" Whitcraft, front kitchen, 2x4 walls, Fome
core, utility room. All this for only
S6500.
TRI-STATE MOBILE HOMES,
¦

.' . Tel. . 452:4276.

SUGAR LOAF TOWN ft COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

FREE Washer & Dryer or
6 Months FREE Lot Rent
With the Purchase of Any
New Home.

We now have a good selection of new
2, 3 and 4-bedreom mobile homes on
display.
SUGAR LOAF TOWN ft COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES
Hwy. 43, next to Budget Furniture.
Tel. 454-52871evenings 452-1984.
THREE BEDROOM 1972 Rltzcraft. Must
sacrifice. Lived In 4 months. Indescribable, must be seen. 13 Michigan
Lane, Lake Village Trailer Parkr. Tel.
452-1319.
,
RICHARDSON-1S44 mobile home, 10x55',
completely furnished. Excellent condition. $2900 or best offer. Tel. 454-1167.
MOBILE HOME, 12x68, for sale er
rent, partially furnished. John Finley, Bethany. Tel. Lewiston 2730.

T^es^

I

Starting Time: 11:00 A.M.

Lunch will be served.

I

I
1
I
I
I
1
I
I

TRACTORS AND NEACHINERY: JD 60 tractor, wide |
front, live PTO, new rubber, excellent condition; JD "G" .%
tractor with starter and lights, good rubber, good condi- 1
tion; 2 JD "B's'' with power-trol, roU-o-matic, creeper |
gear, good condition; Paulson loader, fits "B"; Farmall |
F-20 tractor, motor good, rest for parts; MD #8 3-14" |
plow; JD 2-14" plow on steel; S & H PTO spreader; JD |
Model H spreader; MD tandem disc; Case 7 ft. tandem i
disc; JD 6 ft. field cultivator on rubber; Cultivator fits g
JD "B" ; New Idea PTO trailer type mower; New Holland I
#66 hay baler; 2 MD 3-bar side rakes: 4 row field spray- |
er; AC 66 combine with pickup attachment, good condi- 1
tion; Hoosier 8 ft. seeder; Moline 3 point hitch corn |
planter; Heat houser for JD 60; chains to fit JD 60 or 1
|
II G; Chain to fit B.
MISCELLANEOUS: 2 Surge seamless milker pails; 8 |
I section steel drag; rubber tired wagon; hay rack; 20 ft. |
i grain auger with 6 ft. extension, nearly new; silage cart; |
|feed cait; Cant Kick; 36' aluminum extension ladder; |
1 McCulloch 1-46 chain saw: forge; post driU; electric and I
| battery fencers; 2 wheel trailer; JD hay loader; tedder; 1
it platform scale; tobacco planter; tobacco hiller; fanning |
i mill; several used telephone poles and cross arms; 2 j
I bale forks; dry well pump with % HP motor; wooden hog |
i feeder; 300 gallon barrel, leaks; manure carriers; rope '$
I hoist; hand corn shelter; horse collars; harness; Homko . |
I power lawn mower and usual farm tools, v
1
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND SOME ANTIQUE ITEMS: J
1
I Dinner bell (A-3) complete- very old writing desk; round |
I oak table with 4 leaves; table with claw, glass ball feet; 1
I school desk; glass door cupboard; sleigh runners; several 1
P 10 gallon cans; crocks; kraut cutter; trunks;: M.W. re- 1
I frigerator; double bed; 3 single beds, complete; Westing- |
I house electric dryer; Maytag wringer washer with new |
I motor; Seigler ofl burners; 2 Duo-Therm oil burners; 2 1
I wood staves; 2 dressers; wardrobe; cot; davenport; li- |
I brary table; high chair; misc. chairs; tables; small |
table; mirrors; misc. items; Several electrical small ap- I
|
1 pliances; double wash tubs oh stand; Kenmore canister I
j| vacuum, complete; combination radio, record player; |
i treadle sewing machine; Zenith cabinet radio, old; Zenith 1
I battery radio.
|
1
SNOWMOBILES: 1971 Eskimo, 38
HP; 1970 Eskimo, I
¦ ¦;¦
'
.- I
I 27 HP.
I

TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
ARNOLD F. PAINE, OWNER
|
Richard Krackow, Auctioneer
1
I
Northern tovestment Company, Clerk
Rep. by Jos. and Dave Norgaard
1
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QUALITY CHEVYTOWN B

Open Friday Nights
New Cars
KEN'S SALES 8. SERVICE — Jeep 4wheel drive, . Vehicles & Accessories.
Hwy. 14-61. Tal. 452-9231.

More Car For
Your Money
Test Drive
A Toyota
At Nystrom's

Free hot dogs all day Saturday. Swing into Spring with ip|
America 's Number 1 Car and a Number 1 Deal.
Til
1973 Vega N otchback

Stock #635
Silver metallic finish
vlnvl
wiver
tinisn, black
wacK vinyl
interior, 4 speed transmission, AM
pushbutton radio.

CORONA 4 DOOR ... $2495
COROLLA WAGON .. $2395
MARK II 4 DOOR ... $3100
CARINA 2 DOOR .... $2395
CORONA 2 DOOR HT. $2595
THE PRICES ARE
"UNDERWHELMING"

°"'y $20"-00

1973 Chevelle 4-Doo r
C„ J .»
bedan

NYSTROM

Stock #648
Light green metallic finish, dark
green cloth Interior , 250 6 cylinder
engine, turbo bydramatic transmisFST* &?$ **' Ihite stripe
H ^' AM
Ures,
pushbutton radio.

MOTORS, INC.

Cadillac - Toyota - Pontiac
165 W. 2nd
Tel. 452-4089
Open Friday Evenings
Financing Available

Onl y $2798.00

Mobile Homes, Trailers 1.11
MOBILE HOME—1970, 12x50, located on
soenlc valley lot, skirted, wllh storage shed, furnished or unfurnished,
Tel. Rolllnwtone 609-2911 tor appointment.

AUTO SERVICE
CENTER

Stock #649

P1"6611 cloth
Park. S1*6911 finish ' dark
Power.
^f a en

e
^^^^ ^ 6
^ covers,
glide transmission
, wheel
white stripe tires, AM pushbutton

^ Only $2512.00

, ,, « -.
1973- n
Chevelle
2-Door
107

r

r?U PL

c

chamois finish, dark green cloth
int erior , 250 6 cylinder engine, turbo
hydramatic transmission, power steer^8. wheel covers, white-stripe tires,
^ pushbutton radio.

Only $2840.00
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1973 IMPALA 4-DOOR SEDAN

ff \

Light copper metallic finish , neutral cloth Interior , 350 V-8 engine, turbo hydramatic transmission, power steering, power disc brakes, white stripe tires,
AM. pushbutton radio.

WJbM
BgB
B^l

•Free Vinyl Roof , Your Choice of Color Included In This Price.

k °J

Ifl
I < B

60 other 1973 Chevrolets, in stock ready for delivery. Wm
*Not ready for a new Chevy? Look over our larg e se- M l
lection of completely reconditioned previousl y owned cars. B5i

$ C9 9
¦
+J

Your Choice of PENNZOIL —
or QUAKER STATE
Motor Oils
Installation of Quality
VARCON OIL FILTER . . . plus
Expert Lubrication.
Call Gary At 454- 1526 For Appointment
Offer Expires 9 p.m. Tues., Mar. 13, 1973

1973 Nova 2-Door Coupe |S|§

ONLY $3299.00

™ SPECIAL

Oil & Filter Change
& Lube Job

|fj

FAMOUS HOT DOG SALE

Bank financing on all models—check our low ra tes—you VV
P jj ^
will be pleasantl y surprised.

(^ MtiMfy. ChwutoivJt.II

I

^^^^^^"^^

121 Huff

"In Beautiful Downtown Winona"
Open. Mon. - Wed. - Fri. Evenings

B^ I

i l l

Tel. 452-2395 L<j J

BJB

j

PEANUTS

BLONDIE

By Roy Craw /

BUZZ SAWYER

By Charles Schuti

By Chide Young

By Ntert Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY

By A| Capp

LI'L ABNER
REDEYE

By Gordon Bess

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

APARTMENT 1-G

By Alex Kotiky

.A.
M||p f
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Dal Curtis

^M^A
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The new MAYTAG
HIGHLANDER BUDGET PRICED
AUTOMATIC WASHER Is Here!

0B,y *77Q88
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By Saunders and Ernst
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NANCY

^

Take it from "Old MaeLonely."
They're all built to keep a
Maytag Repairman lonely.

f
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MARY WORTH

By Fred Laswail

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Ernie Bushmilfer

I ZINC COATED
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WASHERS—DRYERS—DISHWASHERS
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"The Everything
^
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ce Hardware
^

place" ... Since 7855

